Public Sale 297 - Wednesday 6th February 2019
Viewing on Sale Day 2pm to 6:45pm
Please note all boxes are marked B*
Start of Auction 7pm Prompt

Mixed Lots
1 B* A MINT WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of countries
earlier to modern incl Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies etc, also a few CTO used scattered around, 100s to sort
£ 80
through making an interesting lot.
2 B* A MINT WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of countries
earlier to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics, Africa, Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few CTO
£ 100
used scattered around, 100s to sort through making an interesting lot.
3 B* A WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of countries earlier
to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics, Africa, Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few CTO used
£ 125
scattered around, a few in packets, M/S, etc. 100s to sort through making an interesting lot.
4 B* A WORLD BOX including a large printed album for worldwide (sparse), w/w countries in packets, loose in bags on
and off paper, thematics CTO used in many bags (100s), world off paper in a large bag (1kg+, 1000s), plenty to sort here.
£ 48
1000s.
5 B* A WORLD BOX with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper, a huge
amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign,
£ 50
European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
6 B* A WORLD BOX with various thematics incl Middle East, France on Hagner pages, Denmark and Bulgaria in an old
album, Royal Legion collection of special military covers in two binders, world FDCs and commercial covers incl airmail rates
£ 28
etc, 100s.
7 B* A WORLD OFF PAPER MINT & USED a huge amount of loose for huge variety of countries, some in packets, mint
earlier to modern, loose in bags, thematics but plenty of earlier, many, many 1000s to sort, ultimate sorter lot in a large
£ 50
shoebox.
8 B* A WORLD OFF PAPER MINT & USED a huge amount of loose for huge variety of countries, some in packets
including many earlier United Nations 1950s-60s U/M blocks, mint earlier to modern, loose in bags, thematics but plenty of
£ 50
earlier, many, many 1000s to sort, ultimate sorter lot in a large shoebox.
9 B* A worldwide range of interesting on various stockcards including Canada perf earlies to 17c used, New Zealand back
of the book in a bag off paper, Grenada 1937 Coronation perfed specimen set 3, KUT P. Dues perf Specimen (2) ovptd
Specimen (4), Mafeking 1d on ½d green used, GB incl 1965 Churchill 4d blk of 8 with large ink smudge error, 1975 Sailing
missing pink, USA Parcel Post 9 vals to 25c used, NZ Chalons imperf 1d & 6d, Rhodesia 1910 Double heads 10d mint, 4d
& 10d used (10d strange shades), Yemen with overprints inverted, Portugal colour trials imperf bicolours (5), useful European
earlier varieties incl Italy, BLP CDS used on 15c grey 10c brown, including many signed, Somalia 200f imperf trial, France
airs incl 1947 500f U/M (cat €50), 1949 10f (cat €60), Fume STC €1200+, Belgium STC €400+, Danzig 1924 Airs Cat
£ 1350
€180, San Marino Trieste STC €500, etc, etc, enormous cat value and retail, ideal for split down or Ebayer.
10 B* ACCUMULATION - BOX with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on
and off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br.
£ 50
C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
11 B* Accumulation in a carton including better collections or ranges noted Greece mint / unmounted mint in a binder,
Portugal early to modern in a stockbook, Argentina, Austria, Netherlands collection priced at £90, Greenland on leaves, old
time stockalbum (very tatty), Denmark in a small stockbook, Vatican City in stockbook, Italy in a stockbook, Turkey from
earlies, Belgium U/M modern, nice ranges of Mauritius QV to modern, well filled Germany stockbook from 19th century to
£ 100
modern etc, 100s. Diverse sorter!
12 B* ACCUMULATION - Large archive box with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes,
loose on and off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material
£ 50
with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
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13 B* ACCUMULATION of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of worldwide countries
earlier to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics, Africa, Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few CTO
£ 125
used scattered around, a few in packets, M/S, etc. 100s, hours of sorting fun here.
14 B* ACCUMULATION OF WORLD including many different countries in packets, sorted in envelopes, USA FDCs,
loose in bags on and off paper, thematics CTO used in many bags (100s), United Nations presentation folders with U/M
stamps and M/S, world off paper in a large bag (1kg+, 1000s), Russia on stockcards etc, plenty to sort here. 1000s. £ 55
15 B* ALBUM PAGES and small collections in a flat box with useful including Switzerland from imperfs and early projuventute, Denmark, Greece, useful France from imperfs on old printed pages, Belgium, Finland, USA incl 1938 President
£ 100
to $5 mint, Iran, India, Italy, Estonia etc, 100s.
16 B* ALBUM PAGES and stock pages - A worldwide mint & used accumulation on jumbled albums pages including Br.
Commonwealth, Foreign, Europe, Fr. Colonies, all sorts here, many 100s to sort through in a large shoebox with dozens of
£ 100
pages to sort through.
17 B* ALBUM PAGES - Large early to modern worldwide A to Z accumulation for many different countries on a huge
wad of album pages culled from different collections, massive amount of mint and used all periods including Br.
£ 150
Commonwealth, Foreign, European, Americas etc, 1000s.
18 B* ALBUMS and STOCKBOOKS accumulation in carton with world in Prinz binder & slipcase, old time leather ledger
with very poor to fine world earlier mint & used, 2012 Diamond Jubilee special album, commercial airmail covers, world
£ 25
booklets, large bag of on paper USA, various in packets etc, 100s.
19 B* ALBUMS and stockbooks of world ranges including old time in a heavy BOX, very mixed all periods mint & used,
£ 28
general mainstream etc, 100s.
20 B* ALBUMS & STOCKBOOKS accumulation in heavy carton with some better ranges mint and used incl Simplex
album, Tanna Tuva, GB 1960s-70s mint collection in Windsor album, South Africa GV onwards with values to 10s, 19th
century ranges incl Australian states, Hong Kong QV incl Swatow cancel, Lesotho collection incl 1981 M/S perf & imperf,
Spain on leaves from early to modern, France in an old time printed album from 1849 to 1940s, Sweden stockbook of
unmounted mint and booklets for 1977 to 1980s issues, many attractive thematics, setenant strips in booklets range of Norway
£ 150
modern, world in a Prinz binder and slipcase.
21 B* ALL WORLD Collection on a huge pile of album leaves in a box with massive ranges of A to Z countries mint and
used with approx 14,200 ALL DIFFERENT over 120 different countries, massive amount to sort through, all laid out on
leaves early to modern, strengths include Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Czech., Denmark, Finland, France &
Cols (c905), Germany (c900), Greece, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Italy (830), Japan (294), Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain
£ 150
& cols, Switzerland, etc, sheet with entire inventory and country count enclosed.
22 B* ALLSORTS MIXED BOX with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off
paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br.
£ 50
C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
23 B* AN OLD TIME Worldwide sorter in shoebox of glassine packets mainly sorted by countries 1930s to middle periods
£ 40
incl European, S. America, Br. Colonies etc, nothing of huge value just a pleasant sorter, 100s.
24 B* ARCHIVE BOX - Large bankers box with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes,
loose on and off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material
£ 50
with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
25 B* BAGS & PACKETS - Flat carton containing worldwide including USA on paper, masses in packets galore mint
& used including France, Germany, Italy, Spain early to modern, piles of off paper in bags for different countries, envelopes
£ 60
sorted, a huge sorter lot, many 1000s.
26 B* BANKERS BOX - Large archive box with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes,
loose on and off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material
£ 50
with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
27 B* BOX containing Schaubek printed albums (heavy) for Germany & Switzerland including Danzig, French colonies,
£ 30
Fiume etc, 100s.
28 B* BOX - Large archive box with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and
off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br.
£ 50
C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
29 B* BOX of world mainly commoner in stockbooks, and loose on and off paper, nice range of Zimbabwe FDCs etc,
£ 25
heavy lot.
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30 B* BOX with a world accumulation noted Leaders of the world thematics for trains and cars, USA stockbook, various
£ 30
loose, GB FDCs, well filled Cardinal world album, world sorted into dozens of envelopes etc, 100s.
31 B* BOX with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper, a huge amount to
sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European,
£ 50
commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
32 B* BOXFILE of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint with a huge variety of worldwide countries earlier to modern incl
quite a few miniature sheets, thematics, Africa, Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few CTO used
£ 125
scattered around, a few in packets, M/S, etc. 100s, hours of sorting fun here.
33 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton, good range of countries including Australia printed album, some
covers, loose in packets, envelopes, springback album, Jamaica on leaves, Hong Kong modern M/S incl 2004 Attractions
£ 65
sheetlet, Movie Stars sheet, sets on Hagners, Falkland Is on Hagners, Seychelles M/S, useful sorter, 100s.
34 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton, good range of countries including some covers, loose in packets,
envelopes, Hong Kong modern on stockpages to $50, 2016 booklets CTO, 1999 sheetlet used, BIOT 2012 M/S on large
£ 65
postcard, South Africa springback, useful sorter, 100s.
35 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton with various collections, in albums, on leaves or loose all periods
mint and used including Jamaica in SG printed album, Hong Kong, Natal, Transvaal, Kenya modern on leaves, Ghana, KUT,
Johore defins duplicated, India old time on leaves, Australian states, Malayan states, Singapore, Cyprus in a small stockbook,
£ 75
Malta QEII collection from 1952 etc, 100s.
36 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy box with mainstream A to Z in three 22 ring binders mint and used,
Ideal album almost empty, modern New Zealand M/S and sets used or mint, BR. Ant. Terr FDCs, Falklands CTO f.u. modern
£ 80
sets etc. 100s.
37 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy carton mainly Dominions including Canada, Australia duplicated
etc, odd better noted Canada 1911-22 50c sepia used x 30 (cat £112), some FDCs, loose in packets etc, 100s, heavy carton.
£ 75
38 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in bags, envelopes, packets and loose, noted large amount of Ghana & South
£ 55
Africa in tins, stockbook of mint QEII sets STC £170, mint and used, all periods, 100s to sort.
39 B* British Commonwealth accumulation sorted by countries in envelopes all periods mint and used in a flat carton, good
£ 30
range of different countries some nice unmounted mint incl miniature sheets etc, 100s. Sorter lot.
40 B* British Commonwealth collection of QV to mainly GV (few GVI) mint and used for A to Z range of countries in four
small springback albums, huge range of material mainly to middle values QV, EDVII, GV mostly used, some mint, incl Br.
£ 50
Africa, Australian states, Asia, Middle East etc, 100s.
41 B* BRITISH COMMONWEALTH in six large 48 sided stockbooks in a heavy carton with mainly GVI to early QEII
mint ranges to $ values, some fine used from QV to modern, odd better ranges, huge variety of countries noted BWI, Br.
Africa, Hong Kong including 1941 Centenary three sets mint / U/M, 1954 to $5 mint / U/M, P.O. in China GV values to $1
mint / U/M, Newfoundland 1937 Coronation long set mint (2), Sudan Airmail set, Sarawak 1945 BMA incl blks of 4 mint
£ 480
to 50c, etc 100s.
42 B* British Commonwealth mint and used ranges on dozens of stockcards with many different countries incl GVI UPU,
£ 75
Victory sets mint, Br. Africa, BWI, some 1935 SJ sets or singles, etc, good cat value.
43 B* British Commonwealth sorter lot in a shoebox with 100s in packets, on cards, in envelopes and loose, all periods mint
and used noted Singapore, Hong Kong incl GV to $2, 1954 set used, omnibus 1946 Victory, NZ, Malaysia and states, S.
£ 40
Africa, BWI in a small stockbook, a few early P/S cards etc, intr lot, 100s.
44 B* CARTON OF WORLD with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper,
a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth,
£ 50
Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
£ 25
45 B* CARTON of worldwide in albums with a worldwide range mint and used all periods, 100s.
46 B* CARTON with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper, a huge amount
to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European,
£ 50
commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
47 B* Clearout in a BOX with worldwide including old time springback album, commercial mail from modern GB,
£ 20
postcards, world in bags, thematics, packets, loose in envelopes on and off paper etc, sorter lot. 100s.
48 B* COLLECTIONS in various albums & loose including USA, Mexico, Hungary, commoner in stockbooks, some
£ 40
loose, junior types albums off the street, GB FDCs etc, 100s.
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49 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with mainly commoner material in bags, packets, envelopes, many thematics, loose,
Scott world printed album empty, some GB commercial mail, PHQ cards etc, some sorting potential including bag of Russia
£ 40
CTO, USA on and off paper in carrier bag amongst others, (100s).
50 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with mainly commoner material in bags, packets, envelopes, many thematics, loose,
Scott world printed album empty, some GB commercial mail, PHQ cards etc, some sorting potential including bags of USA
£ 40
off paper, (100s).
51 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with mainly commoner material in bags, packets, envelopes, many thematics, world
loose in a bag off paper (approx 1kg, 1000s), Scott world printed album empty, some GB commercial mail, PHQ cards, USA
£ 45
binder, IOM U/M in a large printed album & slipcase etc, some sorting potential (1000s).
52 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with mainly commoner material in bags, packets, envelopes, many thematics, West
Germany unmounted mint 1980s in a large bag, Scott world printed album empty, some GB commercial mail, PHQ cards,
£ 40
Isle of Man U/M in a nice binder and slipcase etc, some sorting potential (1000s).
53 B* Collector's clearout in a BOX with worldwide including many Commercial covers from modern GB, foreign country
modern covers, stockbooks, packets, loose on cards, Gold Embossed foil 25 on the world's classic cars collection in a special
£ 30
binder etc, mainly modern but odd better. 100s.
54 B* Collector's clearout in a BOX with worldwide including many Commercial covers from modern GB, foreign country
modern covers, world on leaves in bags, stockbook of thematics, packets, loose on cards, Finland modern U/M, etc, sorter lot.
£ 40
100s.
55 B* Collector's clearout in a BOX with worldwide including many commercial covers from modern GB, foreign country
modern covers, world on leaves in bags, binder of mint Canada modern, binder of world countries used, thematics, packets,
£ 40
loose on cards, etc, sorter lot. 100s.
56 B* Collector's clearout in a BOX with worldwide including Pelham album with Br. C/W & Europe with odd better,
thematics in a large stockbook, GB FDCs in cover album, commercial mail from modern GB, foreign country modern covers,
world on leaves in bags, thematics, packets, loose on cards, Australia & Japan in a stockbook etc, sorter lot. 100s. £ 40
57 B* Collector's clearout in a BOX with worldwide including Sweden modern unmounted mint in a stockalbum,
commercial covers from modern GB, foreign country modern covers, world on leaves in bags, India on Hagners, thematics,
£ 40
packets, loose on cards, USA in a stockbook etc, sorter lot. 100s.
58 B* COMMERCIAL MAIL - Accumulation of worldwide covers and GB in a carton mainly airmail rates for different
£ 15
countries, also GB GVI to modern, 100s.
59 B* Dealers mixed collection in large box number of albums includes 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee album from many
£ 50
Commonwealth Countries plus two bags of Kiloware and a number of GB first day covers.
60 B* DIVERSE CARTON OF WORLD with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and
off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br.
£ 50
C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
61 B* EAST EUROPE - BOX containing all periods mint and used assembly including country sections for Austria,
£ 25
Russia, Poland, Hungary, Romania, etc in three albums, stockbook and on leaves. 100s.
62 B* EUROPE & FOREIGN - Country collections on approx. two hundred Hagner pages for 19th century to modern mint
and mainly used with useful sections including United States, Turkey, Tunisia, Thailand, Switzerland, Sweden,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Portugal, Poland, Norway, Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, etc, 1000s all different with odd better
£ 250
cat up to £95 each!
63 B* EXHIBITIONS 1911-1995 an extensive balance of a collection by Eric Stannard on dozens of album pages in two
boxfiles for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers,
miniature sheets, publicity labels etc including France 1982 Philex cover with Falklands Victory cachet, Poland 1911-12 labels
(5), Rumania 1932 M/S mint, 1958 Stamp Cent M/S mint, Russia, Rhodesia, Singapore, Colombia, Cuba, Taiwan, Italy
1983-88, BWI, Hawaii labels 1951 (4), Egypt, Central Africa, Belgium, Finland, Portugal, East Germany (many) incl 1954
M/S mint, San Marino, Guatemala, Chile, Bolivia, Thailand, Venezuela, Iceland, etc 1960s-80s many covers and cards, plus
£ 200
much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
64 B* GLASSINE PACKETS & Bags of worldwide mint and used in dozens of packets in a large shoebox, wide range
£ 40
of mainstream countries and issues for defins and commems, great winter sorter, 100s.
65 B* HUGE CARTON of commoner GB on and off paper, assembly in books and albums, loose in bags, boxes, plus some
£ 10
other material, heavy lot. 10,000s.
66 B* HUGE CARTON of commoner GB on and off paper, assembly in books and albums, loose in bags, boxes, plus
£ 10
Australia modern on paper, USA special folders, heavy lot. 10,000s.
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67 B* Ideal album for foreign (sparse), world in springback album, world in an Amherst album, loose and others in a BOX,
£ 40
100s to sort.
68 B* INTERESTING Winter sorter lot in a shoebox with many mint & used in packets, loose with a huge variety of
countries, odd better earlier to modern noted GB EDVII 5s used (clipped), thematics, obsolete countries, Canada QV 1c rose
£ 50
etc, 100s to trawl through.
69 B* KILOWARE USA AND WORLD on paper in a BOX bagged up mainly in 1kg bags, strength in USA 1960s-80s,
£ 50
plus scattering of worldwide defins and commems, 10,000s.
70 B* KILOWARE USA AND WORLD on paper in a BOX bagged up mainly in 1kg bags and loose (possibly 5kg+),
strength in USA 1960s-80s, Worldwide in three bags (2kg+), many defins and commems, 10,000s. Ideal for packet maker.
£ 48
71 B* KILOWARE USA AND WORLD on paper in a BOX bagged up mainly in 1kg bags and loose (possibly 5kg+),
strength in Canada GVI to modern (1kg bag), USA 1960s-80s (3kg+), Worldwide bag with nice commems etc, many defins
£ 40
and commems, 1000s. Ideal for packet maker.
72 B* LARGE BOX of mainly commoner GB on paper and loose in bags, boxes and packets, mainly modern, 1000s.
£ 10
73 B* LARGE CARTON - containing mainly commoner material including USA off paper in packets, GB & Canada in
packets, shoebox of postcards (modern), shoebox of off paper world (1000s), USA on paper, Australia on paper in shoebox,
£ 35
74 B* LARGE CARTON - containing mainly commoner material including USA off paper in packets in a shoebox,
£ 25
Australia on paper in a shoebox, USA on paper in two large shoeboxes etc, 1000s.
75 B* LARGE CARTON including United Nations presentation folders with mint sets, large box of modern postcards,
£ 25
USA on paper in a shoebox, Australia kiloware in a large bag etc, 1000s.
76 B* LARGE SHOEBOX - with 1000s on and mainly off paper some sorted into countries in packets, loose, some Asia,
£ 40
Europe, all periods mainly used, 1000s to sort.
77 B* Loose accumulation in a small brown box with all periods 19th century to modern mint and used including Sweden,
Port. Colonies, Hungary, Italy, Greece, Russia, Norway, Austria, France, Belgium incl miniature sheets etc, interesting sorter,
£ 40
100s.
78 B* Mint & Unmounted mint and used extensive world accumulation of sets and singles from 1960s onwards in small
glassine packets hoarded in a shoebox, includes many nice Middle East incl Syria, few Miniature sheets, S. C Americas,
£ 200
Europe incl Switzerland, United Nations etc, 100s.
79 B* MINT WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of countries
£ 100
earlier to modern incl Europe, Americas, Middle East etc, 100s to sort through making an interesting lot.
80 B* MISH MASH IN A BOX with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper,
a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth,
£ 50
Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
81 B* MISH MASH of world mint and used in dozens of packets in a well filled shoebox, huge range of countries earlier
to modern, many nice thematics, sets, part sets, singles, quick check reveals mainly mainstream but plenty to sort through,
£ 60
1000s.
82 B* MIXED ACCUMULATION - BOX with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes,
loose on and off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material
£ 50
with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
83 B* MIXED ACCUMULATION - Large archive box with a worldwide accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards,
envelopes, loose on and off paper, a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse
£ 50
material with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
84 B* MIXED ranges in a BOX including some better noted Switzerland in a stockbook, Malta stockbook from QV to 1s,
GVI to 10s m & u, Japan in a stockbook from 19th century, old time world stuck onto pages, Australia in a well filled
stockbook mainly mainstream defins and commems, Poland on old leaves, Guernsey from pre decimal to 1970s mint, £ 90
85 B* MYRIAD OF MATERIAL stashed in a shoebox with all world, mint and used in packets, on cards, loose, envelopes
£ 50
etc, worldwide incl Asia, European, Br. C/Wealth, Russia, Americas etc, good sorter, 100s.
86 B* OFF PAPER (mainly) accumulation in a shoebox of worldwide countries mainly used with huge quantity of stamps
£ 45
from many different countries from early to modern, 1000s mainstream to sort through.
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87 B* OFF PAPER MINT & USED a huge amount of loose in a large shoebox for worldwide countries, some in packets,
many are unmounted mint, mint earlier to modern, also some used, CTO, thematics but plenty of earlier, many, many 1000s
£ 50
to sort, ultimate sorter lot!
88 B* OLD TIME WORLD accumulation in dozens of glassine packets in a shoebox, huge range of countries and odd
£ 45
better noted, many 100s to sort.
89 B* SHOEBOX of worldwide in various packets, cards and loose with a worldwide range mint and used all periods, 100s.
£ 25
90 B* SHOEBOX with a worldwide accumulation mainly loose, on part pages, packets, envelopes etc, noted early Russia,
booklets, old Japan forgeries on a large sheet, small stockbook, France earlies, all sorts here, interesting little sorter, 100s.
£ 40
91 B* SHOEBOX with a worldwide on and off paper loose for many different countries with a huge quantity for sorting
£ 48
mainly earlier to middle periods, 1000s.
92 B* SHOEBOX with an eclectic mish mash of worldwide on and off paper loose, in packets, envelopes, mint and used
£ 40
for many different countries, noted Br. C/W, Foreign, all periods, 100s.
93 B* SHOEBOX - WORLD OFF PAPER MINT & USED a huge amount of loose for huge variety of countries, some
in packets, many are unmounted mint, mint earlier to modern, also some used, CTO, thematics but plenty of earlier, many,
£ 50
many 1000s to sort, ultimate sorter lot!
94 B* SORTER in a BOX with worldwide including Leaders of the world thematics in two binders, modern mail from
modern GB, postcards, world in bags, packets, loose in envelopes on and off paper sorted by country, Zimbabwe FDCs (damp
£ 20
affected), etc, sorter lot. 100s.
95 B* SORTER lot in a flat box with many mint & unmounted mint & used in packets, loose with a huge variety of
countries, odd better earlier to modern with Americas, European, Middle East, many thematics cto but odd better amongst
£ 65
the commoner etc, 100s to trawl through.
96 B* SORTER LOT of world mint and used in dozens of packets in a well filled shoebox, huge range of countries earlier
to modern, many nice miniature sheets unmounted mint, Greece in mint panes, thematics, sets, part sets, singles, quick check
£ 60
reveals mainly mainstream but plenty to sort through, 1000s.
97 B* SORTER MIXED BOX with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper,
a huge amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth,
£ 50
Foreign, European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
98 B* SORTERS PARADISE of worldwide mint and used in dozens of packets in a large shoebox, wide range of
£ 50
mainstream countries and issues for defins and commems, great winter sorter, 100s.
99 B* SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICAS accumulation mainly loose, sorted by country in envelopes early to modern
off paper, mint & used stronger ranges include Chile, Brazil, Bolivia, Mexico, Peru, Paraguay, Argentina etc, 100s. £ 25
100 B* Winter sorter lot in a shoebox with many mint & unmounted mint & used in packets, loose with a huge variety of
countries, odd better earlier to modern with Americas, European, Middle East, many thematics cto but odd better amongst
£ 50
the commoner etc, 100s to trawl through.
101 B* WORLD Accumulation in a carton with many 100s in bags and packets, Baltic States on stockpages, etc, 100s.
£ 20
102 B* WORLD Accumulation in a carton with some better on stockcards mint & used, Hungary in stockbook, world in
£ 28
stockbooks, Czechoslovakia on pages, thematics, Cinderella etc, 100s.
103 B* WORLD Accumulation in glassine packets, USA dealer cards, junior collections, loose on and off paper in
envelopes, strength in USA defins and commems, USA 1995 Yearbook, springback with collections of Germany, Vatican City
£ 45
mint 1942-1970, also other w/w material to sort, mainly commoner, 1000s.
104 B* WORLD BOX Accumulation in glassine packets, USA dealer cards, loose on and off paper in bags and box,
£ 25
strength in USA defins and commems, GB 1970s p/packs bundle, etc, 1000s.
105 B* WORLD BOX accumulation including a large Scott printed album for worldwide (sparse), w/w countries in
packets, loose in bags on and off paper, thematics CTO used in many bags (100s), Jersey P/packs in two binders etc, plenty
£ 40
to sort here. 1000s.
106 B* WORLD - BOX with an accumulation in dozens of packets, stockcards, envelopes, loose on and off paper, a huge
amount to sort here also various albums, GB 1960s P/Packs, FDCs, so much diverse material with Br. C/Wealth, Foreign,
£ 50
European, commercial covers etc, 1000s, good winter sorter!
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107 B* WORLD CARTON accumulation including Scott printed album for worldwide (sparse), USA on and off paper,
w/w countries in packets, loose in bags on and off paper, thematics CTO used in many bags (100s), Jersey P/packs in two
£ 40
binders etc, plenty to sort here. 1000s. Heavy.
108 B* WORLD FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in cover binders in a heavy box including country ranges for
Sweden, GB 1977 Silver Jubilee range of different pmks, Israel collection, New Zealand overfilled album from 1935,
£ 50
Switzerland incl nice sets, Sweden, etc, good qty.
109 B* WORLD including Guernsey collection from Wartime issues to 1970s mint, binder of world, Italy in a well filled
stockbook, Australia earlier incl some Roos, Brazil in an old time stockalbum, commercial covers incl odd better in a cover
£ 100
album, old time in springback album, GB QEII duplicated defins etc, 100s.
110 B* WORLD OFF PAPER - Middle to modern worldwide off paper accumulation loose in a well filled shoebox,
£ 35
includes many different countries, all mainstream commoner but huge variety mainly used, 1000s.
111 B* WORLD OFF PAPER MINT & USED a huge amount of loose in a large shoebox for huge variety of countries,
some in packets, many are unmounted mint, mint earlier to modern, also some used, CTO, thematics but plenty of earlier,
£ 50
many, many 1000s to sort, ultimate sorter lot!
112 B* WORLD SHOEBOX in dozens of packets, and loose with a worldwide range mint and used all periods, 100s.
£ 25
113 B* Worldwide accumulation in a BOX including USA kiloware on paper in bags, sparse world in a large printed
album, USA FDCs 1949-1979 in two cover albums, Scott printed album almost empty, Czech. on manilla stockpages,
£ 48
thematics in a binder, Germany on leaves, 100s loose mint & used, good sorter lot in a small archive box. 1000s.
114 AFRICA - 1965-1978 Attractive written up collection on 18 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers /
cards, labels, FDCs, and overprints noted Epreuve De Luxe imperf cards for Cameroun 1971 Yaounde Exhibition (4), Chad
1971 Philexocam Epreuve De Luxe cards (6) plus larger card with set of 6 imperf, Angola incl 1965 label, 1950 M/S f.u. (cat
£ 65
£29), 1970 Ltd Edition FDC etc, intr lot, Ex Eric Stannard.
115 Album with mostly a collection of Commonwealth includes block of four 1961 New Zealand Christmas stamps also
£ 25
some United Nations.
116 BINDER of modern items including Channel Tunnel special covers (12) 1990-1994, Fiji Millennium pack, 2010 UN
£ 25
One Planet sheets, IOM QEII 27 Nations stamp sheet (original cost £20) etc, high original cost.
117 BINDER of modern USA sheetlets for around 2013, various panes and sheetlets in display pages plus IOM 2014 D£ 48
Day sheet, GB GV 1948 Olympic Games illustrated FDC (tones), etc, high original cost.
118 BOUNTY STAMP ALBUM with a world all periods mint and used, quite well filled with many different countries
£ 25
represented including China, Br. C/W Foreign, GB etc, 100s.
119 BRAZIL, CHILE, BOLIVIA old time collection in a small springback binder for earlier issues only to middle periods
£ 30
mint and used, Chile imperfs to 10c, various airs, defins, commem etc, useful to fill those gaps.
120 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted Kenya, KUT incl GV 1922 to 3s, 1934 to 5s, GVI to £1, QEII to £1, Kuwait, Leeward
Is. incl 1949 RSW 5s f.u., 1938 to 2s mint, large collection of Malayan states incl Straits Sett. QV to 50c, EDVII to $5 (fiscal
used), GV to $5, GVI to $2, BMA ovpts to $5, FMS Tigers to 50c, Malaysia commems, 2000 Year of the dragon sheets (2
U/M), some nice modern issues U/M or used, Johore many defins, later to $2, Kedah 1937 $5 mint, Malacca QEII to $5 mint,
$5 used, Penang GVI to $5 used, Perak to $5 mint (2), Selangor to $5, Labuan to $1, N. Borneo 1939 to 25c mint, 1961 to
$10 used, Sarawak 1888 to 12c m & u, 1918 8c yellow & black vfu (Cat £75), 1934 to $2 used, 1945 to $2, 1955 $5 m &
£ 400
u (cat £65), etc, huge quantity and cat value.
121 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted Bahamas GVI to 2s, QEII to £1, Bahrain QEII 2r to 10r surcharges mint, Morocco
Agencies 1898 to 2p mint, Tangier QEII to 10s mint, Barbados 1909 ¼d brown blk of 4 mint, Basutoland 1938 2/6 & 5s mint
(cat £65), Lesotho, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, BAT to 1s mint, Br. Guiana 1916 96c mint, Br. Levant incl 5s seahorse APO
CDS, 1921 180pi on 10s mint, BVI, Brunei 1948 $5 used, 1922 Exhibition ovpts 1c to 10c complete mint (cat £96), Burma
£ 250
etc, huge quantity and cat value.
122 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted Dominica 1938 to 5s m, Falkland Is. QV to 6d mint, EDVII to 6d, GV 7 diff to 3s mint
(cat £175), 1938 to 1s mint, Falkland Is. Deps., Fiji, Gambia QV to 4d m, GV to 2s mint, 1938 to 2s, QEII to 5s, Gibraltar
GV to 2s mint, G & E., Gold Coast EDVII to 2s mint, 1938 to 10s m, Grenada GVI to 2s mint, Hong Kong including QV
5c yellow mint, surchs incl $1 on 96c used, Foochow CDS on 5c yellow, GV to $2, 1938 mint to both $1$2 reddish violet &
scarlet mint, 1941 Centenary set mint (cat £90), 1954 11 of 14 vals to $10 mint, good range of commem sets mint or used,
£ 400
P.O. in China to $1 used, etc, huge quantity and cat value.
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123 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted Nauru, Newfoundland, Niger Coast QC mint to 1s black, 1892 Oil Rivers ovpt on GB
mint to 5d (cat £95), Nigeria, Norfolk Is., Nyasaland 1896 3s used, 1901 Arms 4d dull purple & olive-green mint / U/M blk
£ 100
of 6 (cat £60), 6d blk of 4 m (cat £52), etc, huge quantity and cat value.
124 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted St Helena QV to 1s, 1922 Badge set to 1s mint, 1948 RSW 10s m, 1938 to 2/6 m, good
range of commems sets, St Kitts-Nevis GV to 1s, GVI to £1, St Lucia QV to 6d m & u, GV to 5s m, St Vincent incl QV 1s
£ 110
& 5s Specimen mint, EDVII 6d & 1s Specimen mint, Samoa, Seychelles etc, good quantity and cat value.
125 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted Aden 1938 to 1r, QEII to 10s m & u, Antigua, Ascension, Australian states, Australia
from GV Roos & Heads, an enormous amount of commems to 2000s m & u, Christmas Island etc, huge quantity and cat
£ 150
value.
126 British Commonwealth - An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country
or areas with some better seen noted GEA, Tanganyika 1922 Giraffe to 5s, GV Heads to 2s, Zanzibar good range of defins
to 8a1908 to 1r, 1913 to 2r, 1936 to 1s, 2s & 5s, 1949 RSW set u/m, 1952 set 14 mint, Tanzania thematics, Tonga, Trinidad
incl Britannia 2½d ultr ovptd Specimen mint (2), 4d black and red on yellow, 1s black on green (2) both ovptd Specimen mint,
5s fine used CDS, Tristan Da Cunha incl many nice modern sets, Turks & Caicos, N. Rhodesia GVI to 10s used, QEII to 10s
£ 180
mint, modern Zambia incl mint blks of 4, etc, huge quantity and cat value.
127 British Commonwealth and GB collection in an old time 22 ring album with mainly GVI sets and part sets and ranges
mint & used including 1946 Victory omnibus, Singapore & Penang 1948 RSW $5 used examples, S. Rhodesia GVI used to
£ 40
2/6 etc.
128 British Commonwealth assembly in a stockbook with some better mint and used noted Sudan STC £150+ mint & used,
£ 36
Morocco Agencies STC £160+, Indian states incl printing error used etc, intr little lot.
129
British Commonwealth assembly in a well filled stockbook all periods mint and used, good range of mainstream
£ 28
countries odd better value, 100s.
130 British Commonwealth - Assembly on leaves mint and used & stockbook all periods including earlier on leaves QV
£ 35
to GVI incl Australian states, India and officials, Canada, NZ, stockbook incl mint GVI ranges etc, 100s.
131 British Commonwealth collection in a well filled Prinz binder with slipcase in black containing Hagner pages for many
different countries, mixed all periods mint and used noted Burma BMA Interim ovpt set mint (cat £50), S. Rhodesia 1937 set
£ 50
m (cat £85), Australia mint commems, Ghana 1960s-70s, S. Africa, Tuvalu with many nice thematics etc, 100s.
132 British Commonwealth KGVI Printed album in red empty except for a few GB & India, some damage to the cover
£ 48
otherwise expensive new!
133
British Commonwealth KGVI Printed album in red with a mint and used collection sparse in places but odd better
including Indian States Patiala Officials to 5r m, Nabha 1942 set 13 m (cat £65), India Ceylon, Burma, etc, ideal for
£ 150
expansion. 100s.
134 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Mint collection on stockpages including Antigua 1953-62 set U/M, Cyprus 1938-51
set mint, Gambia 1938 set mint, Birds to £1, Aden 1951 surchs 10 of 11 vals mint (cat £80), Bahamas QEII to £1 u/m,
£ 200
Bermuda to £1 u/m, Natal EDVII to 4s mint, etc, useful collection with high cat value.
135 British Commonwealth - New Ideal Album with a mint and used assembly sparse in many places but odd better incl
India 1854 4a cut to shape, 1a red, Hong Kong, GB incl QV 1840 1d black (3 margins), 2d blue (no margins but neat f.u.),
QV to 5s, EDVII 10s (tear), 6d purple mint, Ireland 5s seahorse, Cape of Good Hope 4d blue triangle, NZ to 5s etc, clean
£ 180
album for expansion.
136
British Commonwealth ranges on Hagner pages in a binder mint & used for variety of different countries noted
£ 25
Zanzibar, Nauru, Fiji, Newfoundland, N. Borneo, Sarawak, Seychelles etc, mainly QV-GVI, useful little lot.
137 British Commonwealth stockbook jumbled collection QV to modern for Antigua, Barbuda, Barbados & Bermuda mint
& used noted Antigua QV heads to 6d, Badge low vals, GV to 1s mint, Barbados seahorse defins, Bermuda mainstream to
£ 38
middle value etc, 100s.
138 British Empire - IMPERIAL Printed album (spine split) QV to 1928 A mint and used collection with many countries
£ 100
represented low to middle values, noted Asia, GB, Dominions etc, 100s
139
EUROPE - Assembly on leaves mint and used all periods including country sections for Azores, Russia earlies
duplicated on stockcards, Yugoslavia 1918 ovpts, Norway, Netherlands, Greece from imperf Hermes heads, Austria incl mint
£ 28
blks of 4, Luxembourg, Belgium incl mint sets, etc, good range. 100s.
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140 Harrison & Sons: Singapore 1959 New Constitution Lion set of 3 affixed to a Harrison & sons special presentation
£ 30
folder to show the Photogravure printing process. Very fine and attractive.
141 Ideal Album FOREIGN for countries K to Z with a mint and used assembly & odd better incl from 19th century issues
£ 200
for European, Americas, USA, Asia, Scandinavia etc, very tatty spine but approx 2000+ stamps all different!
142
Ideal Album FOREIGN with a mint and used assembly partly in many places & odd better incl Thailand, USA,
Sweden, German states, Russia, Portugal & Colonies, Japan incl many early forgeries, France incl many earlies, Chile, China
£ 200
1897 10c on 12c orange (used faults), European areas etc, tatty spine but new project?.
143 IDEAL ALBUMS - SG Printed album in green for Vol I & II Foreign containing mint & used assembly Vol I to 191415, Vol II 1915-1930 mainstream collection of approx 3100 stamps all different some better for Europe and South / Central
£ 250
Americas etc, overall sparse but ideal for expansion, 100s.
144 METEOR ALBUM - A well filled album with worldwide A to Z early to modern, mint & used some better sections
£ 40
including Saudi Arabia, USA, Japan, Turkey, European areas, Br. C/Wealth incl Australia, 100s.
145 Middle East - Well filled binder with Hagner pages arranged by country incl Iraq, Dubai, large wallpaper thematics
£ 24
plus a few better mainstream, 100s.
146
OLD TIME IMPROVED Album with a 19th century to middle periods worldwide remaindered collection mint &
used, very mixed but noted Austria, Greece, Netherlands, Hungary, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden,
£ 40
Switzerland, South & Central Americas, Asia etc.
147 OLD TIME STRAND ALBUM - A worldwide assembly mint and used including China to $5, Hong Kong GV to
£ 48
$2, 1941 Centenary to $1 used, Falkland Is. 1938 to 1s mint, etc, album is falling apart and good quantity.
148 OLD TIME TATTY HEALEY Printed album for GB & Colonies almost empty and very damaged spine but noted
£ 25
Sierra Leone QV mint & used to 1s, India incl QV to 5r, few Ceylon etc.
149 SCANDINAVIA Old Time collection on jumbled leaves with useful earlier material including Norway posthorns to
20o, Finland earlies 1875 to 1m lilac, Sweden from earlies 1858 30o brown, 1862 20o red, 1872 6o lilac, others to 1r brown
£ 100
and blue (2) cat £65 each, Postage Dues to 1k, etc, very mixed but some useful to be extracted / sorted.
150 Small assembly including GB booklets 1st & 2nd class NVI (face approx £66), Everest world album with a worldwide
£ 50
collection m & u, various loose GB mint 1960s in packets etc.
151
SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA - Old time collection mint & used with useful sections Panama, Canal Zone,
Paraguay, Peru, El Salvador, Venezuela with better throughout including airmails, nice fancy cancels, overprints, surcharges,
£ 100
etc, nice original lot unpicked as found, 100s.
152 SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICAS - 64 sided stockbook with a mint & used collection of many different issues for
£ 28
a good range of countries plus Chile collection on leaves etc.
153 SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICAS - Country collections on approx. 80 Hagner pages for 19th century to modern
mint and mainly used with useful sections including Uruguay, Costa Rica, Colombia, Chile, Venezuela, Ecuador, Dominican
£ 120
Rep., Peru, Paraguay, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Bolivia etc, 100s all different.
154 South & Central Americas - Two well filled binders with Hagner pages arranged by country incl Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Venezuela, etc, etc, many thematics plus a few better mainstream, 100s.
£ 50
155 THE WORLD - A small old time battered turn of the century album with earlier very mixed ranges mint and used,
£ 20
good range of countries.
156 TRIUMPH ALBUM with a worldwide collection all periods mint and used including a page of China mainstream
£ 25
defins, Europe, GB , foreign etc, 100s.
157 VICEROY ALBUM with a useful worldwide collection all periods mint and used including Australia GV to 1/4d,
Br. C/W, European, Hong Kong incl 1880 10c on 12c blue (cat £55), GV to $2, USA incl 1904 Expo. 1c green mint (cat
£ 60
£31), 5c blue used Syria revenues,Australian states, Sweden, Newfoundland, Japan etc, 100s.
ACCESSORIES

158 B* BOX of empty or partly empty albums, binder with new album pages, two large stockbooks and two smaller new
£ 10
cover albums with leaves. (6).
159 B* BOX of nine empty binders and albums incl Plymouth album with no leaves, large binder full of empty stock pages,
£8
stockalbum, empty black binders etc.
160 B* CATALOGUES - Seven SG sectional catalogues including Benelux (3rd Ed), Scandinavia (2nd Ed.), Austria &
Hungary (1979 Ed.), Germany (5th Ed.), Portugal & Spain (3rd Ed.), Italy & Switzerland (3rd Ed.), Czech. & Poland (5th
£ 15
Ed.), Australia (6th Ed.), GB Kings Specialised Vol II (10th Ed.), Murray Payne GVI, Germany Michel 2004/5.
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161 B* EMPTY ALBUMS & STOCKBOOKS in two boxes, noted large Master Global printed album, GB Royal Mail
£ 10
hingeless album for GB modern, USA printed album etc. Heavy lot.
162 B* SEVEN EMPTY binders, albums including Lindner plain hingeless leaves, springback, cover album etc. (5).£ 5
£ 10
163 B* STOCKBOOKS - Seven empty stockbooks comprises 5 x 16 page and 2 x eight page, mainly fine.
164

MOUNTS - Group of mainly unopened packets of strips for Hawid black mounts, expensive retail. (15 packs).
£ 10
CIGARETTE & TRADE CARDS

165 B* BOX containing various loose, in bundles and sets fixed into souvenir albums, mainly more modern, plus many
£ 20
nice thematics, very mixed, many 100s.
166 B* BOX containing various loose, in bundles and sets in slotted souvenir albums, mainly more modern, plus many nice
£ 25
thematics, very mixed, many 100s.
LITERATURE

167 B* DEEGAN MACHIN Handbooks a useful series in five different binders with The Complete Deegan Machin
Handbook Vol I & 2, plus 3 volumes A to Z up to 2001, enormous amount of specialist information here, expensive new.
£ 30
OMNIBUS

168 1935 Silver Jubilee: Bahamas 1936 (2 Jan) registered cover to New York bearing set of 4 tied NASSAU cds cancels,
£ 28
mainly fine. SG 141/144. Cat £40 used.
169
1935 Silver Jubilee: Bermuda 1936 (12 Jun) registered cover to Scotland bearing set of 4 tied HAMILTON cds
£ 30
cancels, smudge of regd label otherwise mainly fine. SG 94/97 cat £50 used set.
170
1935 Silver Jubilee: Br. Guiana 1935 (22 Nov) airmail registered cover to New York bearing set of 4 tied BR.
£ 28
GUIANA cds cancels, mainly fine. SG 301/4. Cat £32 used.
171 1935 Silver Jubilee: Br. Honduras 1935 (13 Aug) registered cover to Scotland bearing set of 4 tied REGISTRATION
£ 20
BELIZE BRITISH HONDURAS cds cancels, mainly fine. SG 143/6.
172
1935 Silver Jubilee: Cayman Is. 1936 (6 July) vertical registered cover to Barbados bearing set of 4 tied
£ 25
GEORGETOWN cds cancels, mainly fine. SG 108/111.
173 1935 Silver Jubilee: Gibraltar 1936 (8 Jan) registered cover to London bearing set of 4 tied registered oval cancels,
£ 30
few light tones on the cover otherwise mainly fine. SG 114/117. Cat £48 used.
174 1935 Silver Jubilee: Leeward Islands 1935 (27 Dec) registered cover to New York bearing set of 4 tied ST JOHN'S
£ 30
cds cancels, mainly fine. SG 88/91 Cat £50 set used.
175 1935 Silver Jubilee: Montserrat 1936 (21 Feb) registered cover to Liverpool bearing set of 4 tied GPO PLYMOUTH
£ 25
CDS cancels, mainly fine. SG 94/97. Cat £26 used.
176 1935 Silver Jubilee: Newfoundland 1936 (4 Dec) registered cover to London bearing set of 4 tied registered double
£ 26
ring violet CDS cancels, mainly fine. SG 250/253. Cat £38 used.
177
1935 Silver Jubilee: Seychelles 1936 (24 Apr) registered cover to Prague bearing set of 4 tied VICTORIA CDS
£ 28
cancels, part of address is crossed out otherwise mainly fine. SG 128/31. Cat £40 used.
178
1949 UPU Four illustrated registered First Day Covers for Basutoland, Swaziland, South Africa pairs and
£ 20
Bechuanaland. Some toning or contemporary marks each addressed to E Sturgiss in East London S.Africa. (4).
POSTAL HISTORY

179 B* COMMERCIAL COVERS accumulation in a carton for many different countries sorted by country in envelopes
with a good range 1930s to modern including FDCs, postcards, covers noted Germany, France, Japan, USA, Italy, Middle
£ 30
East, European, South & Central Americas, Br. C/Wealth, Asia etc, 100s.
180 1941-49 Cover from The Foreign Service of the United States of America Tunisia and similar cover from Consulate
£ 16
Brazil. Plus three O.H.M.S. covers from official departments in Canada.
181 1942 Cover with GB 2d and Tangier 1d with Gibraltar 11 Feb 42 cancel addressed to New York USA with General
Post Office found open and officially secured stickers plus opened by examiner 1046. Letter inside undamaged from The
£ 20
Foreign Service of the United States of America, Tangier Morocco January 30 1942.
182 1990-91 DESERT STORM / SHIELD Modern USA military covers to to APO Accent, Operation Desert Storm, sent
FREE, Forces Postal service, APO 09657, 09306, 09406, from serving army incl 7 OMS / Deployed, also small range of
£ 30
Desert Shield Pacific Trading Cards (10 diff), interesting lot. (8 covers, 10 cards).
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183 COVERS - Range of covers / postcards including worldwide all periods with some more interesting noted Iceland P/S
5a, Uruguay 1949 UPU FDC, Mauritius, Falkland Is 1937 Coronation FDC, 1916 early flying at Salisbury PPC, USA, Qatar
£ 60
1960s FDCs, Tucks postcards, Netherlands, etc, useful group. 70+.
184 COVERS - Range of covers / postcards including worldwide all periods with some more interesting noted 1936 HK
1st flight (folded), Paquebot, Transvaal, soldiers mail, Canada, GB 1822, postage due covers, TPO's, 1830 Night Mail, 1786
London to Edinburgh, S. Africa signed ship covers, 1980s Gough Island cacheted covers (4), etc, useful group. 60+. £ 35
185 COVERS - Range of covers / postcards including worldwide all periods with some more interesting noted Barcelona
1916 censor, Paquebot, Switzerland, Germany, 1983 Yacht Britannia env, postcards, KUT N Released 9, Austria P/S cards,
Middle East & S. America commercial airmails, London PPCs, Turkey early P/S, Thailand, Persia etc, interesting group. 90+.
£ 45
186 COVERS - Range of covers / postcards including worldwide all periods with some more interesting noted Japan P/S,
Hawaii P/S, Argentina P/S ovpt Muestra (Specimen, 4), USA, Russia, Ceylon QV P/S used from KANDY, India states,
£ 45
Belgium P/S, EDVII postcards used, etc, interesting group. 80+.
187 Folder containing approx. eighty covers and postcards. A mix of 1960's covers to modern colour postcards. Includes
£ 20
1951 Austria cover with six stamps.
188
Folder containing approx. eighty-five covers and postcards. A mix of 1960's covers to modern colour postcards.
£ 20
Includes 1901 Italy postcard with 10c red.
189 Folder containing approx. ninety covers and modern colour postcards. Includes early Greece postcard of Corfu and
£ 20
1960 Ireland World Refugee first day cover.
190 Folder containing approx. sixty covers and modern colour postcards. Includes 1946 Niue Peace stamps first day cover,
£ 20
Nauru KGVI Coronation first day cover and Cyprus 1961 postcard with 15m.
191 Folder containing approx. sixty covers and modern colour postcards. Includes early Cuba postcard to Switzerland and
£ 20
1979 cover from Siple station Antarctica.
£ 25
192 Selection of fifty-five miniature sheets from Commonwealth counties and Arab States.
POSTCARDS

193 B* BOX containing mainly 1960s to modern postcards from around the UK many topographical, holiday greetings
£ 10
etc, good qty.
REVENUES & CINDERELLA
194 1916 Calendar from Daly and Merritt Engineering Contractors Port Chester N.Y. United States with picture of girl
£ 20
with butterflies.

195 Gerald King - 1986 AMERIPEX Stamp Show illustrated and multi cacheted cover depicting Alice in Wonderland with
a shotgun (Alice goes to Chicago) and addressed to famous criminal Big Jim Colosimos with 22c adhs tied alongwith Alice
£ 25
fantasy Amerixpex stamp, even gun shot hole in the cover. Limited edition of 150.
THEMATICS

196 B* RAILWAY & AIR Transport special covers in seven binders including Benham limited editions for GB 1990s
events, TPO CDS cancels, flown covers from many different countries and destinations, India 1948 F/F, Barbados, Samoa,
2006 Great Names Trains of Britain, Aviation 1960s-70s incl signed and multi signed covers, Concorde, etc, interesting lot.
£ 60
197 B* RAILWAY & AIR Transport special covers in seven large binders including Benham limited editions for GB 1990s
events, 1998 75th Anniv. GWR covers, local Railway events (many 1990s very attractive), Tramways, Mobile post offices,
TPO's, flown covers from many different countries and destinations, signed and multi signed covers, India 1937 F/F, GB
£ 110
booklet panes, Miniature sheets, 2000 Channel Tunnel, Concorde, etc, interesting lot. Huge original retail.
ABU DHABI

198 1964-66 Fine used group including 1965 Falconry set 3, 1966 75f on 75np grey (cat £60), 1d on 10r ultramarine (cat
£ 35
£70), SG 1/7, 12/14, 21, 25. (14).
199 1964-66 Hinged mint group including 1964 defin set to 1r, 1966 Surcharges set to 50f on 50np(6 values), SG 1/8,
£ 48
15/20. Cat £211.
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ALBANIA

200 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from early issues to 1940. Includes sets
and miniature sheets, better part ranges noted 1913 Skanderbeg set 6 mint (cat £65), 1914 surchs to 5g on 1f m & u, 1925
Return of Govt ovpt top values mint (cat £40), 1925 Proclamation set mint (£56), 1930 2nd Anniv. set m, 1930 Air set mint
(cat £80), P. Due set 4 m, 1937 Anniv. of Indep M/S mint (cat £33), 1938 10th Anniv. set 8 mint (cat £44), 1939 defins range
£ 150
of 11 vals incl 20q air (cat £110) etc, mainly fine condition throughout, STC £475+, (89)
ALGERIA

201
1930 International Philatelic Exhibition two postcards with 10f Stamp reproductions in blue or green for Bay of
£ 30
Naples issue, both cards unused with nice Exposition cachets in blue. Seldom seen. (2).
ANDORRA
202 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from early issues to 1940. Includes sets
and part ranges noted 1932 25c, 40c & 45c onwards mainly complete to 3fr, then others to 20f (32 different values STC
£480), 1936 Arms 8 vals to 35c green (cat £100), Postage Dues 1937 2f & 5f mint (cat £46) etc, mainly fine condition
£ 220
throughout, STC £650+, (67)
ANTIGUA
£ 30
203 1903 Registered cover with 1d. 2d and 3d general issues on cover addressed to Germany.
204 1938 (31 Dec) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing ½d to 3d complete for 6 diff values each tied ST JOHN'S
£ 30
CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 98/103.
ARGENTINA

205
EXHIBITIONS 1935-1985 twenty album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1935 imperf M/S sold at 1p (tone), 1940 imperf M/S on cover
for Cordoba Ex., 1950 card and M/S mint, 1958 M/S on cvr, etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard. £ 50
206
EXHIBITIONS 1939 International Philatelic Exhibition Buenos Aires 11th Congress of UPU issue in a scarce
£ 50
souvenir sheet of 4 stamps in an unsevered pane of four imperf sheets fine mint example, hard to find.
ASCENSION

207 1935 Silver Jubilee front of a registered cover bearing set of 4 tied oval registered cancels for October 1935. Pretty,
£ 25
Cat £110 used set, SG 31/4.
208 1938 Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing ½d, 1d black and green, 1½d black & vermilion, 2d black and redorange, 3d black & ultramarine each tied REGISTERED ASCENSION oval cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG
£ 45
38, 39, 40, 41 & 42a. Cat £270 on commercial cover.
AUSTRALIA

209 B* Accumulation sorted into many packets from GV to 1960s defins and commems in a file box. Noted GV Heads
£ 40
duplicated to 4d values, 1940s commems in various quantities, Arms to £1 etc, 100s.
210 CENSOR COVERS - Group of 1940s covers all to the same stamp company in UK bearing 2½d red defins each with
£ 35
OPENED BY CENSOR and PASSED BY CENSOR h/s in violet for 2 or 3, approx 35 covers.
£ 15
211 Postage Due: 1908 5s dull green fine used part corner CDS, short corner otherwise sound, SG D59.
212

AUSTRALIAN STATES
1886-96 Postage & Revenue 2/6 dull violet hinged mint in very fresh condition, superb colour, SG 195a, Cat £95.
£ 35

213 1886-96 Postage & Revenue P.10 £1 blue fine used nice S. AUSTRALIA duplex and part SHIP MAIL CDS, mainly
£ 38
sound, SG 199.
214 1900 Victoria State 2d Queen Victoria cancelled Melbourne on Telegram with Footscray cds on reverse. Note cover
£ 20
has tears along top and flap.
215

AUSTRIA
1950 Airmail Birds set of seven hinged mint, including 3s & 5s hinged mint key values, SG 1215/1221 Cat £540.
£ 110

216
1951 Balloon post illustrated cover with Salzburg balloon cancel with various stamps plus three cds addressed to
£ 20
Switzerland.
217
1952 Balloon post illustrated cover with Bregenz balloon cancel with three stamps plus three cds addressed to
£ 20
Switzerland.
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218
1952 Balloon post illustrated cover with Gmunden balloon cancel with various stamps plus three cds addressed to
£ 20
Switzerland.
219
1954 Balloon post illustrated cover with three Salzburg balloon cancels with various stamps plus Golling cds
£ 20
addressed to Switzerland.
220 1955 Balloon post illustrated registered cover with Vienna balloon cancel with seven stamps with Bruck an der Leitha
£ 18
cds, addressed to Switzerland.
£ 15
221 1958 Austrian Airlines Vienna to Zurich airmail cover with 4d air stamp.
222 1968-1995 Attractive fine used collection with a good degree of completion for sets throughout in a Lindner hingeless
£ 60
printed album, huge range of issues here, attractive lot, albums expensive new.
£8
223 A selection of approx. seventeen Austria covers with various stamps and postmark interest.
224 A selection of twenty-two covers and postcards, includes 1949-51 Salzburg festival, 1953 Hugo Wolf s1.50 stamps
£ 20
on typed cover to Switzerland and 1956 registered cover from Vienna.
225
EXHIBITIONS 1911-1983 an extensive collection on circa 55 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1910& 1911 Exhibition postcards
special cancels, 1911 Vienna labels (10), 1933 WIPA Postal card with special cancels (2 diff), 1933 WIPA labels (6), 1946
cover, 1965 set of 5 labels, 1968 WIPA black sheet imperf, 1981 WIPA facsimile sheet, 1981 WIPA aerogramme from
£ 400
Mongolia for the show (scarce), plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
226 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful unpicked from early issues to 1948. Includes sets and many
valuable part ranges noted 1859 Imperfs 2k black, other vals to 9k, 1867 to 50k brown (mainly sound cat £275), 1890 set to
both 2g used, 1899 set to 4k used, 1904 set, 1908 60th Anniv 10k top value used (trimmed along base), 15 vals to 5k mint
(cat £140), 1910 80th Birthday set of 11 to 35h used (cat £175), 1918 air set 3 m, 1918 Deutschosterreich ovpt set mint, 1925
Defin set to 2s used, 1928 10th Anniv Hainisch set m, 1932 Seipel used, 1933 Winter Relief 1s + 50g red mint (cat £55), 1934
Architects set mint (cat £114), 1935 Heroes set mint (cat £126), 1936 Inventors set 6 m (cat £30), 1937 Doctors set m, 1949
Fund set m (cat £118), useful back of the book sets, Military Post etc, mainly sound condition throughout, STC £2100+,
£ 400
(100s)
AZORES

227 1894 Prince Henry the Navigator 13 values to 1000r black on buff mint / unused with 10 lower values stuck to the
£ 36
page, 300r, 500r & 1000r are hinged mint, SG 153/5, Cat £310+.
BAHAMAS

228 1938 (19 Dec) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d red-brown, 2d pale slate,
2½d ultr., 3d violet each tied NASSAU BAHAMAS CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 149, 150, 151/2,
£ 36
153, 154.
229

1942 450th Anniv. 1s brownish grey and scarlet with large dot in O of OF variety mounted mint, nice clear variety.
£ 20

BALTIC STATES
230 Collection on leaves for Latvia & Lithuania mint and used noted Lithuania 1920 2nd Anniv. set m, Latvia incl airs,
£ 28
1925 300th Anniv. set m, Red Cross funds in blks mint, etc, nice little collection.
BARBADOS

231
1938 (15 Feb) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d orange, 2½d ultr., 3d
brown each tied REGISTRATION BARBADOS CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 248, 249, 250, 251,
£ 22
252.
232

BARBUDA
1935 Registered cover with two King George V Silver Jubilee 2½d + 2½d and two ½d addressed to New York USA.
£ 15
BASUTOLAND

233 1938 (3 Jun) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d blue, 2d purple, 3d blue
£ 26
each tied MASERU SOUTH AFRICA CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 18/22.
BECHUANALAND

234 1938 (18 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d carmine, 1½d blue, 2d brown, 3d blue
£ 36
each tied LOBATSI CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 118/122.
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BELGIAN CONGO

235 Early to middle duplicated in a well filled stockbook, odd better earlier mint & mainly used, 1886 25c blue mint (cat
£ 30
£65) etc. 100s.
BELGIUM
236 1912 (6 Jan) Attractive cover sent locally in Brussels bearing a superb 911 Charleroi Exhib ovpt on 1c deep green
in a superb bottom right imprint strip of 5, plus 1910 1c grey and 1911 Charleroi 2c purple all tied local BRUSSELS CDS
£ 60
cancels, then underpaid hence T h/s and 5c green postage due, pretty (philatelic) cover. SG 109, 129/30.

237 1919 (22 Jul) Postage Due cover from UK to Bouffioula Belgium sent on printed Australian Commonwealth Military
Force (Australian Comforts Fund) and insufficiently prepaid so 10c red postage due pair affixed and overprinted local
BOUFFIOULA handstamps in black and tied local CDS, plus T / 20 boxed h/s in black, few bends but pretty cover showing
£ 40
local handstamp use on p. dues.
238 1920 (30 Jun) Postage Due PPC from Reunion to Brussels Belgium sent on printed postcard of St Denis River with
Reunion pictorial defins 1c, 2c pair & 4c tied REUNION HELL - BOURG & SAINT DENIS transit CDS alongside,
insufficiently prepaid so 5c green postage due affixed and tied on arrival in Brussels, mainly fine and pretty postcard. £ 35
239 1921 Brussels National Stamp Exhibition (26-29 May) Publicity labels in the iconic Tin Hat design for five different
£ 48
blocks of 4 mint, fine. Ex Eric Stannard. (20 labels). Scarce.
240 1924 Brussels National Stamp Exhibition (24 May - 1 June) Publicity Stamps in a mint bottom marginal block of 9
£ 36
for 75th Anniv. of Epaulette, fine. Ex Eric Stannard.
241 1926 (18 Feb) Postage Due cover from Algeria to Brussels Belgium sent on printed Bijou-Concert Musica / Pianos
/ Instruments Alger, and insufficiently prepaid with 1fr ovptd so 40c red-brown postage due affixed and tied on arrival, few
£ 35
bends but pretty cover for Music thematics or p.due collector.
242 1930 International Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet mint used with ANTWERPEN Exhibition CDS at the show,
£ 50
various creases and bends but high cat value £475. SG MS 568.
243 1931-1990 Attractive written up collection on 27 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards, labels,
FDCs, and overprints noted 1935 Soldier's Fund M/S with three severe folds (Cat £325), 1935 Airmail covers (2 diff) for
£ 100
SITEB special CDS cancels, Radio printed postcard etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
244 1935 Brussels Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet hinged mint, various bends and hinge mark on obverse, otherwise
£ 45
good sheet, SG MS 688 Cat £225. Ex Eric Stannard.
245 1936 Borgerhout Philatelic Exhibition mint miniature sheet with light tones and some bends, SG MS 775 Cat £120.
£ 25
£ 25
246 1936 Charleroi Philatelic Exhibition mint miniature sheet with some light bends, SG MS 776 Cat £85.
£ 18
247 1940's A selection of nine covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.
248 1949 Brussels International Centenary Exhibition souvenir sheet and first day cover of 3 values tied special exhibition
£ 25
CDS cancels, both fine.
249
1972 Brussels International Philatelic Exhibition (24 Jun - 9th Jul) Publicity labels in a complete sheet of 25
£ 25
unmounted mint, fine. Ex Eric Stannard. (25 labels).
250 A well filled stockbook of mint and mainly used from first perf issues to modern, good run of defins and commems,
£ 22
railway parcels, few back of the book, attractive issues, 100s.
251 DEVON peg fitting album containing a 19th century to 1990s collection of mint and used, good range of defins and
£ 28
commems for mainstream issues, ideal for expansion, 100s.
252
Occupation of Germany: 1919 (28 Nov) registered commercial cover to France bearing overprint ALLEMAGNE
DUITSCHLAND 25c blue pair tied by POSTES MILITAIRES / BELGIQUE / 13 - 14 / 28 / xi / 19 BELGIE /
£ 48
LEGERPOSTERIJ cds's, SG 8. Very pretty cover and hard to find!
253 Occupation of Germany: 1919 Set to 10f brown overprint ALLEMAGNE DUITSCHLAND hinged mint, all fine,
£ 75
SG 1/17 Cat £220. (17).
254 Occupation of Germany: 1919 Set to 10f brown overprint ALLEMAGNE DUITSCHLAND fine used, all fine, SG
£ 110
1/17 Cat £300. (17).
255 Occupation of Germany: 1920 EUPEN Overprint set of 17 to 10f brown hinged mint, all fine, SG 25/41 cat £273.
£ 95
256
Occupation of Germany: 1920 MALMEDY Overprint set of 17 to 10f brown hinged mint, all fine, SG 42/58 Cat
£ 95
£275. (17).
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257
Occupation of Germany: 1921 EUPEN & MALMEDY original black and ink / painted artwork design on cream
paper(24.5cm x 14.5cm) bearing the lion design, 240ct & V with bottom inscription S.V.B. POSTES 1921. Very fine and
£ 150
scarce, possibly unique and interesting album piece!
258 Occupation of Germany: Malmedy 1921 (23 Mar) Philatelic unaddressed cover bearing 14 of the 17 values to 10f
brown includes all the top values 1f to 10f (cat £220) all tied MALMEDY CDS cancels. Bends & vertical fold not affecting
£ 100
the stamps. Attractive combination.
259
Occupation of Germany: Malmedy 1930 (28 Apr) cover to Germany bearing overprint Belgium Lion defins in
combination 1c orange (5), 15c (2), 60c (2), 25c, surch, plus Malmedy ovpt on 1c orange al tied MALMEDY CDS cancels.
£ 25
Bends but overall fine. Busy cover with a gold wax seal on reverse.
260 Postage Dues: 1870 10c green in an attractive mint / unmounted mint marginal block of 10 (margins on both sides),
plus left marginal block of 4 and 10c & 20c singles mint, nicely arranged annotated on album page. (SG D63/4). Cat £275.
£ 100
BERMUDA

261 1938 (March) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins 1d, 1½d, 2d light blue and sepia, 2½d light blue
& deep blue & 3d black and rose-red each tied HAMILTON CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 110/12, 113
£ 48
& 114.
262

BOSNIA & HERZ.
1867-1918 Collection in an album and 48 page stockbook with mint & used assembly of mainstream issues, nice lot.
£ 30

263
Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1879 issues to 1918. Includes better part
ranges noted 1879 set to 25k used (cat £100), 1900 to 50h, 1906 pictorial set mint & used, 1910 date set to 5k mainly mint,
1912 KUK set to 1k mint, 1917 Emperor Charles set incl 3k & 4k used (cat £82), etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC
£ 48
£175+.
BR. P. O. in Siam (BANGKOK)
264 1882 Wmk CC 6c lilac fine used oval trade cachet in blue and incomplete barred cancel, very sound SG 5 Cat £150.
£ 40
Nice neat example.

265 1883 Wmk CA 10c slate fine used part trade cachet and barred incomplete cancels, sound SG 21 Cat £95. Nice neat
£ 28
example.
266 1883 Wmk CA 2c pale rose hinged mint large part original gum, slightly sweated otherwise very sound SG 15 Cat
£ 24
£75. Nice neat example.
267 1883 Wmk CA 4c pale brown superb very fine used two part BANGKOK CDS cancels, sound SG 17 Cat £85. Nice
£ 28
neat example.
268 1883 Wmk CA 8c orange hinged mint large part original gum, slightly sweated otherwise very sound SG 20 Cat £250.
£ 50
Nice neat example.
269
1883 Wmk CA 8c orange superb very fine used part BANGKOK CDS cancel, sound SG 20 Cat £75. Nice neat
£ 24
example.
270 1884 Wmk CA 5c blue superb very fine used two part BANGKOK CDS cancels, one short corner perf otherwise
£ 50
sound SG 18 Cat £200. Nice neat example.
BRAZIL
271
1843 Clear Impression 60r black a superb fine used example with part double ring CDS postmark, large to huge
£ 180
margins all round, only slight rubbing at the base otherwise a very fine specimen, SG 2.

272 1940's A selection of twenty-five covers addressed to the United States. Eleven have Brazil Correio cancels with no
£ 20
stamps. The other fourteen have various stamps and cancels.
273 1943 Stamp Centenary miniature sheet unused without gum as issued and few hinge marks, very fine perforated on
£ 30
three sides, SG MS 685a. Cat £75.
274
Collection of mainly used neatly arranged on Hagner pages from 1844 to modern with a nice mainly all different
assembly of defins and commems, good mainstream including 1844 30r black imperf vertical pair, vals to 90r, 1850 to 300r,
£ 60
30r blue (2), 1866 to 500r, 1878 to 700r, hereon many defins and commems, ideal to fill those gaps.
275 EXHIBITIONS 1934 three album pages for 4th Exhibition of L'Embranca Philatelic Assoc. five sheets of 20 publicity
labels in 5 different colours depicting National Figures of Brazil and GB mint. Mainly fine. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex
£ 100
Eric Stannard. (100).
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276 EXHIBITIONS 1934-1983 twenty two album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1934 Imperf set of 4 labels, 1938 illus regd cover with cachets,
1955 FDC, 1938 BRAPEX imperf M/S mint (cat £33), 1949/50 cards, 1956 M/S cancelled, etc. Attractive and interesting
£ 75
lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
BRITISH GUIANA

277
1911 (21 Oct) Locally addressed cover bearing 4c Ship defin tied by BRITISH GUIANA PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION illustrated handstamp framing the adhs, very fine and scarce. Only a dozen covers have been recorded as of
£ 125
2005.
278 1911 (21 Oct) Locally addressed cover bearing 5c ultramarine Ship defin tied by BRITISH GUIANA PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION illustrated handstamp framing the adhs, very fine and scarce. Only a dozen covers have been recorded as of
£ 125
2005.
BRITISH HONDURAS

279 1938 (27 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c & 5c each tied REGISTRATION
£ 35
BELIZE BRITISH HONDURAS CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 150/154.
BRITISH IND. OCEAN TERR.
280
1974 (14 Jul) Large cover No. 517 bearing 15 of 18 values to R10 tied by scarce TPO NORDVAER BIOT CDS
£ 30
cancels, philatelic production attractive thematic cover.
BRUNEI

281 1906 2c on 3c black and sepia (cat £22), 2c on 8c black and vermilion (cat £80), 8c & 10c on 16c all fine CDS used,
£ 48
SG 12/3, 17/18 Cat £161. (4).
282 1907-10 Mainly mint set of 11 to $1 fine hinged mint, 5c (cat £95) & 25c (cat £48) are very fine used, nice set, SG
£ 95
23/33. Cat £281. (11).
283
1938 (9 May) Cover to Scotland bearing 1931 $1 black and red on blue top value tied by PAQUEBOT /
SINGAPORE / 9 MY / 1938 with BRUNEI / 4 MAY / 1938 single CDS alongside, neat pen cancel across the stamp tying
to the cover and slogan arrival backstamp, slightly trimmed at the bottom otherwise superb contemporary use. SG 78 (rate
£ 200
8 x on cover in SG £640).
284 1947-51 Complete set of 14 hinged mint / some top values unmounted mint to $10, very fine, SG 79/92. Cat £160.
£ 55
285 Japanese Occupation: 1942-44 $1 black and red on blue fine used corner CDS cancel, decent violet overprint, sound,
£ 28
SG J17 Cat £70.
286 Japanese Occupation: 1942-44 Group of 12 values 1c to $1 hinged mint, all attractive sound examples, usual gum
£ 100
but nice frontal appearance and good overprint strikes, SG J1/3, J5/6, J10/J14, J16/7. Cat £275.
287 Japanese Occupation: 1942-44 Group of 6 values 1c to 15c hinged mint, all attractive sound examples, usual gum
£ 20
but nice frontal appearance and good overprint strikes, SG J1, J3, J5/6, J11 & J13 Cat £60.
288 Japanese Occupation: 1942-44 Group of 7 values 2c to 50c hinged mint, all attractive sound examples, usual gum
£ 40
but nice frontal appearance and good overprint strikes, SG J3, J5, J6, J10, J13, J14, J16 Cat £115.
289 Japanese Occupation: 1942-44 Group of 8 values 1c to 15c hinged mint, all attractive sound examples, usual gum
£ 35
but nice frontal appearance and good overprint strikes, SG J1, J3, J5/6, J10, J11/13 Cat £106.
BULGARIA

290 1931-1989 Attractive written up collection on 22 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards, labels,
FDCs, and overprints noted 1932 Air set 3 mint (cat £285), 1989 Philaserdica sheet of 16 publicity labels, 1979 Tickets, 1979
Sofia Expo M/S of 6 values mint & FDC from Spain (scarce), 1964 Complete sheet of 12 + 13 labels, 1969 Two sheets of
£ 110
labels for SOFIA 69, etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
CANADA

291 1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet sound used with neat UNION STATION / TORONTO roller cancel in black, well centred
£ 135
and fine perfs, very nice example, SG 137 Cat £425.
292
1897 Jubilee $3 bistre a superb key value sound used with neat UNION STATION / TORONTO roller cancel in
£ 250
black, well centred and fine perfs, very nice example, SG 138 Cat £800.
293 1897 Jubilee $5 olive-green top value sound used with indistinct killer cancel in black, well centred and mainly fine
£ 180
perfs, expertised on reverse, SG 140 Cat £700.
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294 1940's A selection of eleven covers addressed to the United States, with various stamps and cancels.Includes front with
£ 18
two KGV 1c green.
295 1970-1986 An attractive collection of unmounted mint defins and commems but also wide range of extras including
booklet stamps, coils, setenant issues, some panes, phosphors, booklets, miniature sheets etc, attractive modern lot in a Lindner
£ 75
plain album.
296
1987-1991 Extensive unmounted mint collection in a well filled Lindner album with a huge amount of face sets,
booklets, miniature sheets, setenant strips, plus additional printings for each issue in mounts, to $ values, nice sheetlets etc,
£ 125
huge range of thematics, lovely clean lot neatly laid out. Good retail value.
297
1991-1995 Extensive unmounted mint collection in a well filled Lindner album with a huge amount of face sets,
booklets, miniature sheets, setenant strips, plus additional printings for each issue in mounts, to $ values, nice sheetlets etc,
£ 150
huge range of thematics, lovely clean lot neatly laid out. High retail value.
298
2003 Alaska Cruise picture postage self-adhesive sheet with blank frames for personalised photos. 50,000 were
£ 35
produced but only available to buy and print on cruise ships. Fine, Scott 1991 DE.
299 Registration: 1875 8c dull blue very lightly hinged mint with superb fresh appearance, a scarce stamp to find in nice
£ 160
condition, SG R9 Cat £425.
300
Stockbook with a mainly used duplicated range from QV to 1980s, some better fine used noted good range of QV
Heads, shades to 10c, 1898 ½c black top imprint blk of 6 mint (partly separated), 1908 Tercent low vals mint & used, 1928
GV 1c orange in cnr marg mint blk of 4, 1935 to $1, Special delivery 1939 10c on 20c vfu pair (cat £40), small range of
£ 85
Newfoundland etc, 100s.
301

CANAL ZONE
1921 50c black with vertical overprint on Panama hinged mint, fine, SG 70, key top value Cat £180.

£ 48

CAYMAN IS.

302
1938 (30 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ¼d, ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d each tied
£ 20
CAYMAN BRAC CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 115/120, 121.
303
304

CEYLON
1902 Queen Victoria 15c blue on Colombo cancelled cover to the United States.
1927 R5 Duty plate proof block of 4 black on white unwatermarked paper in very fine condition, SG 365.

£ 14
£ 65

CHINA

305 1878 3ca vermilion lightly used example with nick in right side perfs, and few other blunt perfs, lightly struck barred
£ 100
cancel, mainly sound for these, SG 2a.
306 1885 Small dragon defins average used for 1ca green, 3ca mauve and two shades for 5ca olive-yellow, various perf
£ 30
faults and or tones but still useful, SG range 10/15. (4).
307 1897 10c on 12ca orange-yellow surch type II (2½ mm), lightly used example with incomplete CDS, a few nibbled
£ 50
perfs and odd tone otherwise sound, SG 64.
308 1932 10c Junk and two 15c reaper stamps on cover from French Consulate Kharbine addressed to Berne Switzerland.
£ 25
CROATIA

309
1941 Gold Overprint on Gate or Cathedral defins with both tabs Arms & overprint tab for Slan Bod National
£ 48
Philatelic Exhibition mint, scarce and hard to find. Scott B1-2. Ex Eric Stannard.
310 1943 Zagreb 18k + 9k M/S mint, fine used single and Illustrated First Day Cover cancelled special Philatelic CDS.
£ 25
Fine, Ex Eric Stannard.
CUBA

311 1855-1899 Attractive mint & used collection on Scott printed leaves with a good range noted Good range of imperf
and perf first defins to 1868, 1870s defins mostly complete, Baby face and Curly Head issues, US Possessions 1899 to 10c
on 10c m & u, P. Dues 1c on 1c mint (cat £55), 5c on 5c m (cat £55), 10c on 10c (cat £34), etc nice clean lot with good basis
£ 100
for expansion.
312 EXHIBITIONS 1950-1984 seventeen album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1955 Havana CUPEX Int. Centenary IMPERF sheet of 25
labels mint x 4 different coloured papers, 1960 M/S, 1955 souvenir sheet, etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
£ 50
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CYPRUS

313 1938 GVI Assembly of hinged mint including shades for both 2pi perfs, and both 18pi black and olive-green, black
£ 85
and sage-green (cat £40), 45pi green and black, £1 scarlet and indigo mint. SG range 151/163. (20). (cat £275).
314 1944 1pi orange hinged mint showing the scarce perforation 13½ x 12½, very fine hinged mint, SG 154a Cat £550.
£ 180
315 1946 Victory 1½d deep violet in bottom left corner marginal vertical strip of 3 with top stamp showing Dot between
£ 35
1 and ½ variety, unmounted mint, fine. SG 164a.
316 1946 Victory 1½d deep violet in bottom left corner marginal block of 8 with top left stamp showing Dot between 1
£ 50
and ½ variety, unmounted mint, fine and scarce positional piece. SG 164a.
317
1948 Royal Silver Wedding 1½d violet in top marginal vertical block of 6 with bottom left stamp showing extra
£ 30
decoration variety, unmounted mint, some gum skips but fine and scarce positional piece. SG 166a..
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

318
1920 Air Surcharge set of 3 hinged mint very fresh and fine, SG 215, 216 & 220 Cat £189 Expertised twice on
£ 65
reverse.
319 1950 Praha 1950 Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet imperf lightly CTO and 1962 Praga 62 M/S very fine mint (only
£ 35
sold at the Exhibition), both fine, SG MS608a & 1315a Cat £96.
320 1951 Air set of 4 Spas in sheets of 10 cancelled PRAHA 1953 CDS cancels, rare in sheets of 10 for the complete set,
£ 140
Cat €450. (SG 621/624).
321 1955 Prague Int. Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet both perf and imperf lightly hinged mint, fine, SG MS896a/b, cat
£ 35
£106.
322 1962 Praga '62 Flags scarce miniature containing 5k x 4 unmounted mint, only sold at the Stamp Show, mainly fine,
£ 40
Scott 1080.
323 EXHIBITIONS 1978 Praga World Stamp Exhibition publicity labels in complete numbered mint sheets of 25 with
£ 25
dove and Praga 79 logo background in red or blue. (2 sheets, 50 labels).
324 EXHIBITIONS 1978 Praga World Stamp Exhibition publicity labels in complete numbered mint sheets of 25 with
£ 25
Umbrella & flying machine design & Praga 78 logo. (2 sheets, 50 labels).
325 EXHIBITIONS 1978 Praga World Stamp Exhibition publicity labels in complete numbered mint sheets of 25 with
Expo building in silver or gold dove and envelope design & Praga 78 logo in different colours. (2 sheets, 50 labels). £ 25
326
PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS: 1937-1961 Collection written up on leaves including covers, miniature sheets and
publicity labels some in complete sheets noted 1937 M/S mint, 1938 Int. Phil. Ex. imperf sheet of 10 in purple & sheet in red,
singles set of 10 in green, 1938 M/S mint + on cover (2 diff), 1939 Toronto overprint on M/S, folder Czechoslovakia will rise
again, 1946 M/S on cover (faults), 1950 setenant blk of 4 mint & on cover, 1961 5k FDC, etc lovely lot, ex Eric Stannard.
£ 70
DANISH WEST INDIES

327 1873-1917 Attractive mint & used collection on Scott printed leaves with a good range noted 1873 1c & 12c mint (cat
£76, 12c with pulled perfs), 3c, 4c, 5c & 10c used (cat £256), 1895 10c on 50c lilac mint (cat £55), 1896-1901 1c, 3c, 4c
mint, 5c used, 1900 5c blue CDS, 1902 surchs, 1905 surch set 3 mint (cat £78), 1915 set of 8 mint (cat £52), P. Dues 1902
10c mint, 1905 set m & u, 1905 King set to 50b used, 1f mint, etc nice clean lot with good basis for expansion and STC £875.
£ 180
DANZIG

328 19237 First National Stamp Exhibition set of 2 miniature sheets CTO used with gum each cancelled 8.6.37 Exhibition
£ 35
postmarks cancelled by favour. 50pf blue has small corner faults, both have wrinkles etc, SG MS 251/2 Cat £300 used.
329 1929 International Stamp Exhibition set of 3 on registered cover to London tied special Exhibition First Day opening
CDS cancels, plus two other earlier airs sent from Danzig 1 regd etiquette and additional LUFTPOST oval cancel alongside.
£ 60
Pretty cover.
330

DENMARK
1952 Pair of stamps on slogan cancel to Canadian Army Base FPO 328 in Germany.
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£ 10

331
EXHIBITIONS 1917-1994 an extensive collection on circa 40 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1917 Philatelists Club label mint,
1935 label on printed illustrated cover (v .attr), 1937 KPK surchs blk of 4 on cover tied KPK CDS's, 1941 busy Exhib cover
with label and 6 on 7o blk of 4 tied special cancels (v nice), 1987 GB P & ) £5 prestige booklet overprint for HAFNIA 87,
1940 Exhib. cover, 1950s labels (3), 1960s-80s many covers and cards, plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex
£ 130
Eric Stannard.
332
Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1854 issues to 1940. Includes better part
ranges noted 1854 2s blue, 4s (2), 8s, 1858 4s (3), 1864 2s, 3s & 4s (cat £166), 1870 2s (2 shades), 3s (cat £130), 4s & 8s
(cat £100), 1875 14 values to 100o (cat £175), 1904 50o & 100o used (cat £140), 1912 surchs 35o on 20o used (cat £80),
35o on 32o green used (cat £85), 1913 King Christian incl 35o yellow, 50o purple & 1k brown mint (cat £133), to 10k used,
1928 Cancer Fund set m, 1930 60th Birthday set used, 1915 5k GPO used, back of the book incl Newspaper good range incl
68o brown mint (cat £120), Postage Dues 1921 1k blue (cat £90) mint, officials etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC
£ 550
£2350+.
DOMINICA

333 1938 (8 Dec) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d each tied ROSEAU
£ 20
CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 99/104.
EGYPT
1931 Air Graf Zeppelin surcharges set of 2 hinged mint, fine, SG 185/6 Cat £180.

£ 48
334
£ 15
335 1933 British Forces in Egypt 1 piastre letter seal on M.P.O. postage prepaid cover to England.
£ 48
336 1934 Tenth UPU Congress £E1 turquoise blue fine used decent CDS cancel, fine, SG 232 Cat £200.
337 A selection of twelve covers and postcards includes 1950's typed cover with 40mil and 2mil air stamps and 1889 5
£ 12
Mil postcard from Cairo.
£ 80
338 British Forces: 1935 1p ultramarine Silver Jubilee nicely fine used example, sound SG A10 Cat £180.

339 Collection on approx. 20 Hagner pages for 19th century to modern mint and mainly used with odd better including
£ 20
1927 vals to £E1 used, defins & commems etc, 100s all different.
340 Folder containing approx. eighty covers and postcards. Mostly from 1940's and 1950's also some more modern 1980's.
£ 40
A lot are airmail to Switzerland.
341 Folder containing eighty-five covers and postcards. Mostly from 1940's and 1950's. Includes 1949 Citex Paris stamps
£ 45
and special cancel, includes some cover with Postage due.
ESTONIA
342 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1918 issues to 1940. Includes better
part ranges noted 1918-1919 complete m & u, 1921 Red X set mint perf & imperf, 1926 red X set 2 used, 1924 Theatre set,
1928 10th Anniv. set, 1930 Kroon surch 1k & 2k, 1931 Red X set used (cat £76), 1936 Charity set 4 m, 1936 Pres.
Constantin 14 values to 60s (cat £180), 1937-40 Caritas sets m, etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC £700+. £ 225
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.

343
South Shetlands: 1944 (5 Dec) Overprint set of 8 on plain long envelope sent to Port Stanley cancelled by
£ 38
FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / SOUTH SHETLANDS CDS violet cancels. Attractive , SG D1/8.
FALKLAND ISLANDS

344 1928 Whale & Penguin Essay 2½d blue widely cut square with good margins on gummed glossy paper produced by
Harrison & Sons (also produced in green, red & orange-brown), the design was rejected and given to Perkin, Bacon & Co.
£ 500
345 1933 Centenary of British Administration £1 black and carmine GV Head mounted mint top value, very attractive
£ 1600
and fine appearance, SG 138 Cat £2500.
346
1933 Centenary of British Administration 10s black and chestnut Coat of Arms mounted mint key value, very
£ 480
attractive and fine appearance, SG 137 Cat £850.
347 1933 Centenary of British Administration 5s black and yellow King Penguin mounted mint key value, very attractive
£ 500
and fine appearance, SG 136 Cat £950.
348 1937 (12 May) Coronation set of 3 on envelope sent to UK cancelled on First Day of Issue by PORT STANLEY CDS
£ 10
cancels. SG 143/5.
349 1938 (26 Mar) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 2d, & 2½d each tied PORT STANLEY
CDS cancels, 2nd 2d red and black not tied, small hinge remain on front and back, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG
£ 20
146/7, 149 & 152.
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350 1948 (1 Nov) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on plain envelope sent locally cancelled on First Day of Issue by PORT
£ 125
STANLEY CDS cancels. Very fine, hard to find. SG 166/7.
351 1968 (9 Oct) Flowers defin set of 14 to £1 on printed envelope sent locally cancelled on First Day of Issue by PORT
£ 60
STANLEY CDS cancels. Attractive oversized cover. SG 232/245.
£ 15
352 South Georgia: 2004 Juvenile Fauna set of 12 to £5 unmounted mint, SG 390/401.
FIJI
£ 180
353 1912 £1 purple and black on red superb fresh hinged mint example, very nice, SG 124 Cat £300.
354
1938 (7 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied SUVA
REGISTERED CDS cancels, small hinge remains on front and back, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 249/251, 253 &
£ 20
257.
FINLAND

355 B* EXHIBITIONS 1944-1992 approx. 85 album pages mainly for Finlandia 88 International Stamp Show, many
covers with special Exhibition cancels, some from other countries overprinted on stamps, various cards and photo postcards,
more unusual incl GB £5 FT100 prestige booklet overprinted, miniature sheets, machine labels, also few others for 1985
£ 100
Exhib., 1993 Norlandia pane, 1995 large pane, etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
356 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1866 issues to 1948. Includes better
part ranges noted 1866 20p & 40p serpentines, 1875 to 1m mainly used, diff perfs to 32p red used, 1891 Russian types to
1r m & u, 1917 Lions to 25m mainly used, 1928 Phil. Ex. 1m used, 1931 Red X set m, plus many more Red X sets m & u
£ 150
etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC £1000+.
FRANCE

357 B* Accumulation in old time packets heavily duplicated from turn of the century to modern with many 100s of useful
fine used noted 1900 Olivier & Merson 40c & 50c (many), 5fr (14) incl strip of 3, 1870s Peace & Commerce 25c bistre
(many), 25c black on red, 35c, 75c, 5fr, Blanc types, huge amount of Sowers, 1920 defins, 1924 Olympic Games, 1929 Views
£ 100
to 10f blue, 1930 air (many), etc, 1000s. High cat value, ideal for packet maker!
358 B* EXHIBITIONS 1946-1989 an extensive collection on circa 110 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1946 Exhib cancels, 1947 NIORT
Exhib. cancels on covers incl RF liberation 50c Mercury tied, 1947 Orthez, 1948 Quimper Exhib., 1950 attr postcard with
stamps tied on obverse with FOIRE Exhib. cancels, 1949 CITEX labels, 1960s-80s many covers and cards, plus much more.
£ 150
Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
359 B* Small accumulation in a small box including early to modern in packets, useful group in dozens of stockcards, ART
£ 25
issues mint & used and in a binder, Red Cross booklets etc, 100s.
360
1869 5f lilac-grey on greyish sound used example with two strikes of star dotted cancels, mainly sound perfs and
£ 180
sound example, SG 131 Cat £1300.
361 1900 International Philatelic Exhibition Paris; four top marginal mint / unmounted mint publicity labels for the Paris
exhibition held on 28th Aug til 9th Sept held at 84 Rue De Grenelle, in 4 different colours, fine. (4). Ex Eric Stannard.£ 30
362 1907 First Philatelic Congress Stamp Exhibition Paris; four mint publicity labels for the Paris exhibition in 4 different
£ 25
colours, fine. (4). Ex Eric Stannard.
363 1913 (21-30 June) International Stamp Exhibition Paris; three unused postal stationery cards for the Paris exhibition
in three different colours, each depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face value and insignia, however, these were not
£ 30
postally valid, fine & scarce. (3 cards). Ex Eric Stannard.
364 1913 (28 June) International Stamp Exhibition Paris; A postally used postal stationery card for the Paris exhibition
with the vignette in purple bearing 10c Sower tied special exhibition cancels depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face
value and insignia, however, these were not postally valid hence 10c adhs, fine & scarce postal stationery card sent locally.
£ 40
Ex Eric Stannard.
365 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; 10c orange Expo. publicity label in a scarce complete sheet of 20 cancelled
special Expo. CDS's for 28th June for the Paris exhibition depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face value and insignia,
£ 100
however, these were not postally valid, fine and scarce. (20). Ex Eric Stannard.
366 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; nine mint publicity labels for the Paris exhibition in different colours, fine.
£ 30
(9). Ex Eric Stannard.
367 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; six 10c Expo. IMPERF vertical PAIRS publicity labels mint for the Paris
exhibition in different colours, each depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face value and insignia, however, these were
£ 30
not postally valid, fine. (6 pairs, 12 stamps). Ex Eric Stannard.
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368 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; six 10c Expo. publicity labels mint for the Paris exhibition in different
colours, depicting the French Minister of Posts and a face value and insignia, however, these were not postally valid, fine.
£ 20
(6). Ex Eric Stannard.
369 1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; six 10c Expo. publicity labels mint for the Paris exhibition in different
colours, printed by PRINTEX & Co. London with a face value and insignia, however, these were not postally valid, fine. (6).
£ 30
Ex Eric Stannard.
370
1913 International Stamp Exhibition Paris; two 10c Expo. publicity labels mint in IMPERF blocks of four for the
Paris exhibition in brown or blue, printed by PRINTEX & Co. London with a face value and insignia, however, these were
£ 40
not postally valid, fine. (8). Ex Eric Stannard.
371
1914 (5 April) First Stamp Society Exhibition Paris; a beautiful multi coloured large publicity label for the Paris
£ 10
exhibition, fine. Ex Eric Stannard.
372
1920-21 Guynemer Air Mail labels affixed to eleven covers mainly from the same correspondence to London each
has faults, tears or creases and variety of combinations, one is tied by CDS's on outward journey, attractive and interesting
£ 275
group.
373 1925 (2 May) A beautiful First Day Cover for the Paris Stamp Expo. bearing 15c & 25c Expo adhs and 25c purple
Sower each tied special exhibition CDS cancels on the first day, alongwith publicity label on reverse tied Expo cachet in blue.
£ 35
Very fine and attractive.
£ 450
374 1927 Philatelic Exhibition Strasbourg miniature sheet hinged mint, very fine, SG MS 454ab Cat £1400.
375
1927 Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition A superb example of the Miniature sheet hinged mint, few gum bends but
superb frontal appearance, fresh looker for this scarce sheet only sold at the Stamp Exhibition. SG MS 454b Cat £1600.
£ 550
376 1927 War Orphan's 1f + 25c rose in an attractive unmounted mint bottom imprint marginal single (folded) showing
£ 50
H801, hinge mark on margin obverse otherwise fresh, Dallay 233, SG 452.
377 1929 2f red and green overprinted Exposition Le Havre 1929 Philatelique hinged mint, very fine, SG Cat £900.
£ 350
378 1931 (11 April) First Day illustrated postcard for the Nice regional Stamp Exhibition; A 40c Sower postal stationery
£ 30
card for the Nice exhibition with special exhibition cancel in red, fine & attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
379 1937 (25 Jun) Two postcards for the Int. Paris Stamp Expo. bearing Sower 2c defins each tied special exhibition CDS
£ 30
cancels. Very fine and attractive.
£ 220
380 1937 International Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet hinged mint, very fine. SG MS 581 Cat £550.
381 1937 Paris Philatelic Exhibition PEXIP A superb example of the Miniature sheet hinged mint, few gum bends or hinge
marks otherwise superb frontal appearance, fresh looker only sold at the Stamp Exhibition with 5fr entrance fee. SG MS 581
£ 200
Cat £600.
382 1938 Exhibition of Philatelic Literature Lyon; two exhibition souvenir sheets of 20c Ceres printed in black on white
£ 20
or buff paper and limited production of 2500 of each No. 817 & 1374. Few wrinkles otherwise sound.
383 1943 Philatelic Exhibition Saint Maur Des Fosses; Publicity labels mint in perf miniature sheets of 4 in four different
£ 30
colours mint showing Le Grande Conde, Louis De Bourbon, Francois Rabelais. Fine. (4 M/S). Ex Eric Stannard.
384 1943 WWII Lyon Stamp Exhibition cachet for May 1943 cover with three adhs used later in the year on 11th Nov
£ 20
and German censor tape and cancels on reverse. Intr and attractive.
385 1946 Philatelic Exhibition in honour of the Prisoners of WW2, Printed publicity labels in red, black or blue for two
different designs including plane and parachute drop (4 including a setenant pair cancelled show cachets), blocks of 4 perf &
imperf (3), then Barbed Wire & Watch Tower design in three perf / imperf blocks of 4 mint. All inscribed Exposition
Philatelique / PRISONNIER / PARIS / 15-19 Feb alongside. Interesting and unusual album pieces (35 labels in total).
£ 75
386 1949 (11 Jun) French Stamp Centenary CITEX 25f + 25f blue imperf and label from the strip tied on obverse of nice
£ 25
Oudine Medallion from the Ceres defin design. tied nice Centenary CDS. Fine.
387
1949 Air Views 1000f purple and black top value unmounted mint, marginal on both sides with hinges or paper
£ 90
adherence and mounted. Stamp is unmounted mint (never hinged), SG 1059. Cat £225.
388 1949 French Stamp Centenary CITEX 10f + 100f orange-red top marginal single from the pane of 10, mounted mint
£ 30
with fresh appearance, SG 1071a Cat £100.
389 1949 French Stamp Centenary CITEX vertical setenant strip of 4 plus label tied on special Exhibition printed cover
£ 50
on first day of Exhibition 1st June tied by two special cancels, mainly fine, pretty cover.
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£ 50
390 1954 Airs 500f red and orange very fine and fresh mounted mint, SG 1196. Cat £325.
391 1964 PHILATEC 1964 Miniature sheet of 8 stamps and 8 labels for the Exhibition unmounted mint, few creases along
£ 85
the top otherwise mainly fine, SG MS 1651a Cat £425.
392
COVERS / CARDS An interesting collection 19th century to middle periods in a well filled cover album noted
Napoleon perf issues (2), 1926 25c Expo strip of 3, 1944 Journee tied special postcards (2), 1945 TB tied to special postcard,
1947 Jamboree blk of 4 on FDC, 1953 Games special postcards with each value tied special cancels, etc, interesting lot. (60+).
£ 65

393
EXHIBITIONS 1914-1946 an useful collection on nine album pages for National & International Stamp Shows,
covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 191914 Lyons (2 labels), 1937 PEXIP
labels (5), 1936-46 labels (5), 1937 Windsors Wedding envelope, 1942 Foire postcard with special cancels, 1940 PPC for
Stamp Cent., 1942 postal stationery surcharges card with Lyon cancel, 1942 Invitation cards adhs tied special cancels for
Paris Expo., 1943 Air Exhib. labels (5), 1946 Imperf souvenir sheet mint etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
£ 140
394 German Occupation: St Nazaire TAXE PERCUE 4.50 / I LOT de St - Nazaire / Poche DE L'ATLANTIQUE printed
envelope in red sent registered from LA TURBALLE No. 1642 and cancelled similar CDS for 19 Feb 1945. Very fine and
£ 250
attractive. High cat value.
395 Mint & mainly unmounted mint collection on Hagner pages with useful earlier noted 1906 Sower set of 6 vals to 35c
u/m (cat £35), 1920 Sowers 1.f40, 2f green u/m, 1924 Int Exhib. set u/m (cat £30), 1924 Olympics set u/m (cat £50), 1933
Portraits set mainly u/m (cat £75), 1934 Peace 1f50 blue u/m (cat £70), 1935 River Scene u.m (cat £46), 1936 Ampere (cat
£ 180
£26), etc, STC £570+ for mint.
396
Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from early issues to 1940. Includes sets and
miniature sheets, better part ranges noted 1849 20c, 25c & 40c, 1855 to 80c incl 1c fine used, 1862 to 80c, 1870 to 80c perf,
1876 Peace & Commerce 45 values across difference printings to 5f mainly used, 1900 set incl olivier & Merson 40c, 1f mint
& 5fr mint (cat £175), 1920 Olivier & Merson mint values 2f orange and green (cat £65), 3fr mint, 10f & 20f used, 1917 War
Orphan's Fund set to 1f + 1f unused no gum or used, 35c + 25c fine used (cat £190), 1918 Red Cross used (cat £85), 1922
War Orphans set mainly mint & 1f used (cat £295), most sinking Fund sets mint or used, 1929 10f blue marginal mint, 1937
Nat. Museums set used, 1938 Ader marginal mint, 1945 to 100f, 1957 Air set mint (cat £158), plus huge amount of defins
and commems to 1950s including most National Relief Fund sets (odd part stuck from over licking!), mainly sound to fine
£ 1100
condition throughout, STC £6800+.
FRANCE - COLONIES

397 1940 Very scarce-special postcard from W.W.II commemorating the visit of General De Gaulle to the then capital
£ 25
of Free France in Brazzaville French Africa.
398 Early to middle French colonies mint & used duplicated in a well filled stockbook, odd better earlier incl Guadeloupe
£ 40
Peace & Commerce, boxed GPE ovpts, AOF, Senegal, Lebanon, Tunisia, Morocco etc. 100s.
399 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956 25f Kerguelen fur seal key value fine used good CDS cancel, sound,
£ 40
SG 14 Cat £130.
400 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956-1999 An extensive mainly unmounted mint collection in a stockbook
with many useful sets and miniature sheets including 1956 values to 200f (85f & 100f is fine used), 1963 50f Adelie Penguin,
Quiet Sun 20f, 1966 & 1968 Air setenant strips, 1966 D1 Satellite, 1969 Air 5th Treaty, Fr. Polar, Air 3 of 4 to 200f, 1971
Air setenant strip, 1972 Insects, 1974 setenant strip 3, 1976 13 values imperf, 1976 Air Cook Bicent. sheet of 10, 1980
£ 600
Charles De Gaulee sheet of 10, etc most issues and M/S to 1999, huge catalogue value Yv. €1000s.
401 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 20f black browed albatross key value unmounted mint, fine, SG 31
£ 120
Cat £325.
402

French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 Air Centenary of ITU 30f unmounted mint, fine, SG 39 Cat £140.
£ 48

403 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1965 Air Discovery of Adelie Island 50f indigo and blue unmounted mint,
£ 32
fine, SG 38 Cat £90.
404 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 Air Port Aux Francais set of 2 unmounted mint, fine, SG 45/6 Cat
£ 65
£184.
405 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1968 Dumont D'Urville 30f unmounted mint, fine, SG 44 Cat £110.£ 36
406 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1972 Air Bicentenary of Discovery of Crozet Islands and Kerguelen set of
£ 45
2 unmounted mint, fine, SG 78/9 Cat £136
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GERMANY

407 B* Accumulation with some useful including German Occupation issues mint & used (STC £500), various in albums,
on cards, East Germany miniature sheets (STC £200) in a stockbook etc with all periods mint & used, defins and commems,
£ 50
Zones, Saar etc. 100s.
408 B* EXHIBITIONS 1891-1987 extensive collection on approx 80+ album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, modern Replicas for Zeppelin
Airmails, IPOSTA M/S, 1891 & 1897 Nuremberg or Leipzig labels, 1912-14 labels (4), 1912 24th German Day of Stamp
Exhibition Marketredivitz (2), 1921 Munich, 1921 Nuremberg 27th Exhib. (2), 1923-24 Munich ovpts (3), 1935 Ostropa label
in red, 1930 IPOSTA label in red, 1930 cards for IPOSTA first and second day cancels, 1931 MORPHILA meter marks card
and uprated with special cancels, 1951 Wuppertal cvr, plus many more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
£ 300
£ 20
409 1900 Five 5pf Sunburst new millennium postcards with Offenburg Baden cancels but no addresses.
410 1912 (19 Jun) Airmail printed postcard for the 100th Anniv. Post Flight bearing 1M ON 20pf red-brown overprinted
Gelber Hund airmail & 5pf Germania defin both tied special FLUGPOST AM RHEIN U. AM MAIN / DARMSTADT.
£ 80
Michel IV Cat €280 very fine.
411
1912 (22 Jun) Airmail printed postcard for the 100th Anniv. Post Flight bearing 20pf red-brown airmail & 5pf
£ 30
Germania defin both tied special FLUGPOST AM RHEIN U. AM MAIN / DARMSTADT. Michel II very fine.
412 1912 (22 Jun) Airmail printed postcard for the 100th Anniv. Post Flight bearing 30pf green airmail x 1 + PAIR each
tied & 5pf green Germania defin both tied special FLUGPOST AM RHEIN U. AM MAIN / DARMSTADT. Michel III, very
£ 200
fine.
£ 10
413 1914-18 World War I internal German Military Mail postcard to Berlin.
414
1915 Franciscus Josephus B&W postal stationery postcard with England sticker attached with Germany/Austria
£ 20
stamp.
415 1921 27th Stamp Day a beautiful postal stationery 40pf orange postcard for the Nuremberg Exhibition 22-25th July
1921 uprated with three exhibition labels 5pf, 10pf & 20pf values tied special Exhibition illus cancels for 24th July. £ 20
£ 12
416 1923 Typed readdressed cover to Bern with fifteen x 200pf red inflation period stamps.
417
1930 International Philatelic Exhibition Berlin - IPOSTA Miniature sheet hinged mint, fine, SG MS 464a Cat
£ 200
£550.M/S M
418 1930 IPOSTA Miniature sheet for the Berlin International Philatelic Exhibition on 12 Sept 1930. Unmounted mint
with usual gum and light bends originally sold at the Exhibition at 2 marks. Fine for these, Michel Block 1, cat €1600+.
£ 450
419 1933 Aschersleben Philatelic Exhibition (Aug 19-21) set of 10 publicity labels showing German War Memorials each
£ 40
different design. (10)
420 1934 Graf Zeppelin 2rm black and green & 3rm black and blue top values both in attractive fine used blocks of 4 with
£ 40
WIEN 1 1939 CDS cancels, fine, Michel 538/9 Cat €320.
421 Locals: 1945 Glauchau set of 18 overprints mainly unmounted mint on Hitler heads, plus 10 on 10pf brown surcharge
£ 50
mint, very fine, Michel 1/19.
422 Locals: 1945 Lobau set of 20 overprints each on paper cancelled LOBAU (SACHS) 11.6.45 CDS cancels on Hitler
£ 250
heads, 1pf to 1m very fine, Michel 3/22 Cat €1040.
423 Locals: 1945 Lobau set of 20 overprints mainly hinged mint on Hitler heads, 1pf to 1m very fine, Michel 3/22 Cat
£ 150
€475.
424 OLD GERMANY collection of mainly used in an old time stockalbum from German States (mixed), Bavaria Free
£ 48
state ovpts to 5m red and blue-black, head defins to 20m perf & imperf mint, 1870s defins to 1940s etc, 100s.
425 Propaganda: 1939-45 12pfg Himmler & 3pf goring in setenant block of 4 fine hinged mint (diagonal gum bend), scarce
£ 600
in such a nice format showing two stamps for each value, nice combination Michel 30/31 Cat €1500+.
GERMANY - COLONIES

426 South West Africa: 1901 30pf black and orange on buff hinged mint with two hinge remains, fresh, key stamp SG
£ 25
16 Cat £100.
GERMANY (EAST)

427
1950 250th Anniv. Academy of Science set of ten mainly unmounted mint, 12pf has torn corner not included in
£ 35
estimate, 16pf has small ink mark, SG E20/29 cat £165.
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428 1950 German Stamp Exhibition DEBRIA Miniature sheet, imperf as issue, fine hinged mint, fresh, SG MS E29a Cat
£ 40
£200.
GERMANY - STATES
429 Bavaria: Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful unpicked and well filled represented from early issues
to 1920. Includes sets and part ranges noted 1850 Circle Cut 1k yellow, 6k, 9k, 12k green & 18k red (faults cat £750), 1867
Imperf to 7k, 1870 perf to 18k, 1876 to 2m orange, different perfs and printings, 1911 Luitpold set to 5m mint, 1914 Ludwig
perf to 20m mainly used (5m is mint), 1919 Volkstaat ovpt set to 20m mainly used plus imperf set top values used (cat
£400+), 1920 Bavaria ovptd set mainly mint, some back of the book etc, mainly sound condition throughout, STC £1800+,
£ 250
(368)

430 Danzig: Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1920 issues to 1939. Includes better
part ranges noted 1920 Ovpt on Deutsches Reich set of 15 mainly mint, 1920 Danzig diagonal & bar 9 vals mainly mint to
80pf, 1921 set mainly used, 1921 Crown & Cross defins mint, 1923 sets mint & used, 1924 arms mainly used to 75pf, 1937£ 85
38 Winter Relief sets m, etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC £300+.
431 Wurttemberg: Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful unpicked from early issues to 1923. Includes
sets and part ranges noted 1851 3k & 9k, 1859 6k green, 1863 1k green, 9k brown, 1869 7k & 9k, 1875 15 values to 50pf
green & 50pf grey (cat £65), 1906 Cent. ovpts 2pf grey f.u., 3pf brown mint, officials same ovpt to 50pf, 1916 Jubilee set
mint, 1916 Jubilee set mint, 1919 Volksstaat set mint, 1920 Stag set mint, 1922 surcharges mint, some back of the book etc,
£ 150
mainly sound condition throughout, STC £620+, (c220)
GERMANY - W. BERLIN

432 1951 World Stamp Exhibition set of 2 on superb illustrated First Day Cover with set tied special cancel and printed
£ 35
address. Fine, Michel 80/1, cat €130
GERMANY (WEST)
433 1951-2000 Fine used collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s of fine used sets and ranges, good
£ 80
representation for most years STC £1600+.

434 Large stockbook containing a lovely unmounted mint collection 1955-1993 with a huge run of year sets from 1950s
to 1990s including miniature sheets, some part defin sets, mainly commems, huge cat value, clean and fine for expansion.
£ 250
GERMANY - ZONES
435
Collection in a KA-BE album of mostly sets and specialised ranges for Allied Occupations, British, Soviet &
American Zones 1946 Numeral set fine used, many mint for different sheet positions, marginal singles, 1947-48 set to 5m plus
many extras mint or used, 1948-49 posthorn overprints on many different issues mainly mint, interesting lot STC €3720.
£ 300
GIBRALTAR

436 1925-32 KGV £5 violet & black, wmk multi crown. Superb fresh hinged mint with fabulous appearance. SG 108 Cat
£ 1250
£1600. Beautiful example of this rare top value. Bolaffi photo cert accompanies. Superb.
GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
437 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on registered cover to Scotland tied large GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLAND COLONY
£ 30
cancels for 6 Nov 1935 with regd violet h/s for OCEAN ISLAND. Pretty, SG 36/9.

438 1939 (22 May) Registered philatelic cover TARAWA to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied
£ 28
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLAND COLONY CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 43/8.
GOLD COAST
439 1928 GV & Christiansborg set of 10 to 5s hinged mint each overprinted SPECIMEN in black, fine, SG 103s/12s. Cat
£ 125
£300.

440 1938-43 Basic set of 13 in attractive mainly marginal mint blocks of 4 unmounted mint, some showing sheet number,
£ 48
2d is perfs split, nice set SG 120a/132. Cat £140.
GREECE
441 B* A selection of twenty-five 1960's first day covers some have duplicates.

£ 15

442
1850s-1971 A mainly used duplicated stock of defins and commems on many Hagner pages, part sets and ranges,
£ 50
noted Imperf Hermes heads with many different values, 100s in a large binder.
443 1971-2914 A mainly used duplicated stock of defins and commems on many Hagner pages, part sets and ranges, 100s
£ 28
in a large binder.
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GRENADA

444 1938 (9 May) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ¼d, ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied GRENADA
£ 20
GPO BWI CDS cancels, three hinge remains on front otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 152/158.
445

HONG KONG
1892 Queen Victoria postal stationery UPU 3c brown postcard addressed to Germany. Note small tera at foot.
£ 12

446 1912-21 $10 purple and black on red a lovely corner CDS very fine used example of the top value, superb, SG 116.
£ 45
Cat £110.
447 1912-21 50c black on blue-green vertical pair unmounted mint with side gutter and minor flaw on the eye, SG 111
£ 20
Cat £58.
448 1921 Wmk Script CA 25c purple and magenta top marginal plate 2 pair mounted in margin only (very brown streaky
£5
gum) showing broken flower variety, SG 126/126a.
£ 30
449 1921-37 $5 green and red on emerald a lovely CDS very fine used example SG 132 cat £80.
450 1946 Victory $1 brown and red in a lovely block of 4 fine used CDS's with top left stamp showing extra stroke variety,
£ 35
nice positional piece, SG 170a.
451 1946 Victory $1 brown and red in a lovely top marginal block of 4 fine very lightly mounted with top right stamp
£ 65
showing extra stroke variety, nice positional piece, SG 170a.
452 1946 Victory 30c blue and red in a lovely top marginal block of 4 fine unmounted mint with top right stamp showing
£ 65
extra stroke variety, nice positional piece, SG 169a.
£ 40
453 1947 Chalky $5 green an violet unmounted mint, fine, SG 160 ab Cat £120.
£ 38
454 1947 GVI $10 Reddish violet and blue hinged mint top value, fine SG 162b. Cat £200.
455 P.O. in China: 1919 50c black on blue-green on emerald back horizontal pair unmounted mint with top gutter and only
£ 55
mounted on margin, SG 12b Cat £110.
456 P.O. in China: 1922 MSCA 25c purple and magenta in a bottom marginal block of 4, three stamps unmounted mint,
£ 36
crease across one, nice block. SG 25 Cat £108.
457 QV small used selection on two stockcards mostly fine used but mainly perf faults etc, noted 16c yellow good B62
£ 20
cancel, short corner Cat £65 etc. (26).
458 Treaty Port & Overseas postmarks on QV-GV Hong Kong values including NIPPON or GUINEA on GV 5c violet,
Manila CDS and '3' numeral US cancel on EDVII 4c red, YOKOHAMA octagonal 50c on 48c lilac, C1 duplex of Canton
£ 150
on 10c mauve, WEI HEI WEI, Swatow, Canton bilingual, GB numeral duplex etc, nice group (9).
HUNGARY

459
1899-04 Wmk A P. 12 x 11ó 2f grey-blue hinged mint example with small thinning on reverse, couple gum bends
£ 48
otherwise fine, specialist example, SG 97 (Yv.53A cat €350).
460 1934 2nd Hungarian Philatelic Exhibition 20f miniature sheet very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG MS 568 Cat £225.
£ 50
461 EXHIBITIONS 1928-1979 extensive collection on approx 30 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows,
covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1928 Nagymaroson 5f (2 diff), 1929 2nd
Expo perf & imperf, 1934 Jubilee, 1928 Budapest (5), 1938 20f red M/S (cat £50), 1947 Stamp Day mint, 1948 30f blue in
pane of 4 (cat £42), 1958 Brussels M/S used (cat £70), 1958 Flowers M/S perf & imperf (cat £140), 1965 M/S, 1971
£ 150
publicity labels in sheets, plus many more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
462 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1871 to 1940. Includes
sets and miniature sheets, better part ranges noted 1871 Litho 10kr CDS, 1872 Engraved set to 25k used, 1874 Envelope
defins good range of different printings, 1888 set to 3f used (cat £148), 1913 Flood Charity mainly complete mint, 2f blue
used (cat £60), most sets mint for the period 1918-20 incl overprint on Harvest set to 10k mint (cat £60), 1924 TB set m, 1925
Jokai set m, 1925 Sports set m (cat £120), 1935 Rakoczi set m, 1938 500th Anniv. set & M/S m, 1938 Eucharistic M/S mint
(cat £75), 1938 900th Anniv. M/S m (cat £70), 1945 Nat. Relief Fund set m, 1946 Railways set m, 1953 Stalin M/S (cat £70),
£ 300
useful back of the book etc, few are slightly stuck otherwise mainly fine condition throughout, STC £1500+.
ICELAND

463 1876 20a pale lilac very fine used part corner CDS showing stars from postmark, quite well centred and mainly sound
£ 180
for this key stamp, SG 18 Cat £900.
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464 1876-1983 A useful mint and used collection in a well filled Viscount springback album noted 1876 to 100a, 1902
I GILDI ovpts used to 25a, 1907 to 1k used, 1921 Surcharges to 50a on 5k used, 1925 Landing 7a, 20a & 35a mint (cat
£200), 1928 air ovpt set 2 used (cat £110), 1930 Parliament to 40a mint, to 35k & 5k orange used (cat £300), hereon many
part or complete sets both mint or used, airs,Officials very good range incl 1876 50a mauve mint (cat £75), huge cat value
£ 300
in excess of £2000+.
465 1886 16a yellow-brown very fine used part EYRI .. CDS postmark, centred right and mainly sound. SG 17a.£ 18
466 Old time valuable collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1873 to 1944. Includes better part
ranges noted 1873 4sk red unused, 1876 16a brown superb CDS (cat £100), 1882 to 50a CDS used, (50a cat £100), 1902
I GILDI ovpts (12 vals to 100o mainly mint cat £140), 1902 10 King Christian vals to 50a mainly used, 1911 Sigurdsson set
m & u, 1912 without inscription to 25a, 1920 to 5k, 1921 surchs 8 vals to 50a on 5k mint (cat £140), 1925 Landing Malls
set mainly mint (50a tollur cancel), 1930 Parliament 11 vals to 1k m & u, 1931 Gulfoss Falls 75a m (cat £90), 1939 Cod incl
10a green m, Back of the book officials, etc, some are slightly stuck down from over licking otherwise mainly fine condition
£ 350
throughout. STC £2000+.
INDIA

467 B* Commercial covers hoard from QV to GV, hundreds in a shoebox with main value in GV material including native
covers from various towns and villages, cities etc, some printed advertising or a few later book post, odd officials on cover
£ 150
from University etc, interesting lot with good qty for sorting.
£ 10
468 1943 King George V 9p on cover to RAF pilot in Pakistan then readdressed to England.
469 1946 Victory set of 4 on souvenir First Day Cover illustrated V in red and blue sent on First Day from Bombay to
£ 25
Nottingham registered mail, few bends otherwise pretty.
470 1948 First Anniv. of Independence 10r purple-brown and lake mint with gum faults and soiling on the front in two
£ 38
places, decent spacefiller, SG 308 Cat £400 mint.
471
A selection of thirty covers postcards and aerogrammes. Includes Gandhi centenary on typed cover to USA, three
£ 22
unused aerogrammes and some King George V covers
472 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted QV to
3r, EDVII to 2r, GVI set to 1r mint, to 10r used, 1948 Ghandi low vals both m & u, defins to 10r used, hereon plenty of defins
£ 125
and commems to modern, officials, some states etc, huge quantity and useful value.
473 Approx. eighty covers and postcards mostly King Edward VII with many varied cancels and postmarks. Also many
£ 32
stamps includes King George VI definitives plus Indian States.
474 Indian Custodian Forces in Korea: 191953 set of 12 hinged mint, neatly arranged on an album page, SG K1/12.
£ 12
475 Indian Expeditionary Forces: 1914 IEF overprint 7 different values to 4a fine used on philatelic cover to Windsor each
£ 40
tied ADDRESSE / SEINE . INFR 23.12.14 CDS cancels, pretty cover. SG range E1/8.
INDIAN STATES

476 Patiala: 1885 Official 2a ultramarine vertical bottom marginal block of 6 unmounted mint with red Puttialla Service
overprint with each stamps showing SERVICE printed double one inverted variety, Superb SG O7a Cat £180. Scarce in such
£ 250
a multiple.
IONIAN IS.

477 1859 Attractive mint / unused no gum used range for (½d) orange mint original gum (Cat £140), (1d) blue unused,
£ 48
(2d) carmine (4, one mint expertised Cat £28). Useful group. SG 1/3. (6).
IRAQ
478 1920 (20 Dec) On Active Service Cover sent registered from a private in RASC Mesopotamia addr to Daily Sketch
in London and written at the end of the Arab uprising against British Rule in 1920. Stamps on reverse have been removed and
£ 25
London EC / 40 backstamp on arrival.

479 Collection in a springback binder with a good run of defins and commems mint and used from 1918 to modern noted
Officials 1920 No wmk mint for 2½a on 1pi, 3a on 1½pi, 6a on 2pi (cat £48), 12a on 5pi (cat £38), 1r on 10pi (cat £55) plus
used with HYDE PARK BASRAH CDS, 2r on 25pi (cat £50), 1931 set to 5r mint (cat £100), 1932 ½d blue f.u. (cat £75),
£ 200
1949 air set m, 1949 UPU set m, hereon various defins and commems to 1970s.
480
Issues for Baghdad: 1917 ¼ An on 2pa claret fine hinged mint with expertising mark on reverse, SG 1 Cat £450,
£ 160
scarce.
481
Issues for Baghdad: 1917 Perf 13¼ 2 Ans on 1pi black and violet old GPO fine hinged mint with two expertising
£ 130
marks on reverse, SG 11b Cat £375, scarce.
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IRELAND

482 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted 1922
overprints to 1s mint & used (different printings) a few in blks of 4 mint, Seahorses 1934 2/6 used, 5s mint, Map & Sword
defins, 1960s defins to 10s used, hereon plenty of defins and commems to modern, some nice M/S etc, huge quantity and useful
£ 110
value.
483 Well filled binder of mint / unmounted mint & used stock on many Hagners in a binder with 1960s values to 11d, 2/6,
£ 28
5s & 10s mint (faults), later vals to £5 mint, good run of used duplicated commems etc, 100s.
ISRAEL

484 B* Small box with a 1950s to modern loose accumulation in packets, bags, on cards with nice sets for tabbed
£ 25
commems, off paper without tabs in a bag etc, 100s.
485 1952-1988 Attractive written up collection on 22 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards, labels,
FDCs, and overprints noted 1970 TABIT special folder No. 34 of 150 limited edition, 1973 Exhibition M/S's, 1982 Beer
£ 50
Sheva setenant pair plus sheetlet of 10 m, etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard. (20 covers, 23 labels).
486 1954 TABIM National Philatelic Exhibition setenant mint sheetlet of 12 labels for two different panes of 6 depicting
£ 20
Lion and stamp design in blue and yellow or green and red (2nd printing). Fine.
487 1956 Touring Stamp Exhibition printed cover unaddressed bearing two adhs tied HADAR RAMATAYIM 1.9.56
CDS and Exhibition labels sheetlet affixed bottom left and cancelled special bilingual cancel for Day of Issue. Few minor
£ 20
wrinkles otherwise fine.
488 1968 TABIRA Issue - Artists' three submitted unadopted designs, original artwork for three different showing the 5l
coin issue of 1948 and various coloured backgrounds each design approx 55mm x 33mm, one signed by the artist, then final
£ 150
stamp with tab mint again signed by the artist O. Adler. Unique items. (3 submitted designs and final stamp).
ITALY

489 B* EXHIBITIONS 1898-1970s extensive collection on approx 45+ album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1898 Turin (3 labels), 1908 Milan
PPC with ESPOSIZIONE squared circle cancel, 1934 Tuscany Exhib set 6, 1947 printed cards with exhib. cancels, 1950s
cacheted covers, engraved sheets, 1961 proof sheet of cachets (3), plus many more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric
£ 200
Stannard.
490 B* Prestamp and more postal history collection as opened out wrappers including 1840 to 1860s approx 100 items
£ 280
many from Northern Italy with attractive handstamps and markings, nice study lot.
491 1922 9th Italian Philatelic Congress overprint on 25c blue very fine unmounted mint, usual gum crazing and fine fresh
£ 180
appearance with excellent centring, Sassone 125, SG124, cat £400++ for unmounted mint.
£ 30
492 1934 World Cup Football postage set of 5 mounted mint, SG 413/417 cat £180.
493 1942 Italian Prisoners Of War printed South Africa Union Camp postcard from Camp No.29 Block 8 sent on 9th May
£ 20
1942 to Italy with bilingual violet POW cachet, violet double ring part h/s and arrival CDS, intr.
£ 40
494 1948 600th Birth Anniv. of St Catharine's of Siena air set of 2 mounted mint, SG 702/703 Cat £225.
495 Collection in a well filled Prinz binder with slipcase in black containing Hagner pages for many different mixed all
periods mint and used noted 1911 Jubilee set m (cat £110), 1912 Re-erection set 2 m (cat £50), 1922 Mazzini set m, 1923
Black Shirt Fund set mint (cat £120), 1929 Montecassino set m, 1937 Augustus set m (cat £140), 1951 Milan Fair 55l used
£ 100
(cat £90), many later defins and commems m & u etc, 100s.
496 EXHIBITIONS 1898 Turin Publicity labels (3) mint for the Exhibition held under the patronage of ministry of post
£ 30
and telegraphs MOSTRA FILATELICA (3 different colours), nice early items.
497
EXHIBITIONS 1906 Milan Publicity labels mint for an International Stamp Exhibition with arms design in two
£ 30
different blocks of 4, sage green imperf, orange-red perf blocks, nice early items.
498 EXHIBITIONS 1921 Firenze 8th Congress Publicity labels (6) mint for Congress of Italian Philatelists, each showing
£ 20
different Tuscany classic imperfs. (6).
499 EXHIBITIONS 1922-23 Trieste 9th Congress Publicity labels (3) & 19th Congress Milan (2 labels perf, 2 imperf
£ 40
in same colours) mint for Congress of Italian Philatelists, showing Castle Taragas or Flag & statue. (7).
500
EXHIBITIONS 1928-1954 Publicity labels (16) including 1928 Milan imperfs (5), 1928 MOSTRA & INTRA
£ 75
overprints, 1930 17th Congress (3), 1933, 1940, 1949, 1952 & 1954 labels, nice range. (16).
501 EXHIBITIONS 1959 SICILIA Palermo 16-26 October International Stamp Show publicity labels 5 different marginal
panes of 10 unmounted / mounted mint each margin with sheet number and black or red imprint, very fine each design with
£ 50
Sicily classic imperf. Pretty album pieces. (50).
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502 Old time valuable collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1861 to 1944. Includes better part
ranges noted 1862 40c red fine used (cat £250), 1863 defins set to 2l used (cat £245), 1878 officials surcharged set used (cat
£168), 1879 30c brown fine used (cat £2500 as is), 1890 Parcel Post surch set mainly f.u. (cat £189), surch set 3 used (cat
£139), 1891 set to 5l (5l is perfinned), 1910 50th Anniv. Plebiscite set 2 mint (cat £82), 1910 Nat Pleb. 5c CDS used (cat
£160), 1911 Jubilee set used (cat £189), 1923 Black Shirt set 3 m (cat £123), 1924 Victory set ovptd m (cat £150), 1924
Trade ovpt set m (cat £160), 1937 Child Welfare set 10 mint (cat £160), 1937 Augustus set 15 m (cat £255), 1938
Proclamation set 16 mint (cat £125), 1946 100l red Work & Justice mint (cat £550), 1948 Revolution 50l & 100l mint (100l
thinned cat £425), 1950 Provincial incl 100l m (cat £130), 1949 Volta set 2 m (cat £203), 1950 Holy year set m (cat £169),
Back of the book incl Parcel Post 1l75 used (cat £150), postage dues, Trieste etc, some of the stamps have been overlicked
so adhere to page but most lift ok otherwise mainly fine condition throughout. Many key stamps here! STC £5200+.
£ 1200
JAMAICA

503
1938 Mrs M D Parkin printed envelope for a stamp dealer in Reading Jamaica bearing ½d tied JAMAICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY / THIRD STAMP EXHIBITION / AT NATHAN'S STORE / 3rd to 10th February 1938 h/s in
£ 20
blue. Few bends but nice philatelic item.
JAPAN

504 1947 (13 Sep) Envelope sent from British Forces to Scotland bearing ½d green and 1d red tied good strike of RAF
£ 25
POST JAPAN / 321 CDS cancel. Proud RF100 for Japanese Occupation after WW2.
505 Collection on album leaves for early to 1990s mainly used assembly each showing SG cat number, colourful lot.
£ 20
506 Occupation of Philippines: 1942-3 Attractive mint & used collection on Scott printed leaves with a good range noted
1942 Overprinted bars set to 50c on 1p m, 1942 red Cross set used (cat £86), 1943 set to 5p olive mint (cat £78), 1943
Declaration M/S used but folded (cat £28), few back of the book etc, nice clean lot with good basis for expansion and STC
£ 90
£260+
507

Three illustrated price lists for Ceylon and Lapsang tea on thin airmail paper with attached various sen values.
£ 30

508 Two stockbooks with an early to modern mainly used assembly including few better earlier but main ranges of modern
£ 20
pictorial issues, 100s.
LATVIA

509 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1919 issues to 1940. Includes better part
ranges noted 1918 perf and imperfs, 1919 Liberation mint, 1920 Red X, 1920 surchs, 1921 to 50r brown used, 1921 air used,
1937 President set m, 1925 Libau to 25-35s m, 1928 Death Fund set 5 mint (Cat £33), 1932 Militia set m, 1936 Lettish set
m, 1937 Monuments set m, 1938 Building Fund M/S mint, 1939 Govt set m, etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC
£ 80
£230+.
510

LEBANON
1946 Victory Imperf Miniature sheet with text in blue unused as issued very fine, SG MS 311a Cat £130.

£ 40

LESOTHO

511 1966 Wmk block. R1 black and maroon left side marginal mint / unmounted mint PAIR with second stamp showing
£ 22
LSEOTHO overprint variety, variety is unmounted mint, SG 120B /120BA. Cat £50.
LIECHTENSTEIN

512 1949 5th International Stamp Exhibition Miniature sheet imperf and unmounted sold at the exhibition at 3f, few light
£ 50
bends otherwise sound, SG MS 279a Cat £225.
513 1949 5th Liechtenstein Philatelic Exhibition - Paintings miniature sheet unmounted mint SG MS 279a. Cat £180.
£ 65
514 EXHIBITIONS 1936-1987 collection on 11 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1936 2nd Exhib. Miniature sheet imperf mint (Cat £24),
10r purple VADUZ Exhib. CDS, plus cover with 6 adhs tied smaller VAFUZ Exhib. cancels, 1938 3rd Exhib. M/S on cover
cancelled special CDS (cat £39) plus mint M/S (cat £39), 1938 special airmail cover with AARU Expo cachet, 1946 4th
£ 100
Exhib. M/S mint (cat £75), 1972 sheet of 8 labels m, etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
515 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful unpicked from early issues to 1940. Includes sets and many
valuable part ranges noted 1912 set 3 cto used (cat £141), 1920 ovpt set 3 m, surch set m, 1921 defins 7 vals to 40r mainly
mint (cat £126), 1937 long set of 12 mint (cat £75), few officials etc, mainly sound condition throughout, STC £600+.
£ 150
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LITHUANIA

516 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful unpicked from 1919 issues to 1940. Includes sets and many
better part ranges noted 1919 Arms set, 1920 Nat. Assembly set m, 1921 long set 15 vals to 25a, 1922 surcharges x 29 diff
m & u to 1l on 100a, 1923 Union 10 diff vals to 1L, 1936 Smetona set 3 m, 1938 Olympiad Fund set m, 1938 Scouts Ovpt
set m (cat £50), 1941 Wir Sind Frei ovpt on 15c red mint (unofficial), 1939 Basketball set m, etc, mainly sound condition
£ 120
throughout, STC £480+.
LUXEMBOURG

517 1852-1983 A useful mint and used collection in a well filled Utile luxury album noted 1852 10c black (3), 1s red 1859
Imperf 11 values to 37½c used, 25c brown used (2, faults cat £900), 30c purple is f.u. (horiz. crease cat £375), 1865 roulette
to 40c orange used, 1874 perf to 30c, 1906 incl 25c blue mint, 1926 Charlotte incl 1f red m, then good range of defins and
£ 350
commems to 1980s. 100 huge cat value in excess of £3500+. Album binder expensive new.
£ 60
518 1935 Int. Relief Fund for Intellectuals 10f purple hinged mint, very fine, SG 337 Cat £325.
519 EXHIBITIONS 1922-1988 collection on 14 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1922 plain envelope with Phil. EX. set of 2 imperf tied
special 27-31 Aug CDS's, 1922 show label set of 2, 1952 CENTILUX part set incl 8f & 10f mint (cat £145), 1927 Balloon
postcard last day exhib. cover cancelled special postmarks, 1927 Set of 5 m, 1948 Stamp Federation special cancel, 1937
Dudelange Exhib M/S tied to cover with Exhib. cancels (faults), etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard. £ 85
520
Officials; Old time collection on leaves including 1875 1c brown used, 1882 Agriculture & Trade set to 1f mauve
mainly used (cat £398), 1891 8 values to 1f m & u (cat £163), 1895 set 5 mint (cat £63), 1895 Perforated Officiel 14 vals
to 5f m & u, 1908 mainly used complete to 5f, 1915 set m, 1922 set m. Mainly fine. SG D173/9, D221/233 & D488/501.
£ 300
521 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with useful unpicked from 1852 issues to 1963. Includes sets and many
better part ranges noted 1852 10c black (3 margin), 1859 4c green to 30c used (30c purple cat £375 used no margins), 1874
to 30c for diff printings, 1882 12 values to 1f used (cat £500+), 1891 9 vals to 2½f m & u, 1906 to 5f mainly used incl 2½f
orange-red f.u. (cat £130), 1914 Duchess defins incl 17½c brown f.u. (cat £95), 1921 Castle defins to 5f incl 1f red mint (cat
£65), 1926-28 Duchess defins 27 different m & u (cat £600+), 1927 surchs incl 10c on 30c green used (cat £65), good range
of Child Welfare sets mint incl 1926-32, 1933 set used (cat £260), 1934 set mint, 1935 Int. Relief Fund for Intellectuals set
to 5f mint (cat £340), 1935 Welfare set mint (cat £90), 1945 Lion set m, 1947 Abbey Restoration set m, 1948 Fund set m,
1948 Duchess 22 vals (cat £230), 1952 Games set m (87), etc, etc, mainly sound condition throughout, enormous catalogue
£ 1000
value in excess of £4000.
522 Postage Dues; Old time collection on leaves including 1907 set of 7 mint, 1922 set to 3f mainly mint, 1946 set 14 mint.
£ 60
Mainly fine. SG D173/9, D221/233 & D488/501.
523 Stockbook with a nice modern range of commem sets and ranges both unmounted mint and or fine used for each issue,
£ 28
mainly 1980s to 1990s, good run of years. Attractive assembly.
MACAU

524 1983 Medicinal Plants set of 6 & miniature sheet all unmounted mint, very fine, nice thematics, SG 578/83, MS 584
£ 78
Cat £233.
MALAWI

525 1971 Three flown air letters with 3/- stamp with special United Kingdom delivery service overprint. With Randall
£ 35
Postal service 10p stated to be very rare.
MALAYAN STATES

526 BMA: 1945 Mint / unmounted mint collection of blocks and pairs including plate positions for 1c black (3 plate 1),
2c orange (2 plate 1), 3c green (3 plate 3), 5c brown (plate 1), 6c grey (2 x pl.1), 8c scarlet (2 x pl.1), 10c purple (3 x pl.1),
50c (2 x pl.1), $1 (2 x pl.1), $2 (2 x pl.1), $5 purple and orange (plate 1), also other mint / U/M blks of 4, pairs etc. Useful
£ 200
collection. STC £600+.
527
Small stockbook of mint and used states including 1957 Selangor to $5 m & u, Perak 1895 to 5c m, 1950 $5 mint
£ 22
(cat £45), Penang 1949 50c & $1 m, small range of mainstream issues. Nice little lot.
528 Straits Settlements: 1926 $5 green and red on green very fine used SINGAPORE 1936 CDS cancel, sound, SG 240a.
£ 15
529 Trengganu: 1949 (8 Feb) Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 on registered airmail envelope sent to Penang cancelled by
KUALA TRENGGANU CDS cancels. Small crease otherwise fine with various transit and arrival backstamps. Pretty cover.
£ 50
SG 61/2.
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MALTA

530 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages by country or areas with some better
seen noted Malta QV incl 2d grey, 1899 to 2/6 used, 1889-1904 4½d brown mint (2), 5d verm. mint, 1885 4d brown mint
(3), 1922-26 1s & 5s m, 1928 2/6 & 5s mint, 1938 set mint (cat £75) hereon plenty of defins and commems to modern etc,
£ 125
huge quantity and cat value.
531
EXHIBITIONS 1969-1986 seven album pages for Stamp Shows, twelve covers & cards with special Exhibition
cancels, 1971 Twinnage with Italy, 1986 First Exhibition in Gozo signed President of PS of Malta, 1970 & 1975 cards, 1969
£ 20
Xmas Day Cancel, etc. Ex Eric Stannard. (12).
532 GB Used in: 1856 4d rose with nice M cancel (trimmed perfs at left), 2½d blue pl.22 with full strike of A25 and 3d
£ 25
rose pl.8 with Malta CDS. Nice trio.
533 Small stockbook from QV to modern with duplicated ranges mainly used including QV vals to 1s violet mainly used,
£ 28
EDVII to 1s used, GV to middle values, GVI to 1s with many unchecked for varieties, QEII to 2s etc, good qty.
MAURITIUS

534 SPECIMEN Postal Stationery reply card (one side only) unused 8c carmine with Arms mainly neat with small closed
£ 22
tear at the base and large black diagonal SPECIMEN overprint.
MEXICO

535 1956 Stamp Centenary Postage & Air Miniature sheets Imperf as issued tied to two large envelopes and cancelled
special EXMEX 1956 Stamp Exhibition postmarks on the First Day of the Exhibition, few wrinkles otherwise fine. (2) SG
£ 40
MS 936, MS 943. Ex Eric Stannard.
536 A selection of twelve covers including 1937 registered cover to USA with seven receiving cancels and 1940 registered
£ 14
cover with block of four 10c to USA.
537 EXHIBITIONS 1939-1988 sixteen album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, many covers with special
Exhibition cancels, some from other countries overprinted on stamps, various cards and more unusual incl miniature sheets,
1939 regd printed Expo cover to USA, 1956 30c sheet of 25 u/m, 1968 EFIMEX pane of 9 labels m, plus labels on covers,
£ 50
etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
MONACO
538 1885 Prince Charles III 10c red-brown on straw a nice hinged mint example, usual brownish gum, very fine, SG 4
£ 30
Cat £120.
£ 100
539 1885 Prince Charles III 15c rose a nice hinged mint example, very fine, SG 5 Cat £500.

540
1885 Prince Charles III 1f black on yellow a decent CDS used example with short SW corner otherwise nice and
£ 125
sound, SG 9 Cat £700.
541 1885 Prince Charles III 25c blue on green a nice hinged mint example, usual brownish gum, couple of pulled perfs
£ 175
otherwise very fine, SG 6 Cat £900.
542
1885 Prince Charles III 5f carmine on green a decent CDS used example superb in every way with part MONTE
£ 650
CARL...JUL 1888, expertised twice on reverse, nice key stamp for Monaco, SG 10 Cat £2750.
543 1885 Prince Charles III 75c black on rose a nice heavy hinged mint example, usual brownish gum, sound and fine,
£ 85
SG 8 Cat £375.
544 1885-1949 Attractive mint collection with many valuable sets and ranges on printed hingeless leaves including 1885
1c, 2c, 5c (unused no gum), 40c mint (cat £110), 1922-23 set to 10f (cat €85), 1924-33 set to 10fr (cat €107), 1926-31
surcharges & 1933 air (cat €166), 1937 Charity set (cat €150), 1937 Postage Due ovpt Postes set (cat €103), 1938 M/S (cat
€80), 1937-39 set (cat €246), 1939 National Relief set (cat €300), 1940 Red X long set (cat €185), 1941 Nat. Relief Fund
£ 600
set (cat €52), much complete to 1949, nice clean lot STC €2140+.
545 1891 Prince Charles III Complete set of 19 1c to all three 5f top values, usual brownish gum on some overall sound
£ 425
and fine, SG 11/29 Cat €1400.
546
1920-22 Prince Charlotte's Marriage 20 Mars surcharge and overprint set complete to 1f + 1f black on yellow all
hinged mint, mainly sound and fine, SG 38/46, 48/53. Cat €547. Just needs 5f + 5f to complete (cat £9500 - not included).
£ 175
547 1928 International Philatelic Exhibition set of 3 in unmounted mint complete sheets of 25 mainly very fine, attractive
£ 100
album page sized sheets, SG 113/115. Cat £262.
548 1933-37 Complete long definitive set to 20f black all hinged mint, mainly sound and fine, SG 116/142 cat €806.
£ 250
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549 1949 Red Cross Fund Sheet IMPERF fine unmounted mint containing 16 stamps for Princess Charlotte, few minor
£ 225
gum bends for such a large sheet very fine, SG MS 409. Cat £600.
550 1949 Red Cross Fund Sheet PERF fine unmounted mint containing 16 stamps for Princess Charlotte, few minor gum
£ 225
bends for such a large sheet very fine, SG MS 408. Cat £600.
551 1960-1975 A pretty much complete run of commemorative sets in a Lindner hingeless printed album with a lovely
unmounted mint collection including many nice thematics sets, airs, art issues, setenants, noted 1959 Air set (cat £62), Rainier
precancel set 4, 1964 Air Rally set, 1968 Railway set, 1970 Animals set, Horses set, 1972 Olympics in setenant imprint gutter
block of 8, 1973 25th Anniv. M/S (cat £29), 1973 Dog Show, 1974 Europa M/S (cat £70), Impressionists set, 1974 Defins
Rainier to 20f, 1974 defins to 5.50f, 1975 Plants, precancels set, 1975 Europa M/S (Cat £70), 1975 motor Car set etc, high
£ 300
cat value, clean and fine for expansion.
552
EXHIBITIONS 1928-1985 collection on 19 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1928 PPC with Exhibition CDS (21 Feb), 1952
REINATEX PPC & CDS, 1947 Airs set m incl setenant strip, 1957 8th Bourse PPC, 1952 REINATAX labels in strips of
5 (4 diff), 1956 FIPEX 50f dark green sunken proof signed by engraver Munier, 1985 series of Silk FDCs with M/S tied
£ 100
special cancels etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
553 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1885 to 1950. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 1885 8 values to 75c m & u (cat £480+), 1891 17 vals to 1f m & u incl 10c brown on yellow,
15c pink & 25c green (all thinned mounted mint Cat £765), 1914 Red X CDS, 1919 War Orphans to 25c + 15c blue mint
(cat £165), 1910 Mars 20 1920 ovpt on 15c + 10c, 25c + 15c, 50c + 50c all mint (cat £130), 1922 10f red m, 1924 long set
values incl 3f, 5f & 10f mint (cat £80), 1933 air mint, 1948 Olympic Games set m (cat £145), 1948 Death Cent set mint (few
stuck down, cat £110), 1946 Air set m (cat £310), back of the book etc, few are stuck down (not counted) otherwise mainly
£ 400
fine condition throughout, STC £1650+.
554 Postage Dues: 1909 10c sepia hinged mint, scarce key stamp for back of the book, expertised on reverse, SG D32 Cat
£ 180
£600.
555 Postage Dues: 1925 Complete set of 6 hinged mint, includes both 1f & 2f top values, sound SG D106/111 Cat £260.
£ 80
MOROCCO

556 1914-1955 Attractive collection in 3 well filled binders on leaves mint and used with better including French; many
1930s defin issues, airs, overprints, Parcel Post 1917 set used, 1949 Solidarity Fund M/S, 1950 M/S, British Agencies smaller
range, Spanish collection 1914 to 1955 m & u, airs, Tangier pictorials incl telegraph stamps, large collection of Independent
£ 300
issues to 1990s, etc, very nice collection for expansion.
MOROCCO AGENCIES

557 1908 King Edward VII ½d, 1d and one shilling on typed registered cover to Germany. With British P.O. Tangiers cds
£ 20
on reverse.
558

NETHERLANDS
1919 Registered Amsterdam cover with Document cachet and various stamps addressed to Switzerland via Paris.
£ 20

£ 12
559 A selection of approx. fifty Netherlands covers with various stamps and postmark interest.
560 A selection of thirty-eight covers and postcards, from Netherlands and Colonies. Includes 1887 10c postal stationery
cover from Netherlands Indies, 1878 5C postcard from Amsterdam, 1908 squared circle cancel from Temanggoeno and 1840
£ 25
prestamp wrapper.

561 EXHIBITIONS 1954-1988 collection on c35 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1967 Amphilex 20c, 25c & 75c sheets of 10 from the
Exhib. mint (cat £105) plus pane of 10 publicity labels, 1909 Amsterdam Exhib. (4 labels), 1927 27th Aug Exhibition CDS's
on nice cover, 1913 BREDA label, 1934 Nat. Jubilee (3 labels), 1924 Gravenhage (3 labels), 1969 blk of 12, 1969 Utrecht
£ 150
blk of 10, 1967 cvr with label on reverse etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
562 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1852 to 1950. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 1852 set 3 used, 1864 set 3, 1867 set (50c gold is pen cancel), 1872 set to 2g50 (faults cat
£150), 1891 set to 50c bistre, 1g violet (cat £110), 1g green and brown mint (cat £275), 2g50 blue and red mint (thinned cat
£600), 1898 incl 17½c mauve mint, 1913 Independence set to 1g m & u, good range of Child Welfare & Relief Fund sets,
1940 surcharges long set to 500 on 3c mint (cat £220), back of the book etc, few are stuck otherwise mainly fine condition
£ 500
throughout, STC £2800+.
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NETHERLANDS - COLONIES

563 INDIES: Collection in a Lindner hingeless album for issues 1870-1962 a good range of defins and commems mainly
£ 24
used, sparse in places, albums expensive new!
NEW ZEALAND
564 B* EXHIBITIONS 1940-1990 extensive collection on approx 65 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1940 Wellington labels imperf (3),
1940 FDC, 1940 Centennial FDCs, 1940 with NZ - Australia airmail flight with Phil. Exhib. CDS's, 1961 labels (4 diff), 1980
Sam's Meow local post on cvr, Kiwi Express, 1982 engravings from original dies Palmex 82, Smiling Boy Health, etc.
£ 175
Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.

565 1900 'Boer War' One Penny brown on cream illustrated postal stationery cards unused for five different views in the
bottom left corner panels for Major Robin, Garden Party at Wanganui, mounted / dismounted parade, in Camp Newtown Park,
£ 50
some scuffs or minor faults otherwise sound. Nice group (5). H & G 11.
566 1934 Trans Tasman First Flight Cover Auckland to Sydney Australia sent airmail Per Faith in Australia and bears
7d blue Tasman adhs tied Auckland 17 FE 34 / 1 / NZ and violet cachet FIRST TRANS TASMAN AIRMAIL, mainly fine.
£ 48
567 1961-2 Christmas 2 different values affixed to a Harrison & sons special presentation folder to show the Photogravure
£ 15
printing process. Odd tone otherwise very fine and attractive.
568 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted QV to
4d, later QV to 1s, pictorial defins to 2s used, to 1s mint / unused, 1925 Exhib. set m, 1931 airmail set mint (cat £60), 1926-27
2s blue used (2), Health miniature sheets mint, hereon huge amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice M/S's to
£ 180
2000s mint, FDCs etc, huge quantity and useful value.
569 Stockbook of QV to modern mainly used with a huge and useful range of material including Chalon perfs 4d yellow
fine used 070 cancel, 6d slate, 6d brown, 1s yellow-green (2), Sideface, later QV defins to 1s for different printings, Adsons
range (c110 incl pairs cat £495+), pictorial defins to 1s, EDVII to 1s, GV to 1s, good ranges of penny universal, GVI to 3s,
£ 300
etc, huge qty and cat value.
570
571

NORTH BORNEO
1939 Postage Due 4c scarlet fine used part JESSELTON CDS cancel, very fine, SG D86 Cat £110.
1939 Postage Due complete set of 5 hinged mint, fine and fresh, SG D85/89 Cat £160.

£ 40
£ 48

NORWAY

572
1855-68 Two album pages full of classics duplicated with many nice fine used including 1855 4sk blue (3, 2 four
margins) one with Gridiron cancel, 1856-60 2sk yellow (4), 3sk lilac (7), 4sk blue (11), 8sk lake (8), 1863-66 Marginal wmk
2sk yellow (5), 3sk lilac (4), 4sk blue (6), 8sk red (7), 24sk brown (9), very mixed but overall quite sound, ideal postmark
£ 600
interest and good catalogue value in excess of £4100.
573 1863-66 Marginal wmk 4sk blue very fine used with an almost complete strike of 383 GB numeral cancel, probably
£ 25
applied on arrival from Norway for onward transit, fine and pretty example.
574 1925 (22 May) Roald Amundsens Polar Flight set of 7 on a folded plain envelope sent locally in OSLO tied NORGE
£ 40
R slogan cancels, set is not affected by fold, SG 167/73. Cat £135 as used stamps.
575
EXHIBITIONS 1955-1980 collection on 21 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1980 NORWEX OSLO good range of covers and
cards, miniature sheets, 1955 label and cover with set of 3 tied special cancels, special M/S for 1955 exhib., etc. Attractive
£ 65
and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
576 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1856 to 1947. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 1856 2s, 3s & 4s, 1863 4s & 24s used, 1867 1s, 2s, 4s & 8s (faults), 1872 set used, 1907-10
both sets used (cat £280), 1925 Polar Flight set f.u. (cat £135), 1930 Tourist set 3 mint (cat £160), 1935 Nansen set m, 1947
£ 250
PO set m, back of the book etc, few are stuck otherwise mainly fine condition throughout, STC £1200+.
NYASALAND

577
1938 (Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d each tied ZOMBA CDS
£ 28
cancels, hinge mark on front & back otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 130, 131, 132, 133 & 134.
PALESTINE

578 1945-53 Philatelic Exhibition three covers including 1945 plain philatelic covers bearing 3 adhs tied PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION TEL AVIV CDS cancels, 1945 Phila printed 7m purple cover with similar CDS, 1953 PIPEX Israel History
in her stamps exhibition in London, scarce printed cover for The British Association of Palestine & Israel Philatelists London
£ 85
April 20th - 26th 1953. Nice trio.
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PAPUA & NEW GUINEA

579 Emergency printing: 1994 5t on 35t Musical Bow the highly coveted emergency surcharged issue unmounted mint
vertical top marginal R J Bates imprint, these were surcharged using local printers with 490,350 issued, rare positional pair,
£ 75
retail A$120 as mint singles. Rare opportunity. (2). ASC 626a.
580 Emergency printing: 1994 eleven different values unmounted mint, each bearing emergency surcharges including 50t
on 35t Gogdala Mask (only 45,000 produced), 50t on 35t Rouna Waterfall (only 50,000 produced), retail U/M A$541. (11).
ASC 626a, 620a, 633a, 619a, 539a, 608a, 610a, 613a, 615a, 617a. The highest price paid for a set of 11 was A$740 in 1995.
£ 250
581 Emergency printing: 1995 (20 Jun) Philatelic unaddressed FIRST DAY COVER cover bearing set of 3 Freshwater
Fish emergency surcharged issue, these were prepared at PORT MORESBY by collector's on the spot!, rarely seen as FDC.
£ 75
ASC 685a/687a.
582 Emergency printing: 1995 (20 Jun) Philatelic unaddressed FIRST DAY COVER cover bearing set of 3 Freshwater
Fish emergency surcharged issue, these were prepared at PORT MORESBY by collector's on the spot!, rarely seen as FDC.
£ 75
ASC 685a/687a.
583 Emergency printing: 1995 commercial airmail cover sent locally to LAE from MAIL CENTRE LAE bearing 21t on
£ 25
90t Bird of Paradise, tied 7 Sept 1995 CDS, seldom seen on cover, ASC 649a.
584 Emergency printing: 1995 commercial airmail cover to Australia from MAIL CENTRE LAE bearing three emergency
surcharged issue 1994 5t on 35t musical bow, 21t on 45t Bird of Paradise & 21t on 90t BOP, seldom seen on cover, retail
£ 32
used A$56. (1). ASC 626a, 647a, 649a.
585 Emergency printing: 1995 commercial airmail cover to Australia from MAIL CENTRE LAE bearing three emergency
surcharged issue 1994 5t on 35t musical bow, 21t on 45t Bird of Paradise & 21t on 90t BOP, seldom seen on cover, retail
£ 32
used A$56. (1). ASC 626a, 647a, 649a.
586 Emergency printing: 1995 two commercial airmail covers to Australia from MAIL CENTRE LAE bearing the highly
coveted emergency surcharged issue 1994 50t on 35t Gogdala Mask and 50t on 35t Rouna Waterfall with only 45,000 and
£ 100
50,000 issued, seldom seen on cover, retail used A$200. Rare opportunity. (2). ASC 615a & 608a.
PHILIPPINE IS.

587 1857-1946 Attractive mint & used collection on Scott printed leaves with a good range noted 1859-60s imperfs mint
& used, 1872 King Amadeo 16c blue unused (cat £190 mint), 1p25 brown unused, 1874 Sitting defin 1p25 brown mint (crease
cat £350 mint), 1877 surch 12c on 25m black mint (cat £160), 1878 50m purple mint (cat £48), 0.0625 lilac mint (cat £85),
1877 Convenio ovpt set 2 mint (cat £135), 1880 Alfonso nearly complete mainly mint, 1881 surcharges mint, 1890 Baby face
good range of defins mint to 80c incl 20c red (cat £140), 1897 surchs m, 1898 Curly head defins mostly complete mint, 1935
Commonwealth mainly sets m & u incl 1935 set, 1936 set mint, officials, etc, nice clean lot with good basis for expansion
£ 400
and STC £2000+
588 1926 Airmail overprint 26c bluish green Madrid - Manila Flight mint original gum example, very fine, Scott C11 Cat
£ 40
$100.
£ 15
589 1943 Two typed covers with Baha 1943 overprints sent from Manila used locally.
590
EXHIBITIONS 1939-1979 nine album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, some from other countries overprinted on stamps, various cards and covers, noted 1939 Air Mail Exhib
ovptd stamps on special cover with official cachet in violet, similar cover plain env, 1945 Victory V cacheted 2c brown P/S
card, 1950 M/S (faults), 1947 Imperf M/S, 1975 SJ perf and imperf, 1979 Scout surcharge set on M/S on two covers
£ 50
(impressive), etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
PITCAIRN IS.
591
1940 (15 Oct) First Day of Issue a brown registered (philatelic) envelope to UK bearing 7 values complete for the
period to 1s tied nice PITCAIRN ISLAND / POST OFFICE CDS cancels and reg violet h/s No. 3175. Very fine and
£ 45
attractive. SG 1/1/5, 6 & 7.
£ 25
592 1985 Paintings $2 unmounted mint showing 1835 for 1825 error of printing variety, SG 252 var.
POLAND

593
1919 First Polish Philatelic Exhib. an attractive numbered cover bearing the ovptd set 5 imperf tied by special
£ 25
exhibition cancels in violet. Few minor faults otherwise interesting album addition.
£ 110
594 1928 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheet fine unmounted mint, SG MS 270 Cat £325.
595 1934 Katowice Philatelic Exhibition overprint set of 2 on separate small piece each value tied exhibition cancels 12th
£ 28
May 1934. Fine, SG 297/8 cat £86.
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596
1938 5th Philatelic Exhibition Imperf Miniature sheet, mounted mint with hinge marks and slight thin on reverse,
£ 25
otherwise nice and fresh, SG MS 335a. Cat £110.
597 1938 5th Philatelic Exhibition Imperf Miniature sheet on a slightly tatty cover with impressive combination of three
different Exhibition labels on exhibition printed cover and M/S cancelled 5th May special postmarks (not tied) sent regd
£ 40
locally, SG MS 335a. Cat £85 used.
598 EXHIBITIONS 1954-1960 collection on eight album pages for National & International Stamp Shows,covers with
special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1954 Air 3rd Polish Philatelic Society M/S mint (cat
£49) & on 23rd May special cover (cat £43 used), 1955 6th Exhib. M/S (2) on cover (cat 326), 1955 Exhib M/S pair on cover
(cat £27), mint (cat £33), and two further covers with special cancels, 1958 400th Anniv. M/S mint (cat £35), Attractive and
£ 65
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
599 EXHIBITIONS 1959-1995 extensive collection on approx 25 album pages for National & International Stamp Shows,
covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1959 BALPEX ovpt, 1960 Polska 60 M/S
mint, 1961 M/S on cvr, 1960 London Polphilex M/S, 1960-61 cacheted covers, engraved sheets plus many more. Attractive
£ 50
and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
PORTUGAL

600 1894 500th Birth Anniv. of Prince Henry 1000r black on buff top value mint part original gum with 1894 overprint
£ 85
in circle, slight surface rub otherwise cat £850 mint, SG 326.
601 Collection on jumbled leaves with some better earlier including imperf 19th century values 5r brown (3), 25r blue (5),
25r red (3 right head), 25r red (left head) x 4, imperf curved vals to 120r, later to 400r, defins and commems throughout.
£ 28
602 EXHIBITIONS 1935-1980 small collection on nine album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers
with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, 1944 3rd Nat., Ex. miniature sheet mint (cat £70), etc. Attractive
£ 25
and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
603 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1853 to 1946. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 7 early imperfs, 1870 12 vals to 120r, 1880 25r grey (Cat £44), 1892 20ore blue (cat £65),
1893 prov ovpt 5r & 10r, 1894 500th Birth Anniv. set to 100r, 1895 set used, 1898 Gama to 100r used, 1910 King Manoel
1000r mint (cat £48), 1910 Republica ovpt to 1000r mint, 1911 500r on 100r mint (cat £70), 1911 Vasco de Gama ovpt
Republica 100r brown mint (cat £60), 1925 Birth Cent. 3e red on blue mint (cat £130), 1926 First Indep. 20 vals to 4e50
mainly mint (cat £195), 1926 surch set m, 1927 2nd Indep. set m (cat £145), 1928 3rd Indep. set mainly mint (cat £160), 1933
Pereira set m, 1933 St Anthony set m, 1938 Wine set m (cat £79), 1940 Legion set m 1e red cat £100, 1940 Cent. set m cat
£93, 1941 Costumes set cat £140, 1947 Costumes set m cat £255, back of the book etc, few are slightly stuck otherwise
£ 750
mainly fine condition throughout, STC £3000+.
RHODESIA

604 B* BOX with hundreds mint and used laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted QV Arms to £2, Rhodesia
mint pairs ovpt on arms to 4d, GV to Admirals to 3s, 1910-13 Double heads to 4d, GVI to 5s, S. Rhodesia QEII to £1,
Rhodesia & Nyasaland QEII to £1, Rhodesia QEII incl dual currency, values to £1, then good amount of defins and commems
to modern then good section of Zimbabwe commems incl FDCs, U/M blocks etc, some nice M/S's, many thematics etc,
£ 150
quantity and useful value.
RUMANIA

605 Old time extensive collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1862 to 1946. Includes
sets and better part ranges noted 1862 6p & 30p mint (faults), 1866 2p & 20p mint, 1868 18b red nice CDS, 1869 10b used,
1872 defins 21 vals to both 50b used, 1885 set used, 1903 Post Office set to 1l mint and used (taken as is),1906 Welfare sets,
1906 Jubilee used to 75b, then three top vals mint (cat £190), 1931 Scout set, 1932 Scouts set m (cat £83), Medical Congress
set m (cat £75), 1935 5th Accession set m, 1936 Scout set m, 1938 Scouts set m, many 1930s-40s complete sets mint, back
£ 450
of the book incl Officials, etc, few are slightly stuck otherwise mainly fine condition throughout, STC £1750+.
RUSSIA

606 1858-1933 Collection on old time leaves from an huge worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1883 no
thunderbolts most values to 70k used, 1889 with thunderbolts most issues and values m & u, 1908 War Orphans set m, 1913
£ 100
Romanov set to 5k used etc, useful lot to fill those gaps! Useful catalogue value.
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607 1865-1977 Extensive collection in Schaubek printed album with much useful throughout including early collection
mainly fine used 1865 onwards with no thunderbolts to middle values, Thunderbolts to top values perf or imperf mint & used,
1918 Romanov set to 5k used (3 sets), airs including 1931 Airship to 1r, Express 1932 set 2 (cat £106), 1933 Stratosphere
set 3 used (cat £59), 1934 10th Anniv set, 50k is unused and expertised (cat £160 mint), 1935 Cherluskin set 10 used (cat
£150), 1945 Aviation Day set, then whole section of miniature sheets including some better noted 1937 Pushkin mint (cat £31),
1937 Congress mint (cat £38), 1944 Liberation, 1945 Relief (cat £48), 1947 800th Anniv used (cat £80), 1955 Savitsky mint
(cat £47) with brown inscription used (cat £55), 1955 Lomonosov both mint (cat £40), Agricultural set of 3 M/s mint (cat
£90), 1955 Venetsianov mint (cat £41), 1957 Exhib. mint (cat £47), 1957 40th Anniv set 2 mint (cat £48), 1958 Stamp Cent.
both M/S mint (cat £71), 1962 Red Ovpt mint (cat £200), then many M/S for 1960s, etc, huge cat value and mainly sound
£ 500
condition overall. Hefty well filled album.
608 1937 Air - Air Forces Exhibition imperf miniature sheet with 1r x 4 very fine and fresh hinged mint, SG MS 752b
£ 70
Cat £225.
609 1938-1963 Extensive collection in a large album with much useful throughout including unmounted mint, mint or CTO
used but mainly mint 1940s to 1963 as complete sets and a good run for each year with many complete perf or imperf, noted
1940 Culture set mint, 1940 Agricultural set cto, 1946 Postal set, 1946 War Orders set used, 1947 Elections long set mint,
1947 Revolution long set mint perf & imperf, 5 Year Plan long set 1948 small defins 8 diff vals incl 45k, 50k & 60k (cat
£124), 1958 Shiskin set m (cat £58), 1948 Iron set u/m, 1948 Artillery set CTO, 1948 Communist League set used (cat £55),
1949 Puskin set m (cat £76), 1949 Forestry set m (cat £95), 1950 Elections set 2 m (cat £68), 1950 5th Anniv. set 2 (cat £71),
1950 Suvorov set 5 u/m (cat £137), 1950 Latvian set 6 mint (cat £90), and many more, enormous cat value in excess of £5000
£ 1600
and mainly sound condition overall. Hefty well filled album.
610 1941 30k blue printed postal stationery envelope used as Fieldpost mail by a Germany soldier with several different
£ 20
German censor or FELDPOST cancels, intr.
611

1945 Russian prisoner of war sheet of paper folded and posted. With two Russian cds and POW camp cancel in red.
£ 15

612 1945-1962 A lovely collection in a Schaubek printed album includes many of the usual CTO used sets, but also in
mounts a good range of unmounted mint sets, noted both perf and imperf combinations, many nice thematics, 1962 Soviet
Space flights special M/S perf & imperf mint (SG 2776 cat £33), 1959 Basketball ovpt m, Burns used (cat £30), 1955 North
Pole M/S used (cat £41), 1958 Cent. of Russian Stamps both M/S used (cat £25), 1957 Int Phil. Ex. M/S mint (cat £47), 1955
University M/S, 1955 Savitsky M/S used (cat £47), 1950 Moscow Building set of 8 cto used (cat £375 used), etc, good runs
£ 300
of complete years ideal lot for expansion. 100s.
613 1946 25th Anniv. of Soviet Postal Services set of 3 imperf miniature sheet CTO used odd wrinkle otherwise very fine,
£ 100
SG MS 122a/c Cat £420 used.
614 1949 25th Death Anniv. of Lenin perf miniature sheet of 1r x 4 unused without gum, some wrinkles and very light
£ 110
tones otherwise sound, SG MS 1463a Cat £550 mint.
£ 40
615 1949 Air Aerial Views and Map set of 8 hinged mint, fine, SG 1541/1548 cat £137.
616 1949 Stalin's 70th Birthday large imperf miniature sheet unused on buff paper bearing 4 x 40k with tiny curl in one
£ 85
corner and suspicion of a rub bottom right, otherwise very fine for such a large sheet, SG MS 1563a Cat £250.
£ 180
617 1950 Moscow Building Projects set 8 hinged mint mainly fine, and fresh, SG 1657/664. Cat £560.
618 1961-1970 Fine used CTO collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s of fine used sets and ranges,
miniature sheets, plenty of thematics, 1970 Lenin Birth Cent Miniature sheet cat £550 used (CTO), good representation for
£ 75
most years STC £430+.
619 1962 25th Anniv. of First Soviet Polar Drifting Station the scarce Miniature sheet overprint 1962 and inscription red,
£ 60
very fine mint, no hinges just a few specks on the gum, SG MS 2693a Cat £200.
620 1963-1984 Extensive collection in a large album with much useful throughout including unmounted mint, mint or some
CTO used but mainly mint for the periods as complete sets and a good run for each year with many complete perf or imperf,
miniature sheet and mainly sound condition overall with a huge range of thematics, good degree of completion. Hefty well filled
£ 500
album.
621
1967-1987 Extensive collection in an album with much useful throughout including unmounted mint, or mint for
mostly miniature sheets, mint or U/M for the periods as complete stamp sets and a good run for each year with many complete,
mainly very fine condition overall with a huge range of thematics, good degree of completion and useful cat value for the
£ 450
modern sheetlets. Hefty well filled album.
622
1970-1979 Mainly unmounted mint enormous collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s of
complete sets and year runs, miniature sheets, masses of thematics, good representation for most years STC £850+. 100s.
£ 250
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623
1973-1978 Attractive run of year sets and range, miniature sheets mostly unmounted mint in a 4 ring binder, STC
£ 110
£580+, attractive lot with many nice thematics!
624 1974-1979 Extensive collection in an album CTO used complete stamp sets and a good run for each year with many
complete, mainly very fine condition overall with a huge range of thematics, good degree of completion and many miniature
£ 30
sheets. Hefty well filled album.
625 1980-1989 Fine used CTO collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s of fine used sets and ranges,
£ 25
miniature sheets, plenty of thematics, good representation for most years STC £430+.
626
1987-1999 Extensive collection in an album with much useful throughout including unmounted mint, or mint for
mostly miniature sheets, mint or U/M for the periods as complete sets and a good run for each year with many complete perf
or imperf, mainly very fine condition overall with a huge range of thematics, good degree of completion and useful cat value
£ 225
for the modern sheetlets. Hefty well filled album.
627 1991-2003 Fine used CTO collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s of fine used sets and ranges,
£ 65
miniature sheets, plenty of thematics, good representation for most years STC £420+.
628 Charkow locals: Small group of 10 overprinted defins in black reading upwards or downwards incl 2k green, 3k, 5k
£ 30
(2), 10k, 15k (3), 20k, & 5k imperf, the 20k is tied to paper by part CDS, nice little group. (10).
629
Civil War Issues: Balance of a collection with useful ranges including Russian Refugees Post (General Wrangel),
White Russia bogus issues, Kuban surcharges, South Russia (Gen. Denikin), NW Army, Offices in China surcharges to top
£ 150
values, Anti- Bolshevist Govt etc mint and used, interesting lot. Approx 460.
630 Civil War Issues: Crimea: Regional Govt; 1919 Currency & Postage Stamp 50k chocolate on buff carton paper with
£ 48
inscription on the back, very fine unused, SG 35.
631 Civil War Issues: Crimea: Regional Govt; 1919 Currency & Postage Stamp 50k pale chocolate on buff carton paper
£ 48
with inscription on the back, small purple ink mark otherwise very fine unused, SG 35.
632 Civil War Issues: Far Eastern Rep. 1920-21 P.13½ 1r orange and brown on brown overprinted Dalni Vostochnaya
£ 350
Respublika fine hinged mint, scarce stamp. SG 31.
633 Civil War Issues: North Western Army; 1919 Pskov Issue 20k on 14k carmine and blue very scarce surcharge hinged
£ 250
mint with original gum, very hard to find, SG 11.
634 Civil War Issues: North Western Army; 1919 Pskov Issue Surcharge & overprint set almost complete from 2k green
to 10r grey & scarlet hinged mint with original gum, 4 top values are setenant V label pairs plus margin 1r perf, 3r50, 5r
£ 260
(tones) & 7r are all imperf, very hard to find, SG 6/20, huge cat value. (15).
635 Civil War Issues: South Russia Govt of General Denikin; 1919 surcharge set of 2 35k on 10sh orange and 70k on 50sh
£ 80
carmine both fine used decent CDS cancels, scarce, SG 36/7.
636 Civil War Issues: South Russia; Kuban Territory Cossack Govt. 1918-20 Postal Savings Stamp 10r on 1k red on buff
£ 75
fine used decent CDS cancels, fine, SG 20.
637 Civil War Issues: South Russia; Kuban Territory Cossack Govt. 1918-20 25r on 25k violet and green heavy mounted
£ 30
mint, nice looker, SG 19.
638 Large stockbook containing a lovely unmounted mint collection 1978-1991 with a huge run of year sets from 1970s
to 1990 including many nice thematics sets, setenant blocks, sheetlets, miniature sheets, mainly commems, then a separate
£ 300
CTO Used run of years from 1987-1990, huge cat value, clean and fine for expansion.
639 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1876 7k on 10k red and green fine used example with decent postmark, odd short
£ 30
perf, nice looker, SG 24 Cat £130.
640 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1876 8k on 10k red and green fine used example with decent double ring CDS,
£ 30
some short or pulled perfs on the right and expertised on reverse, nice looker, SG 22 Cat £130.
641 Post Offices in the Turkish Empire: 1909 25pi on 3r50 green and purple nice CDS used example, couple blunt perfs
£ 30
otherwise very fine, expertised on reverse, SG 64 Cat £90.
642 Russian Post Offices in China: 1908 Vertically laid paper 50k green and purple in top right corner marginal single
£ 36
mint with hinge marks, the margin has been folded in half at some point, showing the vertically laid paper nicely, SG 17.
643 Russian Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1868 10k red and green mint part o.g., few weak perfs otherwise sound, SG
£ 30
17a cat £120.
644 Russian Post Offices in Turkish Empire: 1913 Romanov 30pi on 3r deep violet fine used decent CDS cancel, very
£ 135
fine, SG 199 cat £425.
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RYUKYU IS.

645 1948-1971 Attractive mint collection on Scott printed leaves with a good degree of completion noted 1948 set, 1950
set (3y is used), 1951 Inauguration (cat £75), Afforestation (cat £70), 1952 Govt 3y (two gum creases cat £170), 1952 set
(Cat £74), 1953 sets, 1970 M/S set of 5, mainly complete to 1972, Airs 1950 Air set mint (cat £218), 1951 air set, 1957 Air
set (cat £80), 1959 air surch set (cat £48), Express 1951 5y blue (cat £38) etc nice clean lot with good catalogue value in
£ 320
excess of £950.
SAAR

646 1920-1950 Old time collection mint & used on large Yvert leaves unpicked with better noted 1920 ovpts 25pf used,
30pf mint (cat £49), 1921 surchs to 2f on 5m mainly mint, 1922 Larger designs 20c & 3fr mint, 75c used, 1926 Welfare Fund
set m (cat £58), French sets from 1947 mint, 1948 Flood Disaster set, defins to 50f mint, 1949 Nat. Relief set mint (heavy
£ 125
hinges cat £120), 1950 Stamp Day (thinned on reverse cat £90), etc, useful lot STC £630+.
SAINT HELENA

647 1938 (Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, & 3d blue each tied ST HELENA
CDS cancels, hinge mark on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover with the key 3d blue. SG 131/2, 133/5.
£ 60
SAINT VINCENT
£ 45
648 1895 Queen Victoria one shilling orange on registered cover to Germany via London with hooded cancel.
649
1938 (7 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d each tied
KINGSTON CDS cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 149/153, 154. £ 20
SAMOA

650 1896 P.11 R3d on 2d orange-yellow a superb complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, few minor marks on margins
£ 300
otherwise very fine, R4/6 shows double handstamp variety, cat £660 as normal stamps, SG 79.
651 1935 Silver Jubilee Perf. 14 x 14½ 1d lake in a superb vertical pair fine used CDS cancel, scarce perf with 1954 BPA
£ 135
Certificate, SG 177a. Cat £340. Seldom seen.
SAN MARINO

652 1877 Attractive fine used range for 2c green, 10c blue, 30c brown and 40c purple all cancelled with fine S.M No.
£ 32
dotted postmarks, fine, SG 1, 3, 6 & 7 Cat £160.
£ 16
653 1947 Reconstruction set of 8 hinged mint, fine, SG 339/346 Cat £58.
£ 30
654 1952 Trieste Fair set of 8 to 200l hinged mint, fine, SG 438/445 Cat £100.
£ 25
655 1957 500l black and green top value fine used neat corner CDS sound key value, SG 527a Cat £80.
SARAWAK

656 1934-41 Charles Vyner Brooke complete set of 26 fine used to $10, mainly sound plus a few mint incl 2c black, 3c
green, 6c lake-brown, 8c carmine, 12c orange, 15c blue, other good to fine CDS cancels, SG 106/25 Cat £350+. £ 125
657
British Military Administration: 1945 Overprint BMA complete set of 20 hinged mint with very fresh appearance,
£ 225
superb, SG 126/145 Cat £550.
658 Crown Colony: Collection on two album pages for 1947 Overprint set m, 1948 RSW set mint (cat £48), 1949 UPU
£ 48
set, 1950 set to $1 mint, $2 & $5 used, nice range (39). Cat £168.
659 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation 4 different Vyner Brooke values 5c to $1 hinged mint each handstamped oval
£ 75
Receipt in red or violet, for 5c, 25c, 50c & $1, nice group, Barefoot 54, 65, 67, 68. Nice group. (4).
660 Revenue: 1942 Japanese Occupation 9 different Vyner Brooke values 1c to $1 hinged mint each handstamped oval
Receipt in red or violet, for 1c, 2c green, 3c green, 5c, 6c carmine, 10c red, 25c, 50c & $1, nice group, Barefoot 48/9, 52, 54,
£ 150
55, 59, 65, 67, 68. Nice group. (9).
SERBIA

661 German Occupation: Collection on printed leaves with useful sets including 1941 set of 15 to 30d m & u with last 4
top values mint (cat £70), 1941 Air set of 10 mint (cat £164), No network set of 5 CDS used (all used postmarks are taken
'as is' Cat £3000 as postal used), 1041 Serbien reading upwards set to 30d mint (cat £52), 1941 Explosion Relief Two
miniature sheets used (taken 'as is' postal used cat £2200), POW fund sets for a 3 printings m or used), 1942 Anti Masonic
set used, 1942 War Orphans set setenant blk of 4 cto used, 1943 War Invalids set used & both Miniature sheets used (taken
'as is' cat £1500 postal used), 1943 Fun ovpt set mint, all postage due sets used (taken 'as is' cat £3490 postal used) etc.
Useful clean collection, the used are taken 'as is', as very few were postal used and are scarce. Nice lot STC £325+ for mint
£ 500
sets.
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SEYCHELLES

662 1938 (29 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins 2c, 3c, 6c, 9c, 12c each tied VICTORIA CDS
£ 36
cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 135/6, 137, 138a, 139.
SINGAPORE

663 1959 New Constitution Lion set of 3 affixed to a Harrison & sons special presentation folder to show the Photogravure
£ 30
printing process. Very fine and attractive.
664
Collection in an album 1867-2001 mainly fine used including Straits Sett., Malaya, some states and Sarawak,
Singapore from 1948 incl odd cover 1962 wmk vars, different defin sets for 1985/1994 issues, noted SG 59w (cat £95), MS
£ 90
188 mint (cat £40), etc, all different STC £1430.
SOLOMON IS.

665 1939 (14 Apr) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d each tied TULAGI
£ 25
BRITISH SOLOMON IS. CDS cancels, mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 60/65.
SOUTH AFRICA
666 1928 South Africa Philatelic Exhibition illustrated registered cover to Johannesburg bearing Natal QV HALF on 1d
rose-carmine pair and CGH EDVII 4d green both tied DURBAN PHILATELIC EXHIBITION CDS cancels in red, also
Printed Durban Exhibition envelope without stamps hence T h/s and 3d postage due tied EXHIBITION CDS's in red, Natal
Philatelic Society 1954 printed centenary envelope bearing SA Ship 1d pair tied special DURBAN STAMP EXHIBITION
£ 60
CDS, . Very fine. (3 covers).

667 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted Cape
of Good Hope, Transvaal, ORC / OFS, Union GV to 10s, a few defin pairs to 10s used, hereon huge amount of defins and
£ 150
commems to modern, some nice M/S's etc, huge quantity and useful value.
668
EXHIBITIONS 1928-1971 thirteen album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1928 Durban triangle label, (2 diff), 1944 Cape Town P.S pair,
1956 Port Elizabeth label, 1971 5c both wmks, 1936 JIPEX sheets with Exhib. cancels, 1950 Official pairs (7 diff) on long
illus cover for Johannesburg NPE, 1957 Natal Centenary Stamp Exhib. programme and label sheet of 24 black on pink mint
£ 100
with some bends, etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
669 EXHIBITIONS 1936-1983 twenty one album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1936 illustrated Windhoek airmail card with 1d Ship officials
(3) tied 30th May 1936 CDS cancels, then 1974-1980s modern M/S, FDCs etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric
£ 35
Stannard.
670
HOMELANDS: Binder with hundreds mint and used laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted
Bophuthatswana 1983-1991, Transkei, Ciskei, Venda for 1980s defins and commems mainly U/M incl blocks etc, some nice
£ 40
M/S's, many thematics etc, useful quantity and useful value.
671
Unmounted mint collection of blacks and strips mainly with imprints or sheet markings for S. Africa 1979-1988,
homelands including SWA 1981-3, Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda & Ciskei all 1981-1985 all in multi u/m blocks of 4
£ 250
or strips etc, huge quantity well over 1500+.
SOUTH WEST AFRICA

672 1923-1989 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted GV
to 20s in singles, 1941-3 War Effort mint, plus some 1940s-50s FDCs, 1970s-80s M/S, mint sets, 1980 Wildlife pack, then
good amount of defins and commems to 1988, then good section of Namibia to 2000 unmounted mint, some nice M/S's etc,
£ 80
quantity and useful value.
SPAIN

673 B* 1973 9th Vendrell Philatelic Exhibition & 10th Anniv of Study Circle 3 imperf miniature sheets mint in three
£ 50
different colours, various bends but hard to find. (3)
674 B* EXHIBITIONS 1929-1984 extensive collection on approx 50+ album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1929 low values Expo to 25c on
plain cover with 14 Feb 1929 Expo cancels, 1951 Expo labels (5), 1951 Vendrell sheet of 20 (2 diff), 1975 Espana 75 M/S
(pair), 1977 Black print, 1957 Vendrell P. Circle M/S imperf m, 1973 Vendrell large M/S, plus many more. Attractive and
£ 225
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
675 1958 Brussels Int. Exhibition set of 2 imperf miniature sheets each numbered from limited edition reissued in different
colours from earlier printing and incorporating the entrance fee. Unmounted mint with slight bends on corner from photo
£ 25
corner mounts, SG MS 1285/6 Cat £74.
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676 Local Patriotic Overprints: 1939 Six Franco adhesives 20c (2), 25c, & 40c (3) each overprinted in either gold, black,
bronze or silver with Malaga Saluda al Conde Ciano 17.739 (Malaga welcomes count Ciano), also with symbols of fascism
hinged mint, very scarce and hard to find. (These were produced by Juan Marra without official authorisation, a well known
£ 100
dealer and forger of Civil War locals).
SUDAN
£ 12
677 1951-61 Mounted mint part set to 5p plus 1954 Self. Gov set mint SG 123/4, 140/2.
678 1952 (31 Mar) Envelope sent airmail from British Forces bearing ½d orange blk of 4 & single each tied FIELD POST
£ 20
OFFICE 13 of Abyad, Sudan. Fine.
SWAZILAND
679
1889 SWAZILAN for SWAZILAND variety on ½d grey unused, heavily thinned and toned top right, SG 4b Cat
£ 75
£2000 mint.

680 1889 SWAZILAND INVERTED variety on ½d grey hinged mint original gum with a few rust spots otherwise sound,
£ 180
scarce, SG 4a Cat £1200.
681 1938 (6 Jun) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d & 3d each tied ST EGI CDS
£ 25
cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 28/32.
SWEDEN

682 B* EXHIBITIONS 1955-1989 an extensive collection on circa 30 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1955 Stockholmia 55 printed cover
and special cancels, 1961 FILEX pane of 25 labels (4 diff), 1974 good ranges, 1986 Stockholmia incl overseas ovpts, 1960s£ 125
80s many covers and cards, plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
683 1858-1950s Collection on old time leaves from an huge worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1858 5o
green & 24o orange (cat £89), 30o brown (cat £55), 1872 to 6a mauve & both 1r & 1k used (Cat £165+), 1908 P.O vf.u.,
1916 Clothing fund set 10 f.u. (cat £80), Landstormen surchs (6), 1921 Liberation set used, 1924 8th Congress UPU set to
80o used (cat £398), 1924 50th Anniv. UPU set to 60o used (cat £389), 1936 Tercent set mint (cat £124), hereon much
complete to 1949, back of the book incl Officials 6o lilac mint (cat £120), 1889 surch set 2 f.u., P. Dues to 1k etc, etc, useful
£ 450
lot to fill those gaps! Huge catalogue value.
SWITZERLAND
684 B* EXHIBITIONS 1896-1990 an extensive collection on circa 60 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1896 Geneva Expo label mint (v
attr), 1910 Berne Bear label, 1915 5c William Tell P/S card cancelled special CDS, 1922 Geneva label, 1938 AARU M/S
on special Exhib. cover, 1939 Exhib card, 1943 GEPH label, 1943 M/S for 4c & 6c mint (cat £70), 1945 Basel Cent. Dove
M/S mint (cat £85), 1947 Lausanne large label, 1948 IMABA M/S used (cat £100), 1955 labels sheet of 20, 1960s-80s many
£ 350
covers and cards, plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.

685
1854-1950s Collection on old time leaves from an huge worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1854
Imperfs 5r to 15r used, 1862 many different printings to 1f gold (cat £600 some faults but nice CDS), 40c grey CDS used
(cat £180), 40c green (cat £85), 1882 to 3f used, 1907-08 Sitting defins incl better mint 70c yellow & brown (cat £85), 190810 William Tell incl some tete-beche pairs mint, 1919 Air 50c mint (cat £60), 1920s incl many nice tete-beche pairs, projuventute from first issues mainly in sets, many sets and ranges to 1950s mainly mint, 1938 Phil. Ex. M/S used special cancel,
then back of the book Int. Organisations, postage dues etc, useful lot to fill those gaps! (c138). Huge catalogue value.
£ 500
686 1944 Two Red Cross messages for German Prisoners of war censored covers addressed to the Camp Commander of
£ 25
the prisoners of war Camp Tennessee.
687 1948 BASEL IMABA Philatelic Exhibition three illustrated colour reply cards with a superb range of Belgium Issue
overprinted airs and additional IMABA dotted ovpt in yellow, the set of 9 different stamps over three cards with reply section
£ 75
also franked similar set, all tied special first day CDS cancels. Limited editions made. Lovely album pieces. (3).
688 1951 Lucerne LUNABA Stamp Exhibition miniature sheet mint (some gum faults) and large reproduction of the sheet
£ 55
imperf sold as a souvenir for 3 francs entrance fee. SG MS 531a Cat £375.
689 1955 National Philatelic Exhibition Lausanne miniature sheet hinged mint, mainly fine, SG MS 561a Cat £140. Sold
£ 30
at 2f on the day of the stamp show.
£8
690 Album containing approx 74 fdc's from c. 1981-82.
691 Meter Marks: 1936 Two private branded labels for MACHINENE FABRIK / SCHWEITER A G HORGEN with
black frames imperf top and bottom both postally used for 5p & 50p red both with HORGEN postmarks, nice early meter
£ 10
items.
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THAILAND
£ 26
692 1889 1a on 1sio red fine unmounted mint surcharged pair with usual tropical gum, fine, SG 19 Cat £68.
£ 22
693 1889 1a on 2a green and red surcharge in an attractive mint block of 4, fine, SG 20.
694 1931 Postal stationery 3s cover plus uprated 2s and 5s on slogan cancelled postcard to Switzerland plus 1949 Siam
£ 20
registered cover with various stamps on front and reverse.
TRANSVAAL

695 Postage Due: 1907 ½d black and blue-green in a superb part sheet of 60 unmounted mint, showing top and bottom
£ 60
margins, fine, SG D1. Cat £210.
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
696 1938 (22 Jul) Registered philatelic cover to UK bearing GVI Defins 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c & 6c each tied REGISTRATION
TRINIDAD CDS cancels, hinge marks on reverse otherwise mainly very fine and pretty cover. SG 246/8, 249 & 250.
£ 20
TRISTAN DA CUNHA

697 1937 Illustrated Tristan Da Cunha / Visit of HMS Carlisle March 1937 preprinted cover addressed to UK posted
without stamps hence postage dues affixed on arrival in UK, with LONDON FS / paquebot 30 mr 37 cds. and TRISTAN
DA CUNHA violet rubber cachet alongside. The cover has a red preprinted box Posted at Tristan Da Cunha / Mail Office
at lower right signed by the Lieutenant. A scarce cover as this was printed for the exclusive use of officers from HMS Carlisle
£ 100
for private circulation to their friends.
698 1949 Cachet IX South African philatelic cover bearing ½d Antelope block of 6 cancelled by 1948 violet TRISTAN
DA CUNHA / SETTLEMENT OF / EDINBURGH / SOUTH ATLANTIC cachet type IX and addressed to South Africa,
£ 45
manuscript dated Sept 1949. Few wrinkles, mainly fine. SG C11.
699 1949 Cachet VIII South African philatelic cover bearing 1d Ship top imprint marginal strip of 3 (imprint LUGPOS)
tied by 1946 VIOLET TRISTAN DA CUNHA cachet type VIII and addressed to South Africa manuscript dated Jan 1949.
£ 45
Few wrinkles, mainly fine. SG C10.
TUNISIA

700 1888-2014 An extensive collection in two well filled binder on home made printed pages mint, unmounted mint and
used with huge amount of material including better earlier noted 1888 to middle values, 1906 to top values, 1923 War
wounded fund ovpts, 1925 Protection ovpts, 1945 to 100f, 2nd volume are Airmails issues, many miniature sheets, enormous
£ 600
amount of defins and commems to 2014. Spaces remaining have mounts so ideal expansion project. 100s.
TURKEY

701 1865-1947 Collection on old time leaves from an huge worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, 1860s to
1870s mint & used to 10pi red for different printings, 1876 to 2pi yellow m & u, 1901 to 50pi brown, 1908 Constitution set
used, 1915 1331 overprints good range m & u, 1917 surcharges, 1938 Izmire Fair set m, 1937-1940s mint sets, etc, good lot
£ 150
to fill those gaps! Useful catalogue value.
£ 20
702 1914 Two postal stationery UPU 20 paras Postes Ottomanes postcards addressed to Germany.
703 1960 ROMA Olympic Games souvenir sheet of 25 setenant stamps unmounted mint mainly fine, SG 1911/15. Nice
£ 20
thematic item.
704 1962-1979 Attractive written up collection on 9 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards, labels,
FDCs, and overprints noted 1963 cover with ISTANBUL 63 cachet in black, cover with large publicity label on reverse, 1972
£ 20
Scouting label, 1979 Ankara M/S mint etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
UNITED NATIONS
705 B* BOX containing a lovely mint, used and unmounted mint plus First Day Covers in 3 large binders and a stockbook,
huge range of US issues mint & used in a large well filled stockbook, then Austria and Geneva FDCs in large binder many
£ 60
attractive thematics on official covers. Heavy lot.

706 Collection in a well filled Senator springback album with a double mint and used assembly from 1951 to 1980 for New
£ 36
York issues and a few Geneva & Vienna issues, colourful lot, 100s.
UNITED STATES

707 B* 1878-2006 Postal Stationery mainly unused with much modern complete in three well filled Scott printed albums
each issue neatly arranged on printed pages includes nice range of 1870s both unused or used, many nice thematics, mostly
£ 150
in the 30c to $1.50 range huge quantity ideal for expansion etc. Attractive collection. Heavy lot.
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708 B* A selection of approx. three-hundred unused postcards includes World Scout Jamboree 1967, weather services 1970
£ 25
and includes one aerogrammes.
709 B* AMERIPEX 86 - Attractive written up collection on 50+ album pages for The International Philatelic Exhibition
worldwide representations of special covers / cards, labels, FDCs, and regular sets mint incl Br. C/W, Disney issues, Foreign
countries, 5 Presidents M/S set mint, a couple of invitations etc. (Some earlier pages damaged otherwise fine), Very intr and
£ 60
attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
710 B* EXHIBITIONS 1938-1978 - Attractive written up collection on c80 album pages for National & International
Philatelic Exhibitions worldwide representations of special covers / cards, labels, FDCs, and poster publicity labels &
miniature sheets, 1971-3 engraved sheets incl Zeppelins, $5 Columbus blk of 4 imperf etc, (65+ covers, 28+ M/S) Very
£ 130
interesting and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
711 B* HUGE AMOUNT OF KILOWARE in a large bin bag with 1960s-1980s on paper defins and commems, Xmas
£ 40
etc, enormous quantity, ideal for packet maker, 10,000s.
712 B* KILOWARE in a large bin bag with 1960s-1980s on paper defins and commems, Xmas etc, enormous quantity,
£ 40
ideal for packet maker, huge amount of mainstream stamps here, 10,000s.
713 B* Large stock of unmounted mint sheet numbered marginal or corner marginal blocks of 4 from 1930s to 1970s
hoarded in a shoebox, huge quantity of mainstream commems, some defins etc, good quantity in old glassine packets. £ 60
714 B* PRECANCELS - Small accumulation in a large shoebox including many in packets, and a stockbook, duplicated
£ 20
but good variety, 100s.
715 1856 (31 Jul) 3c deep orange-brown PAIR tied to cover by MOUNT PLEASANT CDS cancels with large margins
on three sides of the pair, cut neatly into on right side, sent from Harris Justice of the peace with details of the case and signed
on reverse by Harris to seal the envelope, few minor faults otherwise nice deep shade and a pair fine used on cover, Scott 10
£ 200
cat $700.
716 1870 No Grill 90c carmine used four quadrant fancy cancel with a few weak perfs, quite well centred and sound, nice
£ 48
looker, Scott 155.
717 1895 Cover (opened roughly at the side) from Warwick to South Dakota bearing 2½d tied Warwick CDS underpaid
due to the weight (original contents enclosed) hence NEWARK AUG 0 / K / 95 / DUE / 10 / CENTS opera glass postage due
mark and boxed T / 25 in black alongside. Some cover faults but good strike of the opera postage due. Similar go for $200+
£ 100
in the US.
718 1913 First International Philatelic Exhibition New York 6 different colour labels for George Washington, plus three
overprinted OPEN / OCTOBER 27 / TO / NOVEMBER 1. opening times in black, and Junior PS label offering a free trip
to NY, and two 1926 labels for NY Phil. EX. Intr and attractive on three written up pages. Ex Eric Stannard. (13). £ 48
719 1926 First International Philatelic Exhibition New York 4 different colour labels with Globe & Plane design plus 1926
(Oct 19) JAS JEFFREY & Co printed envelope in red and black with fine strike of PHILATELIC EXHIBITION STA NY
£ 30
CDS in violet, attractive on two written up pages. Ex Eric Stannard. (4 + 1 cvr).
£ 100
720 1926 White Plains Complete pane of 25 hinged mint, very fine, Scott 630 Cat $350.
721 1930 National Philatelic Exhibition BOSTON 4 different complete sheets of 12 mint in blue, red, green and purple
printed by American Banknote Co. with Ship Abrella & State House design, interesting and attractive on four written up
£ 100
pages. Ex Eric Stannard. (48 labels).
722
1934 National Stamp Exhibition New York 4 different blocks of 4 mint in blue, red, green and purple printed by
American Banknote Co. with Rockerfeller Center design, attractive early publicity labels. Ex Eric Stannard. (16 labels).
£ 32
723 1936 International Philatelic Exhibition New York four different colour labels for Mercury design each an attractive
£ 32
mint PAIR, Attractive on written up page. Ex Eric Stannard. (8).
724 1947 Centenary International Philatelic Exhibition New York 4 different colour labels with 100th Anniv design plus
1947 Franklin & Washington bicolour labels in FOUR bottom imprint blocks of 4 GRAND CENTRAL PALACE / NEW
YORK , / 1847 MAY 16TH - 25H 1947, & 5 diff labels featuring transport of mail carriers in black and green (5), then a
nice range of covers including FREE cover slogan postmark, SEPAD Nat Stamp EX. meter in red, attractive on seven written
£ 50
up pages. Ex Eric Stannard. (25 + 6 cvrs).
725 1947 US Centenary philatelic Exhibition New York two special limited edition printed covers No. 3025 & 1022 each
bearing Belgium air surcharge sets (x2), both addressed to Executive Committee, Centenary Int Phil. Ex. NY, and tied special
£ 20
Brussels CDS cancels for the special flight from Brussels to New York 19th May 1947. Ex Eric Stannard.
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726 1956-1976 Attractive written up collection on 25 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards, labels,
FDCs, and overprints noted 1956 FPIEX triangle labels (4) plus 2c P/S card (one used, another unused), 1960s INTERPEX
incl Meter Cancels, 1966 Card postmarked Washington UK, 1970 Roland Hovercraft card, two nice engraved pages / cards
£ 60
etc. Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard.
727 1962-63 14th & 15th National Stamp Show 4 covers (two for each year) with imperf stamp show setenant pairs tied
New York Stamp Show slogan cancels two are Mercury Space Exhibit printed covers, 1963 pair are plain, nice group. (4).
£ 20
728 1985-1999 Almost complete unmounted mint collection in a well filled Scott printed album each set or souvenir sheet
in mounts, neatly arranged on printed pages includes many setenant sheets and high face values to $14, defin sets etc, huge
£ 400
face value. Attractive collection. US Retail $1060+.
729 1990's A selection of approx. thirty-five covers with cancels but no addresses, includes Rock & Roll issue with Elvis
£ 15
Presley stamp.
730 Collection mainly used in a Liberty printed album with well filled mainstream defins and commems much complete
£ 75
from 1940s to 1988, a few earlier, back of the book a few revenues, postage dues etc, 100s all different.
731 Collection mainly used in a Minkus printed album with well filled mainstream defins and commems much complete
£ 50
from 1936 to 1960s, a few earlier, back of the book a few revenues, postage dues etc, 100s all different.
732 EXHIBITIONS 1915-16 two album pages for National Philatelic Society 4th Convention held at Lynn, Mass. Imperf
sheet of 12 in blue or red to publicise the event. 1915 New York Convention sheet of 6 imperf labels in orange and black, Nice
£ 30
early sheets (3). Ex Eric Stannard.
733
EXHIBITIONS 1925-1965 an extensive collection on circa 20 album pages for National & International Stamp
Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1925 Baltimore labels (2), 1929
label on cover and original contents from Exhib., 1933 Rubber City Zeppelin souvenir sheet blk of 4, 1965 Proofs for labels
to commemorate 80th Anniv. of Chicago PS (3 diff), 1941 Trenpex, 1934 3rd Brooklyn (5 labels), 1940 APS at Buffalo NY
setenant sheet of 10, 1949 ASDA poster stamp sheet of 18 (4 diff colours), 1937 52nd APS M/S, 1939 5th Congress M/S
used special cancel, 1932 NP LA 87th Annual Convention blks of 4 plus ovpt 1973 blk of 4, 1938 Newark (2 M/S), 1935
NJ 4 blocks of 4 in different colours, 1938 N. Orleans M/S (2 diff), 1937 Triangle, 1944 ovpt sheet for BIPEX, 1936
Women's stamp club sheet, 1935 Long Island (4), 1935 Chicago penny post die proof card, plus much more. Attractive and
£ 180
interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
734 EXHIBITIONS 1952-1960 five album pages for ASDA National Postage Stamp Show, publicity labels incl 1952
four labels for exhibition held in 7th Infantry Regiment featuring the SS United States, 1953 300th Anniv. New York, 1954
6th show x 4 different, 1956 top imprint marginal strips of 3 in four different colours, 1960 Lincoln singles in four colours,
£ 30
etc, (28). Ex Eric Stannard.
735
EXHIBITIONS 1977-1978 - Four covers for 1977 Long Beach Stamp & Coin & Expo (2) & 1978 Long Breach
Stamp & Coin Expo (2) each bearing various adhs tied special exhibition cancels and signed by the designer of the
£ 20
commemorative cancels Louis Fowler. Interesting, ex Eric Stannard.
736
Extensive and valuable collection in a very well filled Scott printed album 1851 to 1980s with mint / unmounted
mostly complete from 1920 to 1980s, huge amount of material including 19th century used assembly mainly to 30c orange,
or middle values, Washington issues, turn of the century to $2 used, coil pairs mint, 1926 Int. Phil Exhib. pane of 25 mint (Cat
£475), 1929 Kans. ovpt set mint (cat £260), Nebr. set mainly used (cat £200), 1932 APS souvenir sheet set of 2 m, 1954
Liberty set to $5 mint (cat £100+), many sets mainly complete to 1985, lovely clean for further expansion, enormous catalogue
£ 1000
value.
737 Newspapers & Periodicals: 1879 10c black hinged mint with heavy hinge remains and heavily thinned, centred right,
£ 20
presentable example, Scott PR 62 Cat $135.
738 Newspapers & Periodicals: 1885 48c carmine hinged mint with heavy hinge remains and heavily thinned, crease but
£ 35
mainly presentable example, Scott PR 85 Cat $425.
739 Occupation of Puerto Rico: 1899 Mint, unused and used range including 1899 1c & 8c used, 2c, 5c, 10c unused, 1900
£ 35
1c & 2c m & u Postage Dues 2c & 10c mint part original gum, total cat £340. (9).
740 Officials: Department of State Scott O64, 1873 15c blue-green with a deep rich colour, part o.g. hinged mint, Fine.
£ 125
(Scott Retail $350)
741
Officials: War Department Scott O90, 1873 15c rose very fresh unmounted mint, (Never Hinged) and fine. Also
Photocopy 2014 PF certificate for block of four from which this stamp originated, this being bottom left single. (Scott Retail
£ 125
$190).
742 Stockcards with a 19th century to 1930s range of mixed defins and commems, incl 1894 to $1 (faults, tones), 1893
£ 25
Columbus to 50c (faults, tones), 1898 Omaha to 10c (mixed), precancels, Washington defins etc. Good cat value.
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743
US Postal Agency in Shanghai: 1919 12c on 6c red-orange very fine unmounted mint (never hinged), fine & well
£ 60
centred, Scott K6 Cat $220.
744 US Postal Agency in Shanghai: 1919 40c on 20c deep ultramarine very fine unmounted mint (never hinged), few gum
£ 85
bends otherwise very fine, Scott K13 Cat $300.
745 US Postal Agency in Shanghai: 1919 Small mint range incl 2c on 1c green, 6c on 3c (part og), 8c on 4c & 24c on 12c,
£ 48
mainly sound hinged mint, Scott K1, 3/4, 11. Cat $225.
746

USA 19th century to modern duplicated in a well filled stockbook, odd better earlier, mainstream to 1980s. 100s.
£ 30

UNITED STATES - POSSESSIONS
747 Collection mint & used in a binder on printed album leaves with some better including Cuba 1899 surchs on USA to
5c on 5c (mixed mint), P. Due 10c on 10c mint, Puerto Rico 1899 set 5 used, Philippine Islands 1899 1c to 5c, 15c mint, 50c
orange used, 1903-04 13c mint, 15c used, 1917 vals to 4p mainly mint, 1932 surch set 2 mint, 1938 Commonwealth ovpt set
£ 100
to 5p mainly mint, 1933 air set m, etc, clean lot. STC $380+.

748 Philippine Islands: 1940 Commonwealth overprint on 4p blue and black sound used with indistinct corner rubber CDS
£ 50
cancel, sound and key stamp, Scott 445 Cat $250.
749 Philippines: 1899-1935 Attractive mint & used collection on Scott printed leaves with a good range noted 1899 1c
to 50c mostly used, 15c is mint (short corner cat £50), 50c orange heavy used (cat £50), 1903 8 values to 50c orange used
(short corner), 1906 18 values to 2p black & 2p purple-brown & 10p used (many values total cat £250++), etc, nice clean
£ 85
lot with good basis for expansion and STC £400+
URUGUAY

750 EXHIBITIONS 1927 Philatelic Exhibition Montevideo three different imperf miniature sheets of 4 in different colours
depicting the new GPO building in Montevideo printed in by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. (3) Scarce. Ex Eric Stannard.
£ 50
751 EXHIBITIONS 1931 Philatelic Exhibition four different imperf miniature sheets of 4 in different colours depicting
£ 30
the first stamp issued design printed in Litho by Barreiro & Ramos. (4) Ex Eric Stannard.
752
EXHIBITIONS 1965-1981 nine album pages for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special
Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers, miniature sheets, 1965 Montevideo pane of 10 in special sheetlet mint, 1977
£ 25
limited edition sheets (3), etc. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.
753
Extensive mint and mainly used duplicated stock of defins and commems from earlier to modern. An enormous
quantity of many nice pictorial issues fine used, a scattering of mint / unmounted mint for each issue, officials, large range
£ 100
of Artigas defins, from first imperfs etc, 1000s.
VATICAN CITY
£ 110
754 1934 Surcharge 3.05l on 5l green hinged mint example, hinge remain and very fresh, SG 39 Cat £550.
£ 125
755 1934 Surcharge 3.70l on 10l black hinged mint example, hinge remain and very fresh, SG 40 Cat £600.
£ 48
756 1935 Int. Juridical Congress set of six mounted mint, hinged, SG 41.46 Cat £296.
£ 45
757 1949 Air 75th Anniv. of UPU set of 2 to 1000l fine used nice CDS cancels, sound, SG 149/50 Cat £169.
758 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful assembly from 1852 Roman States issues to 1944. Includes
better part ranges noted 1929 set, 1933 Holy Year set, 1933 long set including all the key values (cat £190), 1934 Surcharges
40c to 2l55 all very fine mint (Cat £770), 1935 Juridical set m (cat £296), Parcel Post 1931 set m, Express 1929 set m,
Postage Due 1931 set mint (cat £105), 1936 Catholic Press set m (cat £140), 1938 Congress set m (cat £90), 1947 Air set
£ 550
m (Cat £60), 1949 long set (cat £180), etc, mainly fine condition throughout. STC £2200+.
YUGOSLAVIA

759
1918 Issues for Croatia 15f violet with white figures of value heavy mounted mint, key stamp Cat £100 SG 60.
£ 26
Expertised on reverse.
760 1919-1947 Collection on old time leaves from an huge worldwide estate collection formed many years ago, Issues for
Croatia 1918 almost complete set to 10k mint, Bosnia & Herz. 1918 surch set to 10k on 2h mainly mint, Slovenia
Chainbreakers, Whole Kingdom 1921 set mint, good range of 1930s sets mint, 1939 King Petar long set m, 1946 Postal
Congress set m, back of the book including postage dues Croatia 1f green to 50f mint (cat £175 SG D85/92), newspaper
£ 200
stamps, etc, good lot to fill those gaps! Useful catalogue value.
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761 1937-1962 Attractive written up collection on 7 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards, labels,
FDCs, and overprints noted 1937 M/S mint (wrinkles), 1950 Dubrovnik illustrated special cover with Chess set cancelled
special CDS's, another different illus cover with 15d tied (charged at 35d, 20d being the entrance fee) special cancel, similar
15d adhs tied on special postcard tied on obverse, Congress set of 4 on a another different illus. FDC, 1956 ZAGREB
publicity label mint, 1956 FDC with 30d adhs tied special cancel, plus 15d in cto used booklet of 4, 1962/5 labels on covers.
£ 40
Very intr and attractive. Ex Eric Stannard. (8 covers).
ZANZIBAR

762
1901 QV Revenue 1a lilac overprinted on India tied to printed document by ZANZIBAR GOVERNMENT /
REGISTRATION OFFICE oval and fancy violet intaglio seal, folded and other faults incl toning or tears. Seldom seen.
£ 20
Barefoot 1.
GREAT BRITAIN
763 B* 1971-1990 First Day Covers collection in three Royal Mail albums, also various loose, also British Rail special
£ 40
collection of covers 1973-1977 in binder, TPO 150 years special Benham collection in binder, heavy lot.

764 B* Accumulation in a carton with various collections, in albums, on leaves or loose all periods mint and used including
1884 2½d lilac mint, 1856 1d red stars on paper in small stockbook, 1980s mint collection in a binder, collector's packs from
1970s, 1948 RSW set used on stockcard, 1887 basic set to 1s used, Postage Dues to £5 on receipts, QV commercial covers,
£ 75
Red Windsor printed album (empty), 1960s P/Packs, First Day Covers etc, useful ranges, heavy lot.
765 B* BOXFILE with a useful jumbled range QV to modern in packets, on cards, stockpages, loose, also a few 1960s
better FDCs, cards, 1946 Victory 3d extra berry block mint, QV 1d stars, 1d plates on Hagners, 1935 SJ set in mint blks of
£ 80
4, QV to 2/6, postage dues, booklets, etc, good sorter, 100s.
766 B* EMPTY YEAR BOOKS heavy box of twenty nine yearbooks all without stamps, mainly in good condition.
£ 10
Expensive new. (29).
767 B* Extensive accumulation in a heavy box with QV to modern inc various stockbooks, albums, pages, cards, packets
and loose, noted stockbook with range of penny reds, 1870 ½d bantams, many 1960s commems sets to modern mainly used,
£ 75
1840 1d black (wrecked!), huge amount of material, 100s.
768 B* First Day Covers accumulation loose from 1960s to modern and in various cover binders, good quantity for sorting,
£ 35
100s.
£ 15
769 B* Great Britain Elizabeth II mixed mostly unused 1960's selection and thirty 1970'S first day covers.
770 1808 (Feb) Entire letter from GREENOCK to Edinburgh bearing two line datestamp GREENOCK/ 15 FEB 1808
in black, and circular datestamp in red FEB / 1808 / 16 on obverse with manuscript charge mark, usual folds and minor faults,
£ 20
mainly part strikes.
771
1818 (31 Aug) Entire letter from PERTH to Edinburgh bearing three line mileage mark PERTH / 3. SEPT 1818 /
438 E in black, and octagonal datestamp in red SEP / W A / 4 / 1818 on obverse with 7 manuscript charge mark, usual folds
£ 20
and minor faults, decent strikes.
772 1840 1d black (BG) a nice four good margin example with neat black MX, thinning at top otherwise sound and good
£ 125
looker, SG 2 Cat £375.
773
1840 1d black (BG) plate 4 neatly used with black Maltese Cross cancel 3+ margins cut unevenly on two corners
£ 75
otherwise sound.
774 1840 1d black (HE) plate 3 neatly used with two strikes of red Maltese Cross cancel on small piece and 4 good to large
£ 100
margins neatly cut, nice and sound.
775 1840 2d blue a superb PAIR (QK-QL) with huge margins on two sides just very close to touching on other two sides,
£ 350
cancelled two nice black Maltese Cross strikes, a nice sized example.
776 1840 2d blue a superb STRIP OF 3 (RJ-RL) with huge margins along the bottom and two stamps have clear margins
along the top, touching into on the middle stamp, lest and right sides, a very nice multiple with black Maltese Cross strikes,
£ 650
a lovely album piece.
777
1840 2d blue an attractive PAIR (KK-KL) with two neat strikes of black Maltese Cross unevenly cut with some
£ 150
margins (maybe 2 on sides), cut into along top and slightly in SW corner. neat and sound.
778 1840 2d blue (FE) a nice four good to large margin example with neat black MX, very sound and good looker, SG
£ 250
5 Cat £900.
779 1840 2d blue PAIR (GG-GH) with two indistinct strikes of black Maltese Cross neatly cut around on all sides, with
£ 200
good margins except touching on two corners, neat and sound pair.
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780 1840 2d blue PAIR (QA-QB) with two good strikes of black Maltese Cross neatly with only small part margins, cut
£ 140
into on bottom right and left sides, tied to small piece, sound.
781 1840 2d blue PAIR (TK-TL) with two good strikes of black Maltese Cross neatly cut on two sides with good margins,
£ 140
cut into on bottom left and top right, nice deep colour, and horizontal crease otherwise sound.
782 1840 2d blue part PAIR (RH-RG) with one stamp and half of another preceding cancelled two Maltese Cross margins
£ 100
on three sides, unusual.
783 1840 2d pale blue a superb PAIR (OK-OL) with huge margins on three sides just very close in NE corner cancelled
£ 350
two nice red Maltese Cross strikes, scissor cut in the middle otherwise a superb sized example.
784 1840 2d pale blue PAIR (IK-IL) with two neat strikes of black Maltese Cross mainly nicely cut around on three sides,
£ 150
right side only cut into slightly, neat and sound pair.
785
1840 2d pale blue STRIP OF 3 (NJ-NL) with three heavy strikes of black Maltese Cross with margins in places,
£ 200
creasing and other faults showing various stages of plate wear, useful multiple.
786 1841 1d red-brown 3 good to large margins (GI) cancelled by nearly full strike of No.4 in MX cancel, fine and sound,
£ 100
SG 8m Cat £600.
787 1841 1d red-brown printed from black plate in a side marginal imprint stamp unmounted mint, small hinge in margin.
The right margin is very long and reads, 'Back to be careful not to remove the cement' with the stamp neatly cut in the middle
of the margin. Four huge margins and the stamp is unmounted. Three of four tones or oil spots otherwise, superb. Cat
£ 600
£2700++.
788
1841 1d red-brown very fine large 4 margin example (GJ) with large part original gum, some paper adherence on
£ 125
reverse and hinge, superb quality, SG 8 Cat £600.
789 1841-1966 Useful collection in Lindner hingeless album with mainly used better ranges including 1841 1d red-brown
imperfs (16 + pair), 2d blue (2), 1854-6 2d stars (4), Surface Printed good range from 1856 4d rose (3), 6d lilac, 1s green,
1860s small letters 6d & 1s pl.1, large letters; 3d rose, 6d lilac, 9d straw (cat £325), 1s pl.4, 4d red, 1s pl.4, 1880 5d indigo
used, 1s orange-brown vfu (clipped perfs), 1902 to 5s, GV 5s (2), 1948 RSW set mint, 1951 set to £1 mint, QEII much
complete incl Wilding sets, Phosphor Graphite's and commem sets all hinged mint, few low value officials mint or used, huge
£ 450
cat value, nice clean lot for further expansion.
790

1842 Queen Victoria postal stationery 1d pink cancelled by crisp black Maltese Cross addressed to Fleet Street.
£ 10

791 1847 Embossed 1s pale green fine used example with two good clear margins (just touching on other two sides), neatly
£ 125
cut square with part numeral cancel, Nice copy of this expensive stamp, SG 54 Cat £1000.
792 1847 Embossed 6d dull purple fine used example with one margin, neatly cut square with part numeral cancel which
£ 100
is mostly clear of queen's head, nice copy of this expensive stamp, SG 59 Cat £1000.
793 1848 Embossed 10d brown fine used example with amazingly 4 clear margins, neatly cut square with part numeral
cancel, almost impossible to get 4 margins on these stamps! Nice copy of this expensive stamp, SG 57 Cat £1500. £ 300
794 1854 Die I Wmk SC P.16 1d red-brown in a strip of 3 each cancelled neat 107 numeral cancel, perfs are clipped on
£ 24
two of the stamps along the bottom, still, a nice multiple. Cat £105.
795
1855 Die II Wmk LC P.14 1d red-brown in a strip of 3 each cancelled 47 numeral cancel, mainly sound, a nice
£ 24
multiple. Cat £66.
796
1855 Wmk LC P.14 1d red-brown fine mint part original gum example with quite good centring (IC), lovely clean
£ 32
looker, SG 29 Cat £240.
797 1855 Wmk LC P.14 2d blue pl.5 attractive pair (MJ-MK) neatly fine used 75 numeral cancels, well centred and sound,
£ 32
SG 34 Cat £140.
798 1856 Wmk Medium Garter slightly blued highly glazed paper 4d carmine fine used 16 numeral cancel, very sound,
£ 40
SG 63 Cat £575.
799
1857 Wmk LC P.14 1d deep rose-red fine mint original gum example with quite good centring (DA), lovely clean
£ 48
looker, SG 41 Cat £160.
800 1858 2d blue thin lines plate 13 very fine hinged mint, usual wrinkly gum otherwise nice colour and very sound, SG
£ 85
46 Cat £375.
801 1862 Entire Letter Glasgow to Montreal bearing 1s pl.1 (small letters SG 90) tied nice 8Z GLASGOW DE 11 62 159
numeral cancel sent via Londonderry and MONTREAL A.M. DE 29 62 CE arrival backstamp, usual folds, nice example.
£ 100
Cat £450 on cover.
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802

1862 Wmk Emblems 9d bistre plate 2, fine used part ..21 cancel, well centred and excellent perfs, SG 86 Cat £575.
£ 80

803
1862 Wmk Garter 4d bright red plate 3, fine used neat 46 numeral cancel, left wing margin example and excellent
£ 28
perfs, SG 79 Cat £170.
804 1862-64 1s green plate 1 a hinged mint with original gum example with some staining along the bottom of the stamp,
£ 125
and few minor rust spots, Cat £3200, mainly sound, SG 90. Cheap at estimate.
805
1864 1d rose-red plate 138 in a superb mint / unmounted mint block of 4, usual gum wrinkles, two stamps are
£ 125
unmounted mint, nice attractive multiple. SG 43.
806
1864-79 1d lake-red plate 129 in a superb block of 4 (ER-SF) tied to paper by DORCHESTER numeral cancels,
£ 100
mainly sound, a nice multiple. Cat £300+.
807 1864-79 1d lake-red plate 142 in a strip of 3 each cancelled part numeral cancel, mainly sound, a nice multiple. Cat
£ 25
£90.
808 1864-79 1d plates an attractive collection of mainly strips of 3 plate numbers on paper including pl.80, 118, 112, 130,
183, 117, 98, 119, plus some pairs and singles in combinations, all London numeral cancels (strips of 3 x 8), others (21
£ 60
pieces).
809 1864-79 1d rose-red plate 216 fine hinged mint, slightly centred NW, nice clean example, SG 43. Cat £95. £ 20
810 1867 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 1 centred left fine used example with an incomplete duplex type cancel in black, very
£ 100
sound perfs. SG 126 Cat £650.
811 1867 Wmk Spray of Rose 10d red-brown plate 1, fine used 76 cancel neatly struck across the stamp, fine perfs, SG
£ 45
112 cat £400.
812 1869 4d vermilion plate 11 a lovely and fresh hinged mint example with bright colour and good centring, sound, SG
£ 200
94 Cat £625.
813 1874 (17 Dec) Large front Newcastle on Tyne to France bearing 1d rose-red plate 180 x 12 examples incl pairs and
a strip of 3, some faults being a front (no back) only and red PD in circle and Bologne receiving CDS in red. Nice combination.
£ 48
814 1877 ½d Pink Embossed Certificate of Posting form unused in very fine condition, punch hole from form binding and
£ 100
imprint G & S [404] 15,000 10/77. Superb & scarce in such good condition. H & G W1.
815 1880 14 dots 1d pale lilac mint part original gum with hinge remain and gum bend, nice looker, SG 171 Cat £225.
£ 35
816 1880 2½d blue plate 18 hinged mint original gum example, heavy hinge remains hence wrinkles, otherwise fine, SG
£ 100
142 Cat £575.
817 1880 ½d pale green in a superb mint / unmounted mint block of 4, usual gum wrinkles, two stamps are unmounted
£ 100
mint, vertical bend otherwise nice attractive multiple. SG 164.
818 1880 Wmk Spray the scarce 1s orange-brown plate 13 a lovely and fresh hinged mint example with right hand wing
£ 950
margin and bright colour and excellent centring, very sound, SG 151 Cat £4750.
819 1881 14 Dots 1d lilac a superb unmounted mint example, usual toned gum and very fresh, SG 170 Cat £225 for mint.
£ 200
£ 20
820 1881 1s orange-brown plate 14 sound used CS / 1 cancel, nice colour, SG 163 Cat £170.
821 1881 2½d blue plate 22 hinged mint large part original gum example, hinge remain, otherwise very fine, SG 157 Cat
£ 100
£450.
822 1881 Wmk Crown 3d rose plate 20 fine used with part registered oval cancel, excellent perfs, SG 158 Cat £150.
£ 20
823 1882 Wmk Crown 4d grey-brown plate 18 fine used with part London hooded cancel, with excellent perfs, SG 160
£ 20
Cat £75.
824 1882 Wmk Crown 4d grey-brown plate 18 very fine used nice HAMPSTED CDS cancel, SG 160 cat £75. £ 20
825

1883 2/6 lilac a superb mounted mint example, very fresh and superb frontal appearance, SG 178 Cat £600.
£ 200

826 1883 3d on 3d lilac, a lovely and fresh hinged mint example with excellent colour and superb centring, sound, SG 159
£ 150
Cat £650.
£ 25
827 1883 5s crimson fine used with IPSWICH rubber CDS cancel, very sound, SG 181 Cat £250.
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828
1883 5s rose fine used with LIVERPOOL / LANDING STAGE slightly smudged CDS cancel, very sound, good
£ 35
example of this postmark from the floating pier at the docks. SG 180 Cat £250.
829 1883 5s rose mounted mint example, horizontal crease but does not detract from this very fresh and superb frontal
£ 220
appearance, SG 180 Cat £1100.
830 1883 6d green sound fine used with crisp BRISTOL squared circle cancel, good colour for these. SG 194 Cat £240.
£ 25
831 1883 9d green key value sound used with 4 barred dumb cancel, good colour for these. SG 195 Cat £480. £ 35
832 1883 Set of 3 values 2/6 lilac, 5s rose & 10s ultramarine all CDS or regd oval used examples mainly sound, 10s is
£ 100
fine, SG 178, 180 & 183 Cat £935.
833
1883 Wmk Crown Surcharge set of 2 3d on 3d lilac & 6d on 6d lilac both fine used with CDs or London duplex
£ 36
cancels, mostly with excellent perfs, SG 159 & 162. Cat £310.
834 1883-4 Lilac & Greens set fine used with good colours for the greens issues, 9d is slightly off others sound, high cat
£ 100
set, SG 187/196 Cat £1720.
835

1884 1½d lilac a superb mounted mint example, with exceptionally fresh frontal appearance, SG 188 Cat £125.
£ 40

836 1884 5d green a superb mounted mint example, half with hinge remains other fresh gum, with superb colour, SG 193
£ 200
Cat £580.
837 1884 6d green a toned mounted mint example with brownish gum, hinge remains, otherwise sound, SG 194 Cat £625.
£ 75
838
1884 Blued Paper 5s rose very fine used crisp LEITH MR 11 86 CDS cancel (superbly struck) with excellent
£ 350
centering, just lightly rubbed in two places, very nice example of this scarce stamp, SG 176 Cat £4000.
839 1884 Three Crowns wmk £1 brown-lilac fine hinged mint showing CANCELLED type 14 overprint and manuscript
£ 800
part SUP... pen cancel vertically written (across three stamps), very fine, SG Spec. K15u. Fabulous looker.
840 1890 (3 Jul) Penny Post Jubilee 1d blue printed envelope used Skipton to Canada uprated with 1½d Jubilee (SG 198)
cancelled SKIPTON 714 and Skipton CDS cancels, faults including vertical tear along the top and slight soiling with
£ 80
BRANTFORD AND HAMILTON transit or arrival backstamps. attractive combination on second day of issue.
841 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee South Kensington 2.JY.90 commemorative cancel on scarce money order for the sum on
£ 150
One Pence. Uncashed and small pin hole otherwise very fine, rarely seen.
842
1890 Penny Postage Jubilee South Kensington 2.JY.90 commemorative cancel on scarce registered letter receipt.
£ 100
Various wrinkles and small tears otherwise very fine, rarely seen.
843
1890 Uniform Penny Postage - Harry Furniss Caricature envelope printed in blue (approx 10,000 were printed)
published to highlight the poor working conditions that many postmen were subject. Toning across the unused envelope
£ 80
otherwise sound.
844 1890 Uniform Penny Postage Jubilee- (2 Jul) One Penny envelope printed in blue cancelled by 2nd July special VR
£ 36
illustrated postmark addressed locally in London West. Toning across the cover otherwise sound.
845 1891 £1 green used example with two 75 numeral cancels quite heavily struck, thinning along the top and short top
£ 100
left corner, otherwise sound, SG 212 Cat £800.
£ 22
846 1900 1s green and carmine heavy hinged mint but superb post office fresh appearance, SG 214 Cat £65.
847 1902 £1 dull blue-green fine used example with THREADNEEDLE ST oval registered cancels, well struck, and fine
£ 280
centring, sound, SG 266 Cat £825.
848
1902 £1 Dull blue-green hinged mint example with nice colour, some gum bends and two perfs pulled at right
£ 400
otherwise sound and fresh, SG 266 Cat £2000.
849
1902 10s ultramarine a nice fine used example with rubber registered cancels well centred, lovely colour and fine
£ 100
perfs, above average, SG 265 Cat £500.
850 1902 De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green, overprinted ""Specimen"" type 16 (SG 266s), original gum with lightly
hinged and exceptionally bright and fresh; tiny foreign offset on gum, otherwise fine to very Fine. S.G. Spec. M55s; Cat
£ 800
£1,400.
851 1902 EDVII 10s ultramarine hinged mint slightly centred right and diagonal gum crease with large part original gum,
£ 250
sound, SG 265 Cat £1000.
852 1902 EDVII 10s ultramarine hinged mint very well centred right and a diagonal gum crease with large part original
£ 260
slightly toned gum, sound, SG 265 Cat £1000.
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853 1905 EDVII 2/6 Chalky pale dull purple hinged mint slightly centred left with large part original gum, sound, SG 261
£ 85
Cat £350.
854 1911-13 EDVII 2/6 dull reddish purple hinged mint example, hinge remains but nice fresh appearance, SG 316 Cat
£ 100
£300.
855 1912 EDVII 5s carmine hinged mint well centred with large part original gum, sound, SG 318 Cat £425. £ 125
856 1912-24 1d bright scarlet in a used block of four cancelled rubber CDS's showing watermark reversed variety, scarce
£ 125
in a block of 4, SG 357 wj, Cat £380.
857 1913 Waterlow £1 dull blue green a lovely fine used CDS example with incomplete Guernsey cancel, superb centring
and mainly very sound, well above average, premium copy, SG 404 Cat £1600 + 35% for well centred and lightly used
£ 800
(£2160).
858 1913 Waterlow 10s indigo-blue an attractive fine used example quite well centred with a incomplete CDS cancel, small
£ 48
blunt perf bottom right, SG 402 Cat £475.
859
1913 Waterlow 2/6 deep sepia brown attractive very fine used part incomplete CDS very well centred and only a
£ 40
couple of nibble perfs in SW corner, small red crayon mark at SE corner, nice looking stamp, SG 399 Cat £200.
860
1913-18 Bradbury Seahorse 10s dull grey-blue a fine hinged mint example centred SW with some gum bends and
£ 110
tones, overall a nice fresh looker, SG 417 Cat £475.
861 1913-18 Bradbury Seahorse 5s carmine hinged mint example centred to the left with a couple of pulled perfs, RPS
£ 110
Certificate accompanies (2000) stating gum disturbed and slightly toned, SG Spec N66 (1).
862 1913-18 Bradbury Seahorse 5s rose-red a fine hinged mint example well centred and a very fresh looker, SG 416 Cat
£ 125
£325.
863 1913-18 DLR Seahorse 2/6 grey-brown fine hinged mint example well centred and a one thinned perf along the top
£ 135
otherwise a very fresh looker, SG 407 Cat £400.
864 1913-18 Waterlow Seahorse 2/6 sepia-brown fine hinged mint example well centred and a couple of pulled perfs, very
£ 100
fresh looker, SG 400 Cat £300.
865 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue attractive fine used nice CDS copy, good colour, nick in right margin from pulled
£ 24
perf otherwise sound, SG 417 Cat £175.
£ 20
866 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown fine used neat rubber CDS cancel, very fine, SG 415a. Cat £75.
£ 10
867 1919 Field Post Office T.W.5 Anzac western front operations postcard.
868 1920 2½d dull Prussian blue very fine left side marginal example unmounted mint, very fine and scarce, SG Spec.
£ 900
N21 (17). Cat £1850+.
£ 25
869 1925 Wembley set of 2 fine used CDS cancels, 1½d especially nice, SG 432/3 cat £100.
870 1929 Postal Union Congress 2½d blue x approx 50 used examples, mainly sound wavy line cancels, some nice CDS,
£ 25
Cat £500, SG 437.
871 1934 Intermediate Format Watermark inverted ½d, 1d & 1½d values unmounted mint, nice trio, Cat £90. SG Spec.
£ 36
N46a, N49a, N52a.
872
1934 Re-engraved 10s indigo in an attractive fine used block of 4 with incomplete steel CDS cancels, SG 452 Cat
£ 80
£320.
873 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 fine used, 5s has sock on the nose PARCEL SECTION CDS, 10s has light CDS,
£ 40
nice, SG 450/2 Cat £190.
874 1934 Small Format Watermark inverted ½d, 1d & 1½d values unmounted mint, nice trio, Cat £50. SG Spec. N47a,
£ 20
N50a, N53a.
875 1937-47 Group of nice bottom left corner marginal blocks of 4, typically two stamps hinged, two are unmounted mint
for 4d, 5d, 6d, 7d, 8d, 9d, 10d & 1s values, some pencil marks in margin otherwise nice blocks of 4. SG 468/474, 475. (8
£ 60
blocks). Cat £160+.
876 1939 5s red Arms in a nice bottom left corner marginal block of 4, two stamps hinged, two are unmounted mint, nice
£ 34
block, SG 477. Cat £80+.
877

1939-48 Complete set of 6 unmounted mint to £1, includes 10s dark blue, mainly sound, SG 476/478c Cat £425.
£ 110

878

1939-48 High Values set of 6 hinged mint, mostly sound and fresh, all good colours, SG 476/476c Cat £425.
£ 100
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879 1942 2/6 green Arms in a nice bottom left corner marginal block of 4, two stamps hinged, two are unmounted mint,
£ 25
nice block, SG 476b. Cat £60+.
880 1943 Six King George VI 2½d blues on Transatlantic Air Service censored cover to the USA, with circular large black
£ 18
cancels. Plus KGVI 1/-+3d with similar cancel.
881
1944 (4 Dec) Philatelic cover bearing 1d, 1½d & 3d defins tied three good strikes of WIGBY RAF PO /
£ 20
STRANRAER CDS cancels sent registered locally and Stranraer 3 No. 1856 regd etiquette. Mainly fine.
£ 10
882 1946 Field Post Office 170 cancel used in Egypt addressed to London.
£ 10
883 1946 Field Post Office 20 cancel used in France post war in 'mop up operations'.
£ 10
884 1946 Field Post Office 696 cancel used in India addressed to London cover.
£ 10
885 1946 Field Post Office inverted cancel with Malta return address on back addressed to England.
886
1946 Victory 3d in side marginal block of 4 mint / U/M with bottom left stamp showing extra berry variety
£ 25
(unmounted mint). SG 492a.
887
1948 Olympic Games set of 4 on illustrated long cover sent airmail to S. Africa tied neat OLYMPIC GAMES
£ 20
WEMBLEY slogan cancel, couple of postal markings otherwise fine.
888 1951 (3 May) Plain unaddressed envelope bearing GVI set of 5 new colour defins and Festival of Britain set of 2 all
£ 20
tied first day from BARR HILL WEMBLEY CDS cancels, fine.
889 1951 Festival of Britain 2½d scarlet in a quarter pane of 30 Cylinder 5 Dot unmounted mint showing Deformed small
£ 20
two variety R20/2. SG Spec QCom22b. Nice positional variety.
£ 16
890 1951 Festival of Britain illustrated first day cover with 2½d scarlet and 4d ultramarine. SG 513-514.
£ 10
891 1952 Registered London typed cover with KGVI 6d+½d addressed to Canada with receiving cds.
892 1953 Queen Elizabeth II illustrated first day cover with set of four addressed to USA with receiving cds on reverse.
£ 25
SG 532-535.
893
1953-1970 Attractive mint and unmounted mint collection with a good degree of completion in Lindner hingeless
printed album with better content including Wildings different watermark sets, Graphite's incl Phos set U/M, Castles incl
Waterlow set mint, booklet panes for 1½d ultr. (3), good range of commem sets including better phosphors hinged mint, then
£ 150
range to 1970, various regionals to 1980 etc, high cat value.
894 1954 Salvaged Mail Aircraft Crash Prestwick 25 12 54 cachet on small piece of cover recovered from plane addressed
to New York USA. Enclosed in On Her Britannic Majesty's Service cover addressed to same address in New York. The crash
£ 65
on Christmas day killed 28 of the 36 passengers. Please Handle with care.
£ 38
895 1955 Waterlow Castles set of 4 to £1 hinged mint, sound, SG 536/9 Cat £250.
896
1958 DLR 10s dull ultramarine in a fine used block of 4 neatly used by ST ANDREWS / FIFE / 3 sep 59 parcel
£ 20
cancel, sound, SG 538a Cat £88.
£ 40
897 1958 DLR 10s dull ultramarine unmounted mint, very fine, SG 538a Cat £225.
£ 25
898 1958 Waterlow 2/6, 5s & 10s hinged mint, very fine, SG 536, 537 & 538 Cat £145.
899 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 1/6 grey-blue in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 1 Dot.
£ 300
Very fine, SG 586 Cat £1200.
900
1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 10d Prussian Blue in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder
£ 60
1 No Dot. Very fine, SG 583 Cat £240.
901 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 1s bistre-brown in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 4 No
£ 45
Dot. Very fine, SG 584 Cat £180.
902 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 7d bright green in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 2 Dot.
£ 30
Very fine, SG 580 Cat £120.
903 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 8d magenta in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 4 No Dot.
£ 36
Very fine, SG 581 Cat £144.
904 1958 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 9d Bronze-green in a superb complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint Cylinder 2
£ 36
Dot. Very fine, SG 582 Cat £144.
905 1958-65 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding defins complete sheets of 240 unmounted mint for ½d (240), 1½d (240), 2d
(240), 2½d (240), 4½d (240), 7d (240), 8d (240), 9d (240), 10d (240), 1s (240), 1/3 (240), 1/9 (360). Ideal for Cylinders,
£ 275
varieties etc. Mainly fine, STC £1125.
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906 1959 Wmk Multi Crowns Wilding 1/3d green complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint , Cylinder 2 No Dot. Fine SG
£ 48
585 Cat £180.
£ 30
907 1960 Concorde set of 3 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint. Very fine, SG 784/6 Cat £120.
£ 10
908 1964 Queen Elizabeth II 3d violet on typed cover to 5057 Canadian Forces with French postage due.
£8
909 1964 Shakespeare Festival set of five on typed first day cover addressed to USA SG 646-650
910
1967- Complete sheets unmounted mint for sets including 1967 Xmas, 1967 Br. Discovery panes of 60, Francis
Chichester, Br. Paintings set 3 x 3 sheets of each, 1970 Philympia 70 set of 3 in sheets of 120, 1970 Architecture set, 1969
P.O. Technology set of 4 in complete sheets of 120, 1970 Anniversaries set of 5 in complete sheets of 120 (1/6 pane of 60),
£ 120
1969 Xmas set (2 sheets of each), ideal for marginal positions etc. Mainly fine, STC £720.
911 1967-70 Pre decimal complete sheets of 240 and a few half sheets of 120 unmounted mint for Sterling Machin defins
complete range of 16 values in the basic set comprises ½d (480), 1d, (360), 2d (480), 3d (720), 4d Sepia (480), 4d Vermilion
(480), 5d (240), 6d (480), 7d (240), 8d Bt. Verm. (240), 8d turquoise (480), 9d (240), 10d (240), 1s (480), 1/6 (360), 1/9
£ 400
(360). Ideal for Cylinders, varieties etc. Mainly fine, STC £3300.
912 1968 8d bright vermilion in a complete sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Cylinder 2 Dot. Very fine, SG 738 Cat £300.
£ 60
913 1968 British Anniversaries set of 4 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint, ideal for marginal positions etc. Mainly
£ 20
fine, STC £120 SG 767/770.
914 1968 British Bridges set of 4 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint, ideal for marginal positions etc. Mainly fine,
£ 15
STC £84 SG 763/766.
915 1969 P.O. Technology set of 4 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint, ideal for marginal positions etc. Mainly
£ 18
fine, STC £108 SG 808/11.
916 1970 Anniversaries set of 5 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint, ideal for marginal positions etc. Mainly fine,
£ 16
STC £96 SG 819/23.
917
1970 Commonwealth Games set of 3 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint, ideal for marginal positions etc.
£ 22
Mainly fine, STC £132 SG 832/4.
918 1970 Philympia 70 set of 3 in complete sheets of 120 unmounted mint, ideal for marginal positions etc. Mainly fine,
£ 15
STC £84 SG 835/7.
919 1971 Six covers from the Postal strike of January and February 1971, includes QEII cover with two ½p coins, 1971
£ 25
Southampton strike post and rare presentation pack (no cellophane) from Manchester.
920 1971 Six Souvenir of the London International Stamp Exhibition emergency strike post mail covers. One cover has
£ 25
USA invert facsimile and Staffa another has inland letter service stamp. Stated that only 100 were issued.
921
1971-2012 Attractive mint and unmounted mint collection with a good degree of completion in Lindner hingeless
printed album with most commem sets u/m for 1971 to 1983, then 2012 Olympic Gold Winners sets of 29 for Olympic Games
£ 100
1st class NVI & Paralympic Games set of 34 1st NVI. Clean lot.
£ 15
922 1977 Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee Tour twenty four first day covers from various towns and cities.
£ 10
923 1993 £10 Britannia high value x 4 fine used examples mainly CDS copies. (4).
924 A selection of forty-five covers and postcards mostly KGVI and QEII although KEVII 1d unused postcard, 1951 cover
to USA carried on R.M.S. Queen Elizabeth, 150th anniversary of Keats death and KGV postcard of Post Bridge Dartmoor.
£ 25
925 A selection of twenty-eight covers and postcards from QV to QEII nearly all addressed to Switzerland. Includes 1904
KEVII 1d cover with uprated 1½d, 1936 KGV 1d red on Southampton postcard of the Queen Mary, 1899 QV ½d brown
£ 20
wrapper and 1940'd KGVI War Economy active service cover.
926 ANTHRAX THREAT MAIL - Ten commercial covers received incoming to the BBC which checked all mail using
an outside company from Oct 2001 til March 2002, once checked for anthrax spores they were handstamped CHECKED in
£ 100
three different types followed by numbers 1 to 9, interesting modern postal history lot. (10)
927 Booklets: 1938 3s Punch Almanack booklet No. 369 almost complete with first two panes each missing 1½d single
£ 100
stamp leaving two panes of 5, other three panes are fine, SG BD22 Cat £1900 complete.
£ 15
928 Collection in an GB album off pre-decimal from 1961 to Christmas 1970.
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929 Collection jumbled on stockpages with better including 1841 1d imperf with 9 in MX, surface printed incl 4d greybrown (3), 1856-7 4d rose (2), 1856 6d lilac f.u., 1870s 2s blue (5), 1880 2½d blue (14), 2½d rosy-mauve (9 incl A26
Gibraltar cancel), 1883 2/6 (4), 5s carmine (2), 1887 to 1s used, 1883 6d on 6d lilac crisp FINDON CDS, Telegraphs ½d
orange ovptd Specimen m, small range of officials incl Govt parcels QV 2d pair used, etc. Very mixed condition but useful
£ 150
pickings.
930
EXAMINED / 10 DOWNING STREET two line violet handstamp on an incoming cover from South Africa circa
£ 15
1974 addr to Col Salmon, 10 Downing Street, intr.
£ 20
931 Five Queen Victoria large unused registered letters valued at 2d. Unusual items but note that have toning.
932 Old time collection on leaves mint and used with a useful unpicked assembly from 1840 issues to 1940. Includes better
part ranges noted 1840 1d black 4 margins red MX, 1841 2d blue 4 margins f.u., Embossed cut to shape 6d & 1s, 1855 4d
carmine on blued f.u., 1856 6d & 1s f.u., 1862 6d & 1s pl.1, 1865 3d, 6d, 4d & 1s, 1867 9d straw pl.4 f.u. (cat £325), 1870s80s mainly sound heavy used, 1880 5d indigo used, 1884 lilac and greens set excl 9d used, 1883 2/6 & 5s, 1887 Jubilee set
used (good colours), 1902 EDVII mint 5d, 6d, 9d, 10d & 1s, 5s used, GV ranges to 10s seahorses used, 1951 GVI set to £1
£ 350
mint etc, mainly fine condition throughout.
933 Postage Dues: 1955 4d blue mint / unmounted mint right hand marginal pair showing IMPERFORATE variety, very
£ 125
fine, SG D43a.
934 Postage Dues: 1955-57 2/6 purple on yellow one of the key top value unmounted mint, vertical crease otherwise fine,
£ 30
SG D54 Cat £200.
£ 48
935 Postage Dues: 1955-57 5s scarlet on yellow key top value hinged mint, fresh and fine, SG D55 Cat £150.
936 Postage Dues: 1955-57 Set to 1s ochre (minus 4d) mainly unmounted mint, nice group of 7 values, SG D46/53 (No
£ 52
D51) Cat £157.
937 Postage Dues: Small mainly fine used range noted SG D12, D16 (pair cat £90), D31, D51 pair, D54 pair. (9 stamps).
£ 20
STC £150.
938
Regionals: Northern Ireland 1968-69 Complete sheets of 240 unmounted mint for 1968 4d sepia, 4d vermilion, 5d
£ 48
royal blue. Fine SG NI8/10. Cat £228.
939 Regionals: Scotland 1958-70 Complete sheets of 240 unmounted mint for 1958 3d (2 diff phosphor types), 4d, 6d,
9d, Half sheet 120 for 1/3 & 1/6, 1967-70 4d sepia & 4d vermilion, 5d royal blue. Fine SG S1, S1pb, S2/6, S9/11 Cat £540.
£ 135
940 Regionals: Wales 1968-69 Complete sheets of 240 unmounted mint for 1967-70 4d sepia, 4d vermilion, 5d royal blue.
£ 45
Then quarter sheets for 1958-67 3d, 4d, 9d & 1/6. Fine SG W1p, W2, W4 & W6. W9/11. Cat £180
941 Six empty GB stamp albums includes Royal Mail Stamp Album from 1971 General Anniversaries to 1988 Edward
£ 15
Lear.
942
Stockbook of duplicated mainstream defins and commems incl 1840 1d black (no margins), 1883 10s ultramarine
£ 30
(poor), etc, 100s.
943 Stockbook with a mainly used duplicated range from EDVII to 1951, some better fine used noted EDVII to 1s, 2/6
lilac (4 used with faults), 5s (2 one with cork cancel), GV Seahorses 2/6 (6), 5s red used in Turkey, 1924 2½d blk of 6 mint,
£ 175
1924/25 Wembley sets, GVI 2/6, 5s, mint, 1951 to £1 used, 100s.
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS

944
1948 Third Anniv. of Liberation 2½d ultramarine in bottom marginal vertical mint / U/M pair with bottom stamp
£ 25
showing broken wheel variety (U/M), nice positional item, SG C2a. Cat £75.
GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY

945 1971-73 2½p variety red omitted, fine used 22 Jan 1973 Guernsey CDS, very fine used, showing background of the
arms shield white instead of red, very scarce used, SG 48a, Cat £1500 mint, EC GU96Mca. Rare and possibly unique.
£ 750
946 ALDERNEY: 1983-2004 Collection with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted
1983 defins in marginal imprint gutter blocks of 4, Birds set in same format, Uniforms, Forts, Shipwrecks, booklets, pictorial
set to £2, prestige booklets (7), good amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice M/S's etc, quantity and useful
£ 48
value.
947 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted 1950s
regionals to 2005, plus FDCs, Postage Dues, prestige booklets (3), good amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice
£ 48
M/S's etc, quantity and useful value.
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948 Regionals: 1968-69 4d olive-sepia & 4d bright vermilion (Centre Band) & 5d royal blue (2 Bands) each in a complete
£ 36
sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Fine SG 10/12. Cat £144.
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
949 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted 1950s
regionals to 2003, incl some FDCs, Postage Dues incl £5 FDC, huge amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice
£ 60
M/S's etc, huge quantity and useful value.

950 Regionals: 1968-69 4d olive-sepia & 4d bright vermilion (Centre Band) & 5d royal blue (2 Bands) each in a complete
£ 60
sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Fine SG 5/7. Cat £276.
GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY

951 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted 1950s
regionals to 2003, plus FDCs, Postage Dues, values to £3, good amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice M/S's
£ 48
etc, quantity and useful value.
952 Regionals: 1968-69 4d olive-sepia & 4d bright vermilion (Centre Band) & 5d royal blue (2 Bands) each in a complete
£ 28
sheet of 240 unmounted mint. Fine SG 12/14. Cat £108.
GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED P. HISTORY

953 B* Approx. 125 covers and postcards with about 80 Queen Elizabeth II early 1960's plus 45 King George VI. Mixed
£ 12
selection various stamps and postmark interest.
954

GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
ARMY: 1901 QV 6d purple on rose-red heavy hinged mint example with very fresh appearance, SG O45 Cat £110.
£ 34
£ 58
ARMY: 1902 6d pale dull purple hinged mint example with very fresh appearance, SG O50 Cat £175.

955
956 Govt Parcels: 1902 EDVII 9d dull purple & ultramarine, sound used with rubber double ring CDS cancel, with good
£ 40
colour and perfs, nice stamp SG O77 Cat £175.
957 Inland Revenue: 1885 1s dull green, sound used with two dumb strikes of blue-black barred parcel cancels with good
£ 200
colour and perfs, a scarce stamp SG O7 Cat £1900.
958 Inland Revenue: 1889 1s dull green a lovely fine used example with two incomplete CDS cancels, with nice perfs and
£ 80
excellent colour, SG O15 Cat £375.
959
Inland Revenue: 1890 10s ultramarine a superb fine used example with double ring LONDON AUG 25 00 CDS
cancel, few very minor postmark ink spots and mostly very fine perfs, well above average for these, SG O10 Cat £3750.
£ 1250
960 Inland Revenue: 1892 £1 green a superb sound used example with single ring PAISLEY CDS & boxed GPO cancels
£ 725
heavily struck, god perfs and sound copy, SG O16 Cat £2500. Expertised on reverse.
961
Inland Revenue: 1901 QV 6d purple on rose-red a lovely fine used example with two incomplete registered oval
£ 48
cancels, with nice perfs and excellent colour, SG O18 Cat £150.

End of Auction - Thank You
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